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S Y N 0 PSI· S 
---------
Experimental situations where the subjective judgements or 
<ppraisals of the individuals , l e ad to qu alitative, comparati,:,e 
responses or situations where quantific ~tions through measur~ 
ments are difficult or illusary, the method of paired cOll¥?arison 
h as a significant role to play. Interest in paired cClll\l arison 
h as been generated through the paired nature of competitions of 
- .. 
mmy kinas, through the eJq?etllilent.al simplicit:y of sensory 
comp arisons of items observed in p airs, and thlrollgh canbinat"r'1 al 
properties associated with the construction of experimental 
designs or toum anents. 
The method of paire d cClll\larisons has had a long and honourable 
history in psycological eJq?erirnents . During the past three 
decades this method h as attracted the attention of people from 
a wide spectrum of interest. In general, the method would be 
<pplicable whene,:,er the obj ects can be presented to judges to 
assess their non-measurable quality in pairs either simulteniously 
or in succession. 
The basic goal in the method of paired comparison is to 
discriminate between t> 2 treabnmts, on the basis of preference 
data obtained by presenting the treabnents in pairs in a given 
order to a set of judges according to a specified paired canparison 
design. In such experimental situations the method has led to 
a surprising anount of model building to provide simple stochastic 
representation. Th e main statistical problem with these models 
have generally been that of estimation of the true worths of the 
treatments, testing of goodness of fit of the model, testing the 
hypothesis of equality of treatments etc~ based on the score 
vector obtained by using a suitcble econanical paired canparison 
design. Anoth e r type of problem that is of interest is to select 
the best tre atment with at least a specified high probability, 
using a definite selection rule. Selection rules are defined in 
terms of the score vector that is obtained by using the given 
design. A related problem i s th at o f choosing a subset of given 
treatments which includes the best treatment with at least a 
specified high probability. These problems are respectively 
special cases of the two basic formulations referred to as 
Indifference zone formulation end Subset s e l ection formulation 
in the area of Ranking and Seledtion proce dures for statistical 
popul ation s. 
The majority of the work in the method of paired canparison 
has been in the model building and fo,ts fitting to the experimental 
data fran full p~ed canp arison design. 'Ihe only woIll: in context 
of r enking and selection procedures in this area h as been due to 
T:tawiusx:l and David (1963) and Trawinski (1969). These authors 
only considered the selection of the best treatment under both 
the formulations viz s- indifferences zone and subset selection 
t.men the data are only by full pared c omparison design with equal 
number of replications for each pair of treatments. The main 
sub ject of interest in the present thesis is the further develop-
ment of selection and ranking procedures in the method of paired 
comparison. Besides this, the modification incorporating 
multiplicative order effect for Bradley - Terry model and additive 
order effect for Thurstone - Mosteller model have also been 
considered. 
In regard to the construction of ranking and selection 
procedures, the following three types of goals have been considered 
under indifferences zone formulation 
Goal· 11 Selection of the best treatment. 
Goal 2, Selection of the k best treatments . 
--
Goal 3, Selection of all treatments better th an control, 
while under the subset selection the only goal considered is Goal 1 
above, For defining the selection rules for these goals we have 
used data from full paired comparison design or from symmetrical 
p aired comparison design or from both and \·/henever feasIble a 
comparative performance of the rules under these designs have been 
studied. An additional feature of the I-Ork in this thesis is that 
the extension of ranking and selection procedures has been done in 
c ase ties are also permissible in the paired comparison. Since the 
selection rules used were base d on the scores of the individual 
treatments obtained '">y using a given de!'ign, the development of 
selection procedures necessitated us to consider a relatively 
tedious problem of den ving the distribution of scores and the 
distribution of order statistics of scores. This in turn needed 
generation of score vectors on computers. Becalse exaCt distri-
bution may at times becomes cumbersome.tit was found desirable to 
develop asymptotic procedures. 
The thesis consists of six Chcpters. The following is the 
Chct>teL>-wise description of the thesis in brief. 
ch<:pter It This chapter is an introductory chapter whim reviews 
the literature end contains definitions that are used in the 
following ch <:pters. 
Chapter II: It deals with the selection problems for Goal I 
under indifference zone as well as subset selection approach, 
when the data are obtained by symmetrical paired comparison design 
with equal number of replications per pair. It is assumed that 
no ties are permissible in paired camp arison of treatments. 
Tables for implementation of two selection rules have been 
presented. The comp arison of the average number of observ atj.ons 
by using symmetrical paired comparison design against full paired 
comparison design for a given pre-assigned probcbility of correct 
selection using the sane selection rule has been numerically 
presented for the asymptotic case. M asymptotic expression of 
the expected subset size under subset selection tormulation has 
also been given. 
chapter Ill: As in chapter II, this chapter also considers Goal 
1 under both formulations of ranking and selection. But now it 
is assumed th at ties are also permissibJ e in the paired comparison 
of treatments and full paired comparison design with equal number 
of replications for each pair is used for obtaining the data. 
The inco.tporation of ties leads to modifications in score vector 
\,hich in tum leads to the developments of new distribution 
theoJ:Y. Tables for implementation of selection rules based on 
the modified score vector have been provided. 
Chapter IVa Results obtained in chapter III for ful paired com-
parison design have been modified when data are obtained from 
symmetrical paired comparison design with provision for ties in 
pal. red comparison. Tables h ave been computed for implementing 
the selection rules and numerical comparisons of the two desings 
viz' full paired comparison and symmetric al paired comparison 
designs with provisi.on for ties have l:E bl made asymptotically. 
Chapter VI All th e previous Ch~ters considered Goal I. In this 
Chcpter other gO&S have also been considere d. It is assumed no 
ties are permitted and data are fran full paired comp arison design 
with the s<Jt\e number of replications for each pair. The foll0l4ing 
three problems have been discussed. 
(al selection rul e for Goal 2 have been considered urder the 
indifference zone set-up. All details r egarding imple-
mentation of the s e lection procedures have been provided. 
(b) selection rule for Goal 3 and its implementation has been 
worked out under indifference zone s et-up. 
(c) Using Thurstone - Mosteller model for paired carparison ,.,e 
have given selection rules for Goal I under both the 
fOII1lulations i.e. indifference zone and subset selection. 
All results h ave been developed on asymptotic basis and 
the problem is seen to be similar to that of ranking 
means in multivariate nOII1la! population. 
Chapter :vII This Chapter deals with the problems of order 
effect in paired comp arisons. We h ave extended Bradley - Terry and 
Thurstone - Mosteller Models for paired comparison experiments to 
incorporate order effect due to treatment specified characteristics. 
The order effects are assumed additive for Thurstone - Mosteller 
model and multiplicative for Bradley - Terry model. The estimation 
of worth parcrneters and order effect parameters is considered. 
Also the testing procedures for goodness of fit of the models 
have been given. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION PND REVIEW 
1.1 Experimental si tuatio:-1s where the subj ective judgements 
or cppraisals of the individuals leads to qualitative canpara-
ti ve responses or situations where qucntifications through 
measurements are difficult or illusory, the method of paired 
comparisons has a significant role to play. In such experi-
mental situations the method has led to a surprising anount of 
model building to provide simple stochastic representation. 
Interest in paired comparisons h as been generated through the 
paired nature of the computations of many kinds"through the 
experimental simplicity of sensory comparisons of items observed 
in pairs, and through canbinatorial properties associated with 
the construction of exp e rimental designs or tournaments. 
The method of paired canparisons has had a long and 
honourable history in psychological experiments. During the 
past three decades the method of paired comparisons has attra-
cted the attention of people from a ',' 2. :!:) Qectrum of interest:-
statistics, quality testing of agricuh,ural products, marketing 
research, preference measurement, multi dimensional scaling, 
, 
sports competition and many others. The method of paired 
comparisons can be used for assessment of non measurrole 
quality of treatments. In all the above areas, and in general, 
it would be applicable whenever the objects can be presented 
in pairs either simUltaneously o r i n succession . 
The basic goal in the method of paired comparisons is to 
discriminate between t > 2 treatments, on the basis of 
2 
preference data obtained by presenting the treatments in pairs, 
in a gi ven orders to a set of judges, according to a specifi~d 
paired comparisonsdesign. Let T1, T2,0 ... Tt be the t treat-
ments. The treatment Ti (i=1, 2 ••••• t) has a true merit or a 
true paranetric value 5i , when judged with respect to some 
real ch aracteristic Y. vie assume th at the t merits 51' 52"" 5 t 
can be represented by t points on ? l1' ''' !"5_t scale. 
vie write Ti> Tj if Ti is preferred to Tj and define 
iff 
while T. = T. iff 
1. J 
• 
In any comp arison between T i and T j the data in a single 
replication are of the form of preference. no preference for one 
of the treatments or a tie. certain scoring systems cen be 
adopted for this kind of observations . Eg. score 1 for preference 
• 0 I for no preference and ~ for a tie. 50me times judges are not 
allowed to declare a tie, i.0 , in all cases they are forced to 
give decision favouring one or the other treatment in the pair. 
In such situations, we have only O. 1, scoring system. 
A paired comparison design in which every possible 




co.llparison design or Round Robin paired comparison design. 
A FP design involves huge anount of experimentation . Hence 
designs using fractional sets of symmetrical end standard paired 
comparisons were developed. Jlccording to this one uses a suitable 
design in which he compares a fraction of all pairs of treatments 
and uses the scores from such comparisons to rank the set of 
3 
given t treatments . This method is very useful for assessment 
o f quality of differ ent treatments at a r educe d cost. Two 
simplest kinds of fractional pair designs are the symmetrical 
pairs (sp) de sign .md the standard pai "Ted (Scp) comparison design. 
M SP design consists of exactly t paired cOlTl>arisons such 
that each of the t treatment pairs with exactly two other 
treatments. Eg . one s e t of paired, comparison under SP design 
involving tre atments T1, 
(T3, T4)····(Tt _ 1, Tt ), 
T2, •• •• .Tt would be (T 1, T 2), (T2, T3), 
(Tt , T1), which is one anong the (~1) 1 2 '. 
possible sets of paired comparisons under SP design. 
In any of these designs, the pairs of treatments Ccll be 
compared in a number of independent r eplications. Let n ij be 
the number of independent replications on the comparison between 
the pair (Ti , Tj ). If every treatment is compared a fixed 
number of times, the design is called a balanced paired comparison 
design. 
1.2 Mathematical Model 
In orde r to formulate the basic model for the method of 
paired cCIlT1:) arisons, one proceeds as follows. At the moment we 
shall assume that the judges are not allowed to declare a tie 
and order effect are not present. Consider 't' treatments T1, 
T2, ••• ··Tt with ~e=i~s c 1' s2 ••••• St respectively . The 
observed merit of Ti will vary from observation to observation 
and may also be r epresented on the sane scale as S, by the 
, l. 
continuous random variable Yi (-'" ~ Yi~oo ). Then in a paired 




By assumption ~(\ = Yj ) = 0 
and let 
nij = ~(Yi > Yj ) ( 1.1) 
i t j = 1,2 ••••• t, 
The probability n
ij is called the prefe rence probability of 
Ti over Tj • Note that 
• 
The preference probabilities _ nij 
line ar model if nij = H (Si - Sj) 
are said to satisfy a 
(1.2) 
where H is the c. d. f. of a symmetrical random variable with 
mean 0 i.e. H (-x) = 1 - H(x). The foll0l1ing two special linear 
models have been widely used in the past. 
1. T.M. Model 
In this model it is assumed that H is the c. d. f. of the 
standard normal distribution (denoted '::'1 (/i-)' Thus preference 
probchilities are given by 
nij '" if; ( S i ~ S j ) 
00 t _1/2 l 
= J e dy 
-(51 - 5 j ) ...f2it 
This model is known as Thurstone Mosteller Model (1951a). 
2. B.T. Model 
i=l, •••• t and assume without loss of 
generality that the merit scale is transfonned SO that 
5 
(1.4 ) 
Now if we suppose th at H is th e c. d. f. of a logistic di stribu-
tion i.e. 
H (x) -~-1,,-~ 
l+e-x 
then pre f e r ence probabiliti e s are 
given by 
(1.5) 
This model is known as Bradely - Terry model (1952). 
Conside r a paired comparison design D in which the pair 
(Ti , Tj ), i > j, is compared nij' (i, j = 1, 2, ••••• t) times 
where nij is any inUge-,. ~ O. Let xijr be a characte ristic 
randan vari ab l e c o rre sp onding t o th e comp arison of Ti rod Tj 
in the rth replic ation . 
= ! if Ti > Tj' (i '" j= 1,2 ...... t, r= !, ..... n 1j ) 
o if Tj > T1 
('1..6) 
We assume that th e r e . s no r ep1. t ' cc t that all (t ) ... _ ... C~ ~ ::)! ... ~ C,.. __ 8 C , 
2 
comparisons are in dependent. Then we n ave 
Th e score 
Pr (Xijr = i) = n1j 
P
r 
(Xijr = 0) = llj1 = ! - llij 






The vector ~ = (a l , a2' ••••• ~) will be calle d t he score vector. 
6 
The above definitions are origin ally due to Kendall, who 
c~sidered the particular case \vith n . . =n. 
~J 
The main statistical problems connected with these models 
and ' their generaliSations incorporating ties and order effects 
have generally been that of estimation of true worth 5 i , testing 
of goodness of fit of the model, testing the hypothesis of 
equality of treatments ratings test of significance of tie, or , 
order effect p araneters, based on the relevent scores obt ained by 
a suitcble paired comparison design D. 
A more general formulation for the method of paired compari-
sons could be to ~sume that the preference probabilities 'ltij , 
i> j, i, j = 1, 2, ••••• t constitutes the paraneters of the model 
. and if Ti> Tj then ,. ij > ~ whereas if Ti = Tj then llij =~ • 
Then we t:ry to define a feasible true r anking in terms of the 
probabilities 11 .. ' One w<f:l to achieve this is to c~ute 
~J 
1ti. = E 1t1j , i = I , 2, . ...... t (1.9) 
the row- sum p rob abilties cOl-responding to tre{ltment Ti and rank 
treatments Bccorditlg to desending order of 1t's 
i. 
In the formulation of mathematical model we assumed that 
judges are not allowed to declare a tie. Even if the judges 
are efficient, there is a certain threshold with in which they 
will not be able to detect the difference between two treatments. 
In s uch cases, they have to declare a tie instead of giving a 
fo rced decision in one ·.1~ or the other. Thus it is postulated 
that th e re exists en interval of length 2(j' centered at the Origin 
of the distribution of Yi - Yj with in which the judge can not 
7 
distinguish between Y i Ci1d Yj and will declare a tie. llCcordingly 
in a paired comp arison between Ti and shall declare Ti > Tj 
= Tj if \Yi-Yjl ("~. 
Now the preference probcbility of Ti o" ~r Tj would be given by 
(1. .10) 
• 
and th at of Tj over T i by 
('1.11 ) 
We now also have a +.ve probability for declaring a tie which 
is given by (1. .12) 
clearly 
. The definition of line ar model now generalises to the 
following. The pre f e rence probabilities are said to satisfy a 
linear model if 
where H is the c. d. f. of a ~etrical random variable with 
\ 
mean O. Note that 
11 '" 1 - H(Sl- S. + ~) j .1j J 
and 1Io.1j = H(S1 - Sj + ~) - H (S1 - Sj - ~) 
('1.14 ) 
(1.15) 
Another type of problem that is of interest is selecting 
the best tre atment with at le ast "l ~ecif.i.ed high probability 
p* on the basis of a definite selection rule defined in terms 
of the score vector :2 that is obtained by using a convenient and 
econanical design D. A r elated problem is that of choosing a 
subset of t given treatments which includes the best treatment 
with at l e ast a specified probability p* close to 1. These 
8 
problems are respectively the special cases of the wo basic 
foonulations referred to as Indifference zone fonnul ation and 
Subset selection fonnulation in the area of Ranking and selection 
procedures for statistical, populations. The next section briefly 
discusses these two procedures. 
1:.3 Ranking and Selection procedures: 
Ranking and selection procedures are statistical techniques 
for comparing a number t of populations denoted by T1, T2 ••••• Tt • 
Assume that the populations are not all the sane and can be ordered 
in sane meaningful way from worst to best or fran snallest to 
largest. Let population Ti be characterised by a paraneter el' 
i = 1, 2, ••••• tt then we say that Ti > Tj if ei > OJ" The 
population corresponding to maximum -i is called the best. For 
exanple in an agricultural experiment the popul ations may be the 
different varieties of wheat seeds and 9i may be the true yield 
of the i th variety. 
The classical cpproach in the preceeding situation is to 
test the hypothesis HOI Qi = Qj or the joint hypothesis 
HO~ &t = e~ = ..... '~t for the nonnal populations N (81 , fr' z" 
(i=1, ••••• t). These hypothesis can be tested by uslng the malysis 
of variance methods. For other types of populations one cm use 
the Neyman - Pearson theoq. But if the null hypothesis is 
rejected, it means the paraneters differ significantly, then one 
would like to check which population has highest or lowest par&-
meter. previously, a less efficient method of least significant 
differences based on t-tests had been used to find the difference 
. 
between the paraneters and thus choose the best one. Now the 
- 9 
more realistic ~pro ach o f ranking and selection under indifference 
zone and subset selection set up h ave taken this pl ace. 
The paranetrlc space::l.. is the space of all par<ltletric 
configurations (91, 9 2, ..... 9 t ). Let G(l) ~g(2) .i .... ·.i(il(t) 
be the ordered values of Q., i=l, 2, •••••• t. Hence the ordered 
~ 
- -
populations are T (1) ~ T (2) ~ •••• ~ T (t)' We assume that it is 
not known which of the populations Ti corresponds to T (t). 
p aranetric configuration of 9 i is such th at 
{Q('l) = Q(2) = ..... ;Q(t-i) .. g, e(t) .. a:e}1 a: ~ 1. 
or {tl(i)" Q , Q(2) = eO) = .......... =e (t)=ae},a: ~ 1. 
The 
is called slippage paranetric configuration. The population T(l)' 
T(2)' ....... , T(k) ( or T(t-k+1)' T(t-k+2):·· _ .... ·T(t»COrresponding 
the p araneters 9 (1)' •••••••• Q (k) ( ro. ) 
or Q (t-k+1)' (iI (t-k+2,.··· .. •• ... (t) 
respectively are called k-best populations. 's popull!tions -Ti i=l, 
-
........ t for which paraneters 9 i ~(ilO (Qi ~gO)' i-=l, 2, ..... t 
are called better than (worse then) control or stendard population 
TO' where Qo is the paraneter corresponding to a control or 
standard population To. In a particular prctJlem our goal may be 
any one of these i.e. selection of the best or k-best or better 
than control. 
1.3.1 Indifference zone .8PEroach: 
The pioneer of indifference zone ~proach is Bechhofer (1954). 
The follOWing definitions would be needed for the discussion of 
this approach. • Let a: b e a specified constant. Define the sub 
is called the preference zone. .... The cOlIII)lement ot.s. ... lJ is 
f 
called the indifference zone. For the population Tit 
10 
let ')be a1 appropriate statistic for ~i' based on observations 
using the given design D. A criterion based on statistics Xi' 
i=l, 2, ••••• t which is used to select the population meeting our 
goal is called the -, election rule (R). By Correct Selection 
(CS) we mean the selection of the population meeting our goal 
by the selection rule R. A selection rule R is said to satisfy 
p** condition iff P (CS/R) ~ p** for all ~ W ('I. .16) 
The configuration QLF at which the probability of correct selec-
tion attains its infimum • inACX is called least favourrole 
configuration (LFC). Fo r a given p** one usually fixes the 
sample size n (the number of observations peJr pqJulation) so that 
the p** condition (1.1£) is satisfied by the selection rule R. 
~ 
To achieve this, one solves for n the fo11owing equation 
" . 
:: P (1.17) 
If 
Tn! P (CsjR) 
~a 
distribution of Xi is statistically increasing in Qi and 
the goal is that of selection of the best population one would 
usually define the. selection rule R which selects the population 
corresponding to mlAlt· Xi as the best p opul ation • 
. 1<i~t 
1.3.2 Subset selection approachs 
Subset selection approach in ranking and selection was 
initiated by Gupta (1956). According to this procedure we select 
J 
a subset of random size s of t given populations tha~ includes 
all the populations meeting our goal with a high pre-assigned 
probabilitli P*. The follOWing definiti6";, would be needed. A 
" 
criterion based on the statistics Xi' i::1,2, ••••• t, which tells 
us whether or not to include any Ti in the subset is called the 
11 
selection rule (R). Th e Co rrect Se l ection (CS) me ans th at the 
sele cted 
subsetLaccording t o rul e R i nclude s all populations ,meeting our 
goal. 
A subse t sel ection rule R is said to satisfy p* condition 
iff P (CS/R) ~ p* f or all Q S_'L.. (1.18) 
where ~ < p* < 1, a pre-assigned number. Then again a para-
:ne t r ic configuration £LF a ~ Ivh i ch the probability of correct 
selection attains its infimum in..n. is called least favourcble 
c onfiguration (LFC). The oonstants invo lved i n the selection 
rule R are called sel ection constants. The selection constants 
of any rule R are chosen sO that selection rul e R satisfies the 
p* c ondition. (l.le). 
In orde r to choose s e l ection constants on e generally sol v es , 
the following equation. 
Tnf 
-'"L 
P (CS/R) = p* (1.19 ) 
If distribution o f Xi is s tocas tically increasing in Gi , 
then the rule s propose d f or the spcci f ':'c go al of selection of 
• 
the best popul atiorl may b e one o f the toll owing two types 
Ri : Select Ti iff 
Xi ~ max Xj - d , d ~ 0 (1.20) 
1 ~j < t 
R2 I Select T. iff J 
Xi ~C max X . 0 ~C <: 1 J 
.1 
1 <: . < 
_J_ t 
where d and c are selection constants. For other goals, these 
rule s can be modified. 
12 
1.4 Review of Literature: 
Historically the method of paired comparisons was introduced 
in psycological experiments beginning with researches of Witmer 
and Cohn (1894), Tit.chner (1901) described the method in detail 
in one of the earliest text books on psycological experiments. 
But the actual experiment was conducted by Thurstone (1927) for 
the purpose of estimating the relative strengths of treatment 
stimuli through subjective testing. He postulated that a sub-
j ecti ve continu UDl over which sensations are jointly normally 
distributed with equal standard deviations and zero co-relations 
between pairs. 
Kendall end Smith (1939) proposed paired comparison method of 
canbinatorial type. Moran (1947) calculated the manents of 
distribution of circular triads and proved that the distribution 
teDds to normality when the number of objects being compared 
increases. 
Mosteller (1951 a, b, c) demostrated th at we need not 
assume that the correlation between responses are zero as assumed 
by Thurstone (1927). He modified the Thurstone model under the 
assumption of equal correlations between the responses. This 
model 
modifiedLc~e to be known as TM model. In his paper Mosteller 
de al t with the problem of estimation of t=e worth Si of the 
treatments Ti. Harris (1957) has modified Mosteller's work to 
account for order effects. Glen and David (1960) introduced tie 
effect in 1M model and replaced the normal distribution by an 
angular distributio n and developed least square estimates for Si 
and tie p ar~eter. 
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The second model of paired carparison as stated in previous 
section was given by Bradely and Terry (1952) and Terry, Bradely 
and Davis (1952). A mathematical model defined as BT model in the 
last section was pos tulated and tested tor equality of parCJlleters 
of the model. 
Scheffe (1952) gave a'l. analysis of variance model for paired 
comparison experiments, in which the judges preferences are 
expressed on a 7 or a 9 point scale. procedures for testing the 
cppropriateness: of the model, developed by Bradely and Terry 
(1952), their cpplications, were presented by Bradely (1954). 
Iqain Bradely (1955) examined some of the large s~le properties 
of his method of paired c~arisons. Wei (1952) and Kendall (1955) 
considered the problem of reducing :the number of p airs required, 
by the use of balanced experimental designs. Dykstra (1956) 
presented a quick and easy method of obtaining first estimates of 
the rating 1t~ s 
~ 
in the case of BT model. David (1959) developed 
some exact test procedures for paired comparison experiments, 
assuming preference probabilities as the parCJlleters of the model. 
Dykstra (1960) extended BT model and generalised their results 
to the case of unequal number of repetitions on pairs. David 
(1963) used cyclic designs developed by Kemptorne to get 
fractional sets of paired comp arisons for reasons of econat¥. 
A goCbd deal of work in the refe rences stated ct>ove was berutifully 
summed in the monogrcph entitled WThe Method of paired Comparisons" 
by David 1963. Buhlma'l.n and Huber (1963) studied sevGral 
possibilities for defining the correct ranking of tre~ents in 
teons of the under lying preference probability matrices. '!hey 
14 -
h ave shown th at ranking in descending order of the rCM-Slml is 
optimal, in a very strong sense,. for BT model. 
Trawinski and David (1963) employed the techniques of ranking 
and selection of statistical populations in the method of paired 
comparisons. They prD~sed two selection rules for selecting the 
best and the subset cont aining the best treatment when observations 
came from FP design. Trawinski (1969 ) developed CJl asymptotic 
approximation of the expected size of the selected subset under 
the selection rule developed by Trawinski and David (1963). 
Tbanson ;fr. and Russel Remage Jr. (1964) studied the theo-
retical aspect of the problem of obtaini,ng rankings from paired 
comparisons, from the point of view of graph theory. They have 
introduced a mathematical model based on the concept of weak 
stochastic sensityvity of imformation theory. Bradely (1965) 
showed that BT model can be derived from a variety of diffierent 
initial assumptions about the nature of experiment. Rae and 
Kupper (1967) modified the B~ model by permi tting ties and 
defining the s arne by a threshold p ararn,':er. Davidson (1970) 
develq>ed an al temative model by modifying BT model to incoz:porate 
tied observations. Davidson and Bradely (1969) extended the 
BT model to the case when the pair is judged with respect to more 
than one character. sadasivan (1970) introduced the concept of SCP 
design in paired coI1Jlarison with a view to reduce the tedium 
of experimentaUon. sadasivcn et al (1971) have modified the 
BT model with and without ties when observations are from SP 
de: sign. Davidson cnd Beaver (1977) extended both Rao_KUpper( 1967) 
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models 
and Davidson (1970)Lto allow for with in pair order effects. 
Some other papers in the field of paired comparison are by 
Bose (1956), Thomson and Singh (1967) 0 Singh end Thomson (1968), 
Singh (1973, 1976), Beaver and Gokhle \1975), Fluck and Korsh 
(1975), Finberg and Larntz (1975), El-Helbay and Bradley (1976), 
Davidson end Farguber. (1976), sadasivan and Sundaran (1977), 
El-Helbay and Bradley (1977) I Little end Boyett (1977), Bauor 
(1978), Singh end Gupta (1975,1978), Latta (1979), Finberg (1979), 
Kousgaard (1980 ab), and Sadesiven (1981). 
Next we review some of the papers cited cbove confining 
4re . 
ourselves mainly to the work in whichLare interested in this 
thesis. 
Mosteller (1951a) 
TM model as introduced in section 3 was first discussed in 
..are 
this paper. From equation (1.3) it is clear that Yi - Y~normallY 
distributed with 0 mean and vari ance 1. Y. may be correl ated 
~ 
Wi. th equal correlation among the pairs. 
suppos e n independent observations are made on each pair 
(T i' T j) either by a single judge or a group of judges having 
equal discriminatory powers relative to the treatments concerned. 
Let·Nij be the number of times Ti > Tj in those n canparisons. 
Pij = Nij/n = proportion of preferences for Ti 
Pj 1 = N j iln = proportion of preferences for T j 
and =n 








where 5i - 5j are respectively the exp erimental estimates of 
5 i - 5 j resulting fran thE comparison of Ti and Tj . so that 
-1 
:= if; (Pij ) 
-1 
if; (p j i) 
(1.23) 
, I 
Sj - 5 i 
-1 -1 
where if; (pijO} and if; (Pj i) are discrete variates which may 
be called pseudo - normal devi ates exceeded with probci:>ili ties 
(l-po 0) and (l-P j 0) respectively. Given the d~a in this form ~J ~ 
for each pair (i, j:=l ••••• t) least square estimates were obtained 
by minimising 
L [ , (' , )]2 
i,j D1j - S1 - Sj 
with ~ = o. 
Mo~teller (1951c): A test . of the assumption underlying 
Thurstone's method of p aired co~ arisons was ° developed and 
illustrat~d i n this p <per. 
Harries (1957) I has modified TM model of comparitive judgement to 
account for temp<!lral or spatial order of presentation of pairs 
of treatments. Harries I s model intexpretted with in the frame 
work of 'IM model as s umes that the expected value of the differences 
between the responses °to two treatments is normally distributed 
wj.th mean say (51 - 5j l and variance, 2~(1- ~2), whlle the 
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order of presentation introduces a bias in the meen so that for 
th e ordered present ation (T, IT,) the expected difference in 
~ J 
response is (5i - Sj +0:- ) an i!l expected di. fference in response for 
the ordered present, ,tion (Tj I Ti' is (5.i - Sj - <X ) • Following 
Mosteller, least squares estimates of parameters are obtained and 
a goodness of fittest of the proposed model h as been discussed. 
Glenn end David (1960): In this p~er a modification of TM mode l 
to incorporate tied observation in paired comparison experiments 
has been discussed. Consequently they assumed that the preference 
probabilities are satisfying the linear model and are given by 
(1.13), (1.14), (1.15) with H replaced by¢; • 
clearly 1t1 •1j + 1tO•1j = ¢ (51 - Sj + ~) (1.24 ) 
1tj •1j + 'nO• ij .. ¢ (~ - 51+Sj ) 
Replacing the paramerters 1ti.1j' 1tj •1j and 'nO•1j 
by their estimates which are taken to be corresponding sCJ1!>le 
proportions Pi.ij' Pj .ij and Po.ij respectively in n cOllllarisons 
of (Tij Tj ), they got the . relations 
, " 
Pi.ij + PO.ij = ¢ (~ .(ij) + Si-Sj) 
(1.25) 
P, i' +PO 'j J. J .~ 
, , 
where Il (rj l . and Si -Sj are respectively the estimated values of 
P ij and Si - Sj resulting from the canparison of Ti and T jl 
(1.26) 






I I -1 
~hj) + 51 - 5j = if; (a .. ) ~J 
-1 (1.27) I I 
~ (ij) + 5j - 5i = if; (aji) 
I I I 
50lving for ~(ij) and 5i - 5j they had 
(1.28) 
Because of lack of independence due to tied observations it was 
necessary to introduce arcsin transformation, which yielded 
-1 -1 
(1) r(lj) .. 1/2 [sin (2a1j-1) + sin (2aj1-1)] '" G1j 
., -1 -1 
(2) S1 - Sj ,. 1/2 [Sin(2a1j-l) - Sin(2aj 1-1 )] '" H1j 
-1 -1 
(3) Var [sin (2a1j-1)] '" Var rsin (2aj1-1)] = i/n 
-1 
(4) Correlation between sin (2aij -1) 
-1 
sin (2aj1-1) denoted by 
and 
Cij '" - i.ij ).ij 















2 ' f- Gij and ~' = t(t-l) iL.j 
t 
-i k H2j 15; M 1-2 1 ••••• 
* 
1 t 
53 1 = t 1 2 ••••• 1 > H3j 
3=1 
• i ! ~T" ~ --I , 
2 I t 1 Sf ! Ll 1 ••••• Htj I t... 
- ' k 
'-" J 
with * 51 = 0 
Using (1.29) and (1.30) in 
Var (Gij ) = (1 + eij)/2n 
Var (Hij ) = (1 - .e ij)/2n 




In order to allow f o r hetrogenity ;in these variCJlces, 
they have weighted each Gij , Hij in proportion to the inverse 
- ~ 
of its variance. Using the initi'al estimates of !3'* and 5i as 
obtained in (1.34), they first got the estimates r ij of t ,f 
r 1j = - (i-aU )(1-~1) . 
.: > 
aij a j1 
a1j .. 1/2 [1+ 
~ . . 
where sin (f! + 81 - Sj)] 
aji - 1/2 
.. , .. 
[1+ Bin (f! - SI + Sj)] 
and then estImated var (Glj ) by 
(1+ r ij )/2n, and var (Hij ) 






Next defining V ij as the weight associated with Gij cod 
Wij that with Hiji they have taken 
V .. 1J = 1/(l+rij ) ~l d 
Wij = l/(l-rij ) for all (i ) pairs. Denoteing 
~** and 5!*(i=1, •••• t) with s~ = 0 as estimates of , 
obtained from the weighted analysis, they got 
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They also obtained estimated variCl'lce covariance matrix 
associated with vector B** as 
-1 
= (X' W X)i(2 ~) (1.38) 
B** 
Fin ally they h ave discussed a test for goodness of fit for their 
model. 
Bradely R.A. and Ten:y M.E. (1952) 
BT model as introduced in section 3 was discussed in this 
paper. In a paired comparison of the pair (Ti , Tj ), they have 
postulated th at 
where ~i is the intrinsic worth corresponding to the treatment 
Ti , i=1, 2. 0.00 ot on a scale satisfying ~i ~ 0 , 1: Tti ", 1. 
Ties are not permitted in this model. They obtained MLE for Ttl 
and developed a likelihood ratio test f o r testing the equality 
of treatments. These are discussed bri ::: fl~' i n the following. 
The nomal equ dtions which maximise the likelihood can be 
written as 
~ nij . (p +p ) = 0, i=1,2 ••• t. 1- i j (1.39) 
and >. Pi = 1 where Pi is the estimator for Tti • 
solution of equations (1.39) for Pi has been obtained 
i terat! "ely. To test HO : ~ = 12 .... 0 0'0 .. ~t= 1/t against 
the al ternati ve HO: "lti ~ 
i ~ j, the likelihood ratio. 
1tj for some i, j, .. 1, 2, ...... t, 
statistic to be used Is 
, 
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- 2ln .\ = 2 N ln2 - 2 ~ In 10, . N = E n1j 1<j 
where B1 a E n1j In (p 1 + P j) - 1: a1 In PI l<j 1 
For large nij' -2ln .Af has the central chi-square 
di s t!"ibuti on \>l ith (t-1) degrees of freedom under HO. 
(1.40) 
Bradley R.A. (1955): As continuation of the .ork in Bradley 
and Ten:y (1952) I in this p aper, the distribution of varialCe 
(;(rJ ariance matrix of roe M:U Ees'cilucrc<!s Pi of 1t
i 
has been done. 
He obtained the relative efficiency of the method of paired 
comp arison in 'comparison with analysis of varicnce, from the 
limiting ratio of sample sizes requIred for equal powers, as 
t/ 1t(t-I) where 1t = 22/7. He has shown that BT 1-1odel behaves 
better than a multi-binomial test. Asymtotic powers of these two 
tests have been plotted for t=3 and 4 along with similar values 
for analysis of variance procedure. 
Rae and Kupper (1967): In this paper BT model has been modified 
to accanmodate ties in paired cOOJ>arisons. A tie paraneter fI' 
has been introduced to adju:'i: the preference probabilities end 
tie probability ~soci ated with the c0"'9 arison between Ti , Tj 
as follows; 
1 % 1, j 
1tO• ij = 1 - 1t1.ij - 1tj < ~~ for 1 t j, j = 1,2, •••. t (1.41 ) 
Note that these preference probabilities can be obtained 
• 
from (1.13), (1.14) and (1.15) by reolacing H by the c.d.f. of 




The ML est.iJnators for Q and 7ti '5 have been obtained and 
their asymptotic joint distribution also. 
Davidson (1970): In this paper another model with basically 
similar consideration as Rao and Kupper (1 967) was introduced. 
The preference probabilities in the new model have been expressed 
1 :: i, j and 
tie probability by (1.42 ) 
7I
o • ij = i - 7I1.ij - 7Ij .ij with 1/v taken as an index , 
of discrimination between Ti , Tj • ML est.iJnators of "i 5 and v 
have been obtained, 
Beaver and Gokhale (1975): In this peper the following extension 
of BT Model without ties to account for a possible order of 
presentation effect within pairs was proposed. 
Let 7I1.ij and 7I1.ji represent the probability of prefer-
ence for Ti when the orders of presentation are (Ti , Tj ) and 
(Tj , Ti ) respectively. They assumed the existence of a parcroeter 
t'Cij associated with pair (i, j) such that the preference probabi-
lities for the ordered pair (Ti , Tj ) are 





while the preference probabilities for the o rdered pair 
(Tj , Ti ) are 
(1.43 ) 
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"lt1 0:1 · 
"ltL j1 = 
.J 
"lt1 + "ltj (1.44) 
"ltj ... 0:1j 
"ltj .j1 = "lt1 + "ltj 
.,ith the restriction that 1 o:ijl ~ minimum ( "lt1 , 1tj ). 
Singh and Gupta (1 975): Devel oped a new paired comparison model 
using psychophysical i deas of sensory preception. Two hypothesi s 
were advanced. One of them postulated that the number of signals 
registered at the brain during time t as a result of sensory 
receptors activat e d by a stimulus is governed by a stochastic 
process. Thus in a paired comparison task a bivariate process 
would govern the number of s ign als corresponding to a p air of 
stimuli. The second hypothesis pertains to the prob<Dility of 
r eporting one stimul a:..s grater than the other in terms of the 
joint waiting time associated with the bivariate process. lin 
advantage of this approach is that the physical interpretations 
of the parcrneters i nvol ved in the model presents itself naturally. 
BT Model i:G a speci al case cf this rrodel. 
inference aspect of the model presented <Dove. Based upcn the 
r esults of Bhat and Nagaur (1965) a locally most powerful stringent 
/ 
":es-t: was developcc. :::0::: tcs"\:':'ng '';;k ;lypothesis of equal preference 
from paired comparison data. A numerical exanple was used to 
illustrate the re sult. 
Davidson and Beaver (1977 ): This p<Jle r deals with modified BT 
Model of Rao and Kupper (1967) and Davidson (1970) given earlie r, 
to allow for within paire order effect. The extended model allows 
25 
multiplicative order effect ~, independent of Ti an"d Tj' 
For t he order of presentation (i,j) as an extension of Rao 
and Kuppe r model (1967) the :,; reference probabilities were given 
by 111. ij = 111/ (111 + ~ e 1Ij ) 
1tj .1j = ~1I/(e 1t1 -I- ~ 1Ij ) (~ .45) 
1IO•1j = (e
2
_1) ~ 111 11/ (1t1 + ~Q 1tj )(e1t! + ~ 1tj ) 
(~.46 ) 
the parameters 1n the above models. The weighted least squares 
( analysis has also been used f or analysing the data from the paired 
comparison with orde r effect in the presence of ties. 
Sadasivan (1970~ The author has comp ared the efficiency of 
som~ experimental designs in which standard pairs and triads are 
tested an equal number of time s by e i ffe r ent judges. A brief 
discussion as to hc.w the data from the ae signs can be analysed 
using BT model or combinatorial method was given. 
Maitri (1982): The ch~ter VI and VII of Maitri~s ph.D. 
dissertation contains the problem of selection of best treatment 
using p aired comparison data. In en ~ter VI a modified knook. 
out design calle d T2 (1,c) knock out pair canparison design 
has been defined. The prQbl~ of s e l ection of best treatment 
using the data from thi s design under indifference zone fODllUlation 
has been atte~ted. Optimal T2 (1, c) knock out paired comparison 
( ' 
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, design with minimum expected nwnber of canp arisons for selecting 
the best treabnent has been given. Also T 2 (1,c) design has been 
compared with round robin design. 
In chapter VII Maitri discussed th ," problem of choosing the 
subset containing the best tre atment "hen the data is obtained 
c 
by using Sf' design. He acchieved the required goal by reducing 
this problem to the problem of selecting the best Binomial p ara-
mete r in a reduced set of parametric configuration. 
Buhlmann and Huber (1963 )~ This paper is concerned with 
the following ranki ng problems : t>3 treabnents are compared 
pairvise. The results of all canp arisons can be sunrnerised in a 
'preference matrix Xc (X
ij ) where x ij = 
according as Ti> Tj , Tj > Ti over Ti 
1, 0, or ~ respectively 
The 'authors are 
concerned with choosing all treabnents in the order of their 
preference when X is known. For the case of no ties they 
111'1'IP as sumed for all i ~ j 
wi th probNJility 'ltij (i) (xij =1) 
(ii) (xij =0) ith probability 'ltji rod 
(iii) = 1 
If the results of all paired canparisons are independent 
then the probability matrix F=(1t, , ) describes the complete urrler-
.J 
lying probability structure of the preference matrix X. In tellTls 
of p matrix they h ave considered the following different methods 
for ranking t tre atments 




j =1 ••••• t 
to decending order of mi 
and rS'lk treatments 
• 
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(b) Define Pi = > j1tij and rank the treatments according to 
desending order of Pi 
(e) Define P (N) = p (N-l)p and rank in des en ding order of pIN) where 
p = (P:.; P 2' ••• ·• 'Pt") as defined in (b) and p (N) = (piN) I 
(N) (N) P 2 ' ...... 'Pt ). They have shown that rcnking in desending 
o rder of Pi is optimum if and only if P = (1tij ) satisfying BT 
where (S.) are constCl'lts end H is the 
~ 
logistic function. They have stated that the result is true for 
fractional pairs as well. 
Huber (19 63): This!l.s en extension of the above Piller when 
general scoring system is adopted (this in particular includes 
• 
tie c ase also) in the paired canparison design. It has been sho'tm 
th at ranking in descending o rder of the scores 
t 
ai = > xij 
j=l 
uniformly minimises th~ risk among all peDnutation invariant 
procedures and for all reasonable loss functions, provided the 
xij (i < j i are independent random van ables distributed according 
to an exponential type distribution as given below. 
. If 
P (xij i~) = C (Si-Sj} i e (Si-Sj) Tp (0 T) (1.47) 
where./.J. is a symmetric probability measure on the real line. 
TrcrNinski and David (1963): The authors investigated the problem 
of selection of the best treatment and a subset of treatments 
containing the best treatment using FP design with equal number 
'n' of replications. 
• 
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It was assumed th at the re are no ties, no order effect, no 
replication effect and preference probabilities satisfy a l i near 
model (1.2). The ranking of the treatInents was done with respect 
to the intrinsic radng Si for treatment Ti • Two problems were 
considered the first being to select the ' treatJ:nent associated with 
\ ~az i<~i , called the best treatment using indifference zone 
- -
:::p~Jroach i n ranking anG selecti on . 
For this problem theselection rule R was as follows 
I 
Rule Rs select the treatment corresponding to at as the best 
treatJ:nent. In case m scores tie for the lest place, 
choose any of the corresponding treatJ:nents as the 
best with probability 11m 
Where at is the maximum score for Ti, •••••••• Tt , score of a treat.. 
ment Ti being defined as in (1.8) with nij = n. 
They h ave obtained the probability function of ..the vector 
= 1: rf (n }It \.s X 
Prir>s Ar s r s 
where C (1\] is the configuration of preference probabilities 
7tijS , given by C(7tij ) = {O< 1tij 5. 1, i, j = 1,2, ...... t, 1tij+1tji=1}. 
-~'rs i s the number of times T is prefe r ed to T rod P is the ('l.4BA) 
r s n 
restrictilm of the scores imposed by the following expressions 
= kl + A' 2 + •••••••...• + A t '''I: -"I: 'oc, -1 
at..1 = ~l, 1 + lIt-1,2 ...... +'. ~l, t.. 2 + (n-At, t..l) 
•••..••••••••.•.•• •. 1 •••••••••••••••.••••••..•.•.. : ••• 
They have estcblishe d th at 




is symmetric in ai • From g (.!!: n) they have obtained the partion 
function G( a,n) giving the numbe r of permis s ible partitions of 
'-1 nt(~l) into t scores a1, a2, •••• • at irrespective of order. 
They have established the relation G(~,n) =(t ~I IJ mk~) X 
g (~; n) (1.49) 
Tables of G(a, n) for different combinations of (t,n) have 
been tabulated by Trawinski (1961). 
For convenience, let S1 ~ S2~ .••••••••• ~ St' and we write 
ai for the score of Ti • In case there is a single best treatment 
among the treatll'lents, others being equal the preference probcbilities 
; 
mus t satisfy 'lttj = 'It > 1/2, j=1,2 ......... , t-1 
(1.50 ) 
'lt1j = 1/2, j= 1.,2, ........... , t-i,l oj. j 
This is called the slipp c;Je configuration. Under this 
configuration they n 3Ve given the expref" ,ion of the probability 
of correct sele::%ion P as n(t-1) 
P = ,-_ n (t-1) E 
'l. 2 ~C 
E 1ft G(~ ; n) 
where the last summation extends 
t-1 
> ai = n 't ) at 
-i=l 2 
.. (1..51 ) 
• 
over 
and C is the smallest, integer greater than o r equal to '-1n(~l). 




of correct selection. They have tabulated the smallest ' n ' 
needed to guarant ee that P 2P *, a preassign~d probability under 
the assunption (1.49) for t~2 (1)10(2)20, 1t =-55 (0 . 05) .9 5 rod 
p* = .75, 0.95, O. 9 . 
'!he authors h ave not been able to l oc ate the le ast favourable 
configuration in the preference zone which cro b e defined by 
{(Sl' S2'·· .. ••••••••• .St- l ' St)' St-l <sJ 
In tenns of preference probcbilities, they have given ro 
illustration to contradict that (1.48) which essent i ally means 
! 51 = S2 = ••••••••••••• = St_ l < sJ is 
least favourab l e configurati on . 
The second problem dealt. with is t hat of selecting a small 
subset s afttreatments containing the be st treatment. A standard 
subset select2..on procedure h as been adopted fer this problem. 
1he selection rule Rl h as been defined as follows 
Rule R1 I Include Ti in the sel ected subset if 
whereVa non- negative intege r is the selection 
.... .. 
constant. 1he constantv~"v(t, n,p*) is to be 
chosen such that the p* condition (1.13) for rule 
R1 is satisfied. They have shown that equality 
configuration sl = s2 = •••••••••••• cst is least 
favourable . EqUiv al ently in terms of preference 
probabilities least favourable configuration can 
be put as 
1tij= 1/2 I i,j = i,2, ....... ,t, 1 ~ j . 
The last configuration is referred to as equalit y configu-




Inf p(cs!Ri ) = t1 2-n (t-1) L M(a;~) G(~ ;n) 
(~, S2' .. · .. ···, St) 
(1.52) 
"1he~e M (~,"t!,r) h the numbe r of a's i l" ~ which exceed or equal 
at - .,.; for a given n, t and.-\J 
Its asympt,otic expression has been given in the paper as 
inf P (CS/R)::¢:j ¢k-\Zo+W) ¢ (Z) (1.53) 
-00 
where W c " ... :;+ 1) (nt)~ 
Tabulated values of 
~ for t = 2(1)20, n= 1(1)20 (5)50(10) 100 and 
p* = .75,0.90, .95, 0 .975, 0.99 
have been presented in this paper. 
!.;"_awinsJd (1969): This work is in continu ation of Trawinski and 
David~ s (1963j work. The expected subset size f o r th e rule 
R1 corresponding to slippage and equality con figuration have been 
obtained in this paper. Let 
a: = nt ( Tt - ~) 
(j'2 = n {2Tt(1-Tt) + 1/2 (t-1)) 
eft: n {(t+2) Tt (i-n) + 1/4 (t-2)} 
A = (N- UU 
() 
At-1 = ('V + 1L2-li 
v t 
At c ( ",,'" + 1/2 + li 
CJt 
Ct = n{(t+1) Tt (1-'Jt) - 1/4} 
y'" r.-'T f.\'"t 
' A 
fi- = Ct d 
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Z1 = Z +_/l6 
Z2 = _rr (P/jp-r-) + '<\--1 
-lj..'+-
Z3 = L/}/t,~~_At} _ 
_ l1-Pc 
It has been shown that 2syrrptotic expression for the 
~ected subset size rorresponding t o the slippage configuration 
(1.50) is given by 
E (S/R)~j, [(t-1) ¢(t-2)(Z1) ¢ (Z2) + 
-~ 
¢t-i (Z3)] d ¢ (Z) (1.54) 
His evaluation of the expression aSSllTles Ct to be positive. 
Thi sis equi valent to the restriction th at .11: ~O. 
" 
Hence the 
asymptotic approximation (1.54) holds whenever 
1C < 1/2 + i/2 {t/(t+1)} '-./2. . ?or 
E (SiR)...... (t-1.) ¢ (u) + 1 
, ~
where u = (2f\.tr + 1 - nt )/{n(t-2 )}1/2 
The exp ected proportion of the population included. that is 
t- 1 E(S) has been tabulated f or p* = 0.90, t=3(1110(2)20, 
n= 2(1}6, 8, 10(5) 25 and 'Jt = .6(rO.1} 1 
I· 5. Outline of the thesisl 
1\s is apparent from the pr6'ceeding 'discussion and reviews 
of the ldfteJ:1;Zture, maj ori ty of the work in the method of paired 
comparisons has been, model building and its fitting to the 
r experimental data from FP design. The only work in the context 
of rmking and selection procedures in this area has been due 
to Tra,.;inski and David (1963) and Tra,.;inski (1969). These 




under both the fOD1\ulation : viz. - indifference .zone and subset 
selection when the data are by FP design with equal number of 
replications for each p air o f treatments. The main subject of 
interest in the present thesis is the further development of the 
selection and ranking procedures in the method of paired cCJ!1ll 0-
risons. Besides this, modification of the existing models viz. 
BT model infoIporating multip'licative order effect and '1M model 
incorporating additive order effects have also been considered. 
In regard to the development of ranking and selection 
procedures, the following three 1::¥pes of goal s have been 
considered under indifference zone fOD1\ul ation 
Goal 1: selection of the best treatment 
Goal 2: selection of the k best treatment s 
Goal 3: Selection of all treatments better than control 
While under subset selection th e only goal considered is 
Goal 1 above. For defining selection rules for the above goals 
we h ave used the data from F1? design or SP design or from both 
and whenever feasj b le have co~ared perfoD1\ances of the rule s 
under these designs . kl SP design is speci ally sui ted to the 
situations where one postulates the presents of a single superior 
treatment anong several other treatments which differ only 
slightly in their merits. Keeping in view of this ~plication, 
a reduced paranetric sp ace for preference probabilities have 
been chosen while using SF design for achieving above goal. In 
additional feature of the work in this thesis is that the exten-
sion of the r=king and selection procedures has been done in 
case ties are also peDTlissible in the paired cOllJlarisons. Since 
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the selection rules used were based .on the scores of the indivi-
dual . treatments obtained by using a given design, the develop-
ment of selection procedureci necessitiated us to consider a 
relatively tedious problem of deriving the distribution of score s 
and the distribution of order statistics of scores. This in 
turn needed generation of score vectors on computers. Because 
exact distribution may at times becane cumbersome, it was f oun d 
desirable to develql asymptotic procedures. 
The thesis consists of five more chcpters besides the present 
chcpter I on introduction. The chcpte:rwise contents of the 
remaining chapters are briefly as follows. 
ChC!?ter II: In this chcpter it is assumed that the 't' treat-
ments to be canpaired has a single outlier while the other 
(t-l) treatments differ only slightly in merits. As remarked 
apove here SJ? design is most suitable. This chcpter deals with 
the selection problem for Go al 1 under indifference zone, as well 
as subset selection cpproach, when data are obtained by SJ? design 
with equal number of replications per pair. It is assumed that 
no ties are permissible in a paired comp arison of treatments. 
Tables for implementation of two selection rules has been 
presented. The comp arison of the average number of observations 
by using SP design against FP d" si~ for a given preassigned 
probability of correct selection of at least p* using the sane 
selection rule have been numerically presented for asymptotic 
case. An asymptotic expression for the expected subset size 
under subset selection formulation has been also given. 
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Chcpter III: As in chcpter II, this chapter also considers Goal 1 
under both fOCTIulation of ranking and selection. But now it is 
assumed that the ties are also peD'llissible in the paired comparison 
of treatments and J; 'P design with equal number of replications for 
each pair is used for obtaining the data. This incorporation of 
ties leads to modifications in score vectors and hence new distri-
bution theoIY have to be developed. Tables for implementation 
of selection rules based on these score vectors h ave been 
provided. It h as been observed that the proVision of ties in the 
data from FP design improves the probability of correct selection 
in comp arison to the selection rule of TrCMinski and David (1963) 
based on data \~hich does not have such prOVision. 
Chapter IV: Results obtained in Chc;>ter III for FP design have 
been modified when data are obtained from SP design with provision 
for ties in the paired comparison. Here again we assume the exis-
tence of a single outlier and consider the reduced parametric 
space for preference probabilities. Tables have been computed 
for implementing thP. selection rules ann numerical comparisons 
of two designs viz. FP and sP deSign with provision for ties, 
h ave been done asymptotically. 
Chapter V: All previous chapters considerded Goal 1. In this 
chapte r other goals have also been considered. It is assumed 
no ties are permitted and data are from FP design with the same 
number of replications for each p air. The following three 
problems have been discussed. 
• (a) Selection rule for Go al 2 h as been considered under indiffer-
ence zone set up. All details regarding implementation of the 
r 
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selection procedures have been provided. 
(b) Selection rule for Goal 3 and its implementation has been 
worked out under indifference zone set up. 
(c) Using Thurstone -f\'losteller model fC't" paired comparisons we 
have given selection rules for Goal 1, under both the fODnulations 
i. e . indifference zone and subset selection. All developments 
have been done on asymptotic basis end the problem is seen to be 
similar to that of rcnking means in multivariate normal populations. 
Chapter VI: Deals with th e problem of order effect in paired 
comparisons. We have extended BT and TM models for paired 
comparison experiments to incorporate order effects due to treat-
ment specified characteristics . The order effects are assumed 
additive for TM model and multiplicative for BT model. Estimations 
of worth paranet.ers and order effect paraneters are considered. 
Also the testing procedures for goodness of fit of the model 
have been given. 
CHWTER II 
SELECTION OF BEST TREAlMENT USING 
SYI-1METRICAL P '-.IRED CCMP ARISCN S 
2.1 In~~.?uc!ion 
The aim of this chcpter is to develop selection procedures 
under indifference zone as well as subset selection formulation 
for Go al 1 as defined in section 5 of chCJ)ter I, based on the 
scores a!s obtained by using SP design with equal number 'n' of 
~ 
replications. The problems of interest here are similar to one 
we cited below. 
• Monosodium glutcmate (MSG) is frequently used in different 
concentratiams as taste stimulant or flavor enhancer. A certain 
concentration vlill produce the preferred flavor, while the other 
concentrations may not have the desired effect. The problem is 
to determine which concentration produces the preferred flavor 
of a p articul ar preserved fruit. 
Among several processeE.- techniques or therapies of cpproxi-
mately equal cost, suppose there exists one which is distinctly 
sup e rior to the others of almost same level as measured on some 
merit scale. Sometimes it may not be possible to know in advcnce 
as to which of the processes, techniques or thercpies 'is the 
~L,::>erior one though its existence has been postulated, then the 
problem would be to select this. 
In view of the preceeding discussion it is assumed in this 
chcpter that 't' treatments to be compared have a single outlier 
while other (t.-1) treatments differ only slightly. '!he Goal 1 
in this case is equivalent to the selection of this outlier. 
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Because of the special natu re of the problem considered here, we 
shall assume a simplified structure for the preference probabi-
lities, which i s given i n the follOlo'ing section . We shall assume 
that no tie effect or judge effect or replication effect or 
order effect is present . 
For the purposes of defini ng the model it is convenient to 
suppose here i n this section th at the t treatments T i , T2, 
T3, .... • ... Tt be such that Ti ~ T2 i T3 i ....... ~ Tt and Tt 
is the outlier . vie assume that the pre f e rence probooillties have 
the follOWing structure. 
{'lttj = p.;.(t-j )e:', j=1,2, ...... t-1 
'ltij=1/2~'(i-j)e: i>j,i,j = 1,2, ..... t-1} (2.'1 ) 
w~ere p, e:, e:' are par aneters of the model. For the model to be 
meeningf ul, Pte:, e:'must s ati s fy the following restrictions. 
1) p > i/2 
ii) 0 < e: < e:' 
iii) 0 < e: < p-1/2 + e:' 
- "Tt-2) . -- ( 2 . 2 ) 
iv) 0 < e:' < ~ 
- (t -t) 
where e: and e:' ar e small qucntities. Paraneter e:' gives the 
anount of increase i n the prefer ence probability when outlier is 
Cu.np ared with a treatment which is next worst to the one being 
comp ared wi th 
. , 
the outlier at present i. e. 1tt, j-1 = 'lttj+ e: 
Likewise paraneter e: signfies the <Jllount of increase in the 
preference probability when any other treatment (apart from the 
outlier) is compared with the next worst treatment to the one 
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being compared with it at present. 
i . e. + e: 1>j, i=j=1, 2, ••••. • t-i 
Throughouu this chapter we assume \hat preference probabi-
lities satisfy the model (2.1) with restriction (2.2). '!h e 
restriction (i) in (2.2) is obvious. FUrther since the perturba-
tions are liable to be more, when an outlier is ccrnpared with other. 
tre atmen~ than "'hen equCll tre atments are canpared, we have the 
restriction (ii) as above. By our assumption T
t 
being the outlier 
the minimum probability of Tt being preferred over the other 
"\::ce at::wntz should be g::eater than the maximum preference probability 
for any other treatment. In other words 'It + e:' > 1/2+ (t-2) e: 
which yields the r es triction (iii). Restriction (iv) follows 
from the fact that the maximum probability t')f Tt being preferred 
over th e other t ::eatments is not greater thm 1. 
In the next section we develop some theorems on Kendall's 
r 'Jvr- sllm procedures, showing there by that 51? design can be used 
for outlier selection provided the proposed model (2.1) holds. 
2. 3 §.O!:!E THEOREMS '")~_ ~ENDI>LL ' S RCM-SJM PROCEDURES 
:0~~ ::;. ; ~ihen preference probabilities are known, even if 
theres are inconsistencies, rank order cm be uniquely 
determined. 
I ' L ch ~=at' on: Consider the case ~3. L t n. 0 6 1t... 
- • e 1.2 = ., .:::3 = 0.7, 
~1 = 0.9. Using Kendall's row-sum procedure the ranking is 
T3 > T2 > T1 ' even though it is a case of circular triad. 
A simple proof c£ Theorem I on the basis of the row-sum 
procedure is obvious. Hence the row-sum procedure breaks the 
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circular triads. 
Theorem II: The rank orders obtained by the rOW- Slll1\ procedure in 
equal Old unequal numbers of replic atior s of paired comparisons 
will be different. The null hypothesis of equal ranks i s not 
necessarily satisfied in thi s case even i f eo:::h 1t1j = i/2. 
l?E:0of : The rank orde r in the case of equal number ' n ' of repli-
cations in paired comparison for T~ is determined by consider ing 
t 
Rl = nj~i 1t1j , 1 = 1, 2, ....... t and in the 
j=1 
case of unequal number n i j of r epl icati ons 




i =1, 2, . .. ... .. . t 
.' . J,'~ 
, 
Now Ri is ~'Jt necessC;rily equal to Ri • Hence rank order s 
need not necessari l y be the same in the two cases . 
Further v1hen '-1' = 1/2 , i , j Y' 1, 2, ........ t 
J 1t j 
t 
n E 
j=~ 1t ij = n (t-l)/2 
t 
E n i · 1t1j j~1 J 
j-Fi 
t 
= 1/2 E j =1 
Jh 
I 
Hence Ri not necessarily = Ri I p rovi ng the l atter part of 
the theorem . 
• 
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Theorem III: A single outlier can be detected correctly i n FP 
dcs:'.c;'1 with equal number o f r epli cations in paired cOlT!> arison 
expe riments . Th e s one i s po~ ~ible in case of SP design with 
equal number of repl i c ation s on the pairs under model ( 2.1) wi th 
restric1:J.on \~ . 2) . 
P roof: Using the r ow- sum procedur e f o r full p airs with equal 
number n of r epli c ations , the row- sum for the outlier Tt is t -1 t 
n L: 1[ and for any othe r treatment T is n E 1t.. j tJ" 1 j --1 + j=1 
Then i"t i s obvi ous that j~l 
t -1 t 
E > E ~j j =1 'tj j~ 
j +l 
Thus a singl e outlie r can be detected in this case. Now in 
SP the c o rrespon ding sum for outlie r is n ( llt i +"\j ) vlhil e for 
othe r treatment Tl i s n (~k+ ~ ). Cle~rly n (Ytt1+Tttj ) > 
n (1l1k + ~m ) whenever min.. "\j > max llij 
1 < j~t-1 1~i, j~t-t 
Since th i s candi tion i s satisfied by our proposed mode l 
(2 . 1~ with r estrictio n ( 2 . 2), the outlier will always be detected 
in SP design under this model. This completes the proof of the 
Theor em . 
It may be noted that in une qu a l number of r ep lications i f 
n .. i s increased Hi c.el y in puirs r.ot containi ng the outlier, th e ~j 
outlier will not be detected i n any model . 
I n the deve lopment of ranking and selection procednre for 
th e goal of selection of best 1:~eatment using SP design, ~e 
distribution of scor es of different treatments under zero-one 




these di s tributions . 
2 . 4 DISTRIBUTION THEORY 
Cons i der an SP compari son expe riment c ons i s ting of ' n' 
replications of eacn of the pair (T1, ':"2.), (T 2, T3), ••••••• 
(Tt _ 1, Tt ), (Tt , T 1) among the treatments Ti (i=l, 2, •••••• t) 
whidl is on e anong the (t-1J1t2 possible s ets o f paired comparisons 
• 
under SP design . Let xijr be a characte ri s tic randan variable 
c orresponding to the :comparison of Ti and Tj in the rth repli ca-
tion . Then as i n (1.6), we now define 
1 if T i > T j i= 1 t 2 t •••••• t xijr = I j= i-1 
or } ~~d t (2.3) 
i+1 
o if T. > T. (r=1, ::> , ....... n ) 
J 1.' 
we assume th at (i) t her e ar e no ties (ii) the r atings are not 
affec t ed by rep li c ati ons (iii ) replications of the sane p air are 
independent in th e p robabilistic s ense and (iv) the trials of 
diffe rent pairs ar e i ndependent i n the p r obabilistic sense . 
Then cle arly Pr (x'1jr =1) = llij (2 . 4 ) 
Pr (x ij r = 0) = ltj i = 1-1tij 
The score ai of treatment Ti 
whe r e ai i s the score for T . f r om r 1. 
g i ven by 
air = E x .. j=1-1 1.Jr 
or } mod t 
i+1 
t t 
a lso E a
F = 
t, E a i = i=1 i=1 
If j = i-1 
or} mod t, a. and 
i +'I. U' 
n 
i s g i ven by ai =)' air 
th r"'l 
the r replication and i s 
(2.5) 
nt. 




are c.orrelated as are ai and aj • Other c.o=elati.on an.ong them i s 
Exact j.oint distributi.on .of bc.ores 
Let ~s (r> s) be the number .of ti'hles Tr is prefe=ed to 
Ts in n c.omparis.ons (r=1,2, •••••• t, s= r-l} m.od t). In view .of 
.or 
our assumpti.ons, the Ars are independenf+1and their j.oint distri-
buti.on is theref.ore given by 
F(~,t_i' ~-1, t-2' ·····~i' 
t n ~t)=II (A ) 
r='1 '1"S 
A (n- A ) 
''l''S ('1_1L ) ' N 1\-s TS 
(2.6 ) 
s=r-1 or} mod t 
r+1 
Sc.ores .of the 't' tre atments can be expressed as 
a~ = A .. i .... 1 .:- Ai t i-1. i- 2 3 "1 ~ "'"l. • - , ••••• V" (2.7) 
It f.ollows that the j.oint distributi.on .of any U (.! t) sc.ores 
is given by summing (2.6) subject t.o the restricti.on .on the 
's c ores 1:1'9 ()s~d by (? 7 ) ip. p i'..r'ticulal' it u=t, th;e 
I 
lJr.obability functi.on .of the vect.or .of sc.ores a = (a1, a2' ••••• ~) 
may be written as 






or} mod t 
r+l where C(1!ij) ~{9~1!ij~' i>j=i, ... t} 
paranetric c.onfigurati.ons, 1: den.ote~ the 
1), 
su.,.nati.on unde r th e r estricti.on (2.7). 
In the f.oll.owing we derive s.ome distributi.ons umer the 
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assumption th ~t til~rc i s a s ing le outlie r Tt while othe r treat-
lI1ellts C) r e of equBl wo rth , i . e . wh en the par anetric conf i gurat i ons 
i n C ( 1tij ) s~tis [y 
HO: "tJ = 'J'[ > 1./2, j= 1,2, ..... ,t-1 
iT · ~ 1/2 1 i>j = 1,2, ....... ,t-1 l.J 
The set, of configuration so obtained is a s ubset o f C( 1tij ) 
dsnoted by C ( 1t ) . I n t h is case, the joint c i stribution o f scores 
t 8.t 2n - Bt 
TI ( II ) 11 (.1-:11) 
r=1 \.s 
s= r-1 
or } mod t 
r+l 
(2.10 ) 
Fran here, the marginal <5.istribution of (a1, at) can be vlritten 
as 
o < x 
-- l' )(2 ' x <n 3-
a1 =x 1 + x 2 (2.11) 
at =x -7 n-x2 { 3 
The distribution of d1 = a1 - at can be obtained from (2.11) 
=-
O < .. ., x < 
- '~i' "2 ' 3 _ n 
2n, - 2n + 1, •.•..•••• -2, 
(2.121 
0, It ••••••• 2n) 
Note that ~1 = at-l-~ al so h ave probability distribution 
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identical t o (2.12). This distribution can be conveniently 
expressed i n terms of generating function. 
Let g1 (s) be the probabr ity generating function of the 





0~'(1' x2' x3 ~ n 
= [1t(1.-1ti!s]n (1.+s )n[1+(1-1t)s2/1t]n[1-il-1t/(1-1t)s]n 
-n d1 Thus f (dt ) = 2 x coefficient of s in the expansion of 
[1t(1-1t)/s]n(1+s)n [1+(1-1t)s2/1t)n r1+1t/(1-1t)s]n. 
Similarly we obtain the joint distribution of ai and 8t 
from (2.10) as 
f(a i , Bt) = 2-2n _en )(n )(n )(n ) 1tB..t(1_1t)2n-~ ~ X 2 x3 x4 
-
o ~ xi' x2 ' x3 ' x4 < n 
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for i= 2,3, ••••••• t-2, which :mows that ai ond at have independent 
binomial distributj an s with paraneters n , ~ and n, '!to 
NOll di.st=ibution of di := ai - at' i=2, 3, •••••••• t-2 can be 
obtained from (201 2h as 
f(d
i
) = 2-2n r 
8;; =0 
o ~~, x2 , x3 ' 
8;; + d i = xi + 
. 8;; '" x3 + X4 
d. ~2n, -
~ 
2n+l, •••••.• -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 




Fin ally the 1 ast distribution can also be conveniently 
expr .:z:ssed in teDlls of generating function g2(s) of dio In fact 
2n 




'" (x ~x.-,) (x +x ) 1 " Co 3 4 
'" 
• 
2n a . 2n - 8.t d 
r (2n) (2n ) 'Ill: (1-n) ] s i 
azO x~ +x2 x3+x4 
o ! x1.' x2 ' x3 , x4 < n 
8;; + d i '" "1 + x2 








and henc e 
- 2n di 
_ 2 x coeeficieht of s in the expansi on of 
f(di ) - 2n 2n 2n 
(1+s) (1-1t) [1+ 1t 1(1- 11 's] 
Asymptotic distribution of difference of scores 
From (2.4) we have E (xij r) = 1:i j 
Var (x i j J = 'ftij 1tjJ. 
Denoted by ;¥ = (air' ,a 21" •••••• atr), E (~) = ~ 
A = (~, Az, ••••• ····At) andG'"'= ( tSr'j )the variance covariance 
matrix of ar for any r, then 
Ai = 'fti ,i-1+ 1ti ,i+1 
'-.:"1'1' = 'ft •• 1. n. 1 1+ 11i i i 1t. 1 . ( 
'-If 1, 1- 1-, , + 1t, 1 2 .15 ) 
<!ij = Cov (Xi~r' x jir ) = - 11ij 'ftj1 tf t~i-1 orrOd t 
= 0 if jh 
~ 1-1 or i+1} mod t 
Let a 
n 
=~ ~r b e the sco r e vector, then c l early E(~) = n~ 
and since the replic ations arc i ndependent, vari cnce-covariance 
matrix for ~ is n rr · Distribution of th e vector of differen::: es 
amo·tg scores, defi ned by 9 = (d i , d 2, ••••••••• dt _ i ), wher e 
di = ai - at' i = 1, 2, ••••••• t-l is of speci alnint e r est. If 
d. = a - atr' . r = 1,2, ••••••• n, then d. = L dir, 
l.r ir l. r=l 
.:.= 1, 2, •••••••• t..l. Furth e r, if the vector ~ = (dlr,····· dt..lr) 
has me an ~ = «11' (12'······· ·(1t-1) and varicnce covaricnce 
matrix L =(Lij ) for any r, th en since the replications ar e 
independent, we have E(9) = n (1 and variance-covariance matrix 
o f d is nL . 
r 
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Th~ vari ates d. corcesponding to the rth replications are 
~r 
of ': .... 0 types, viz. (i) (d1r, dt-1,r) and (il ) (d2r' d3r' •.••. 
d ) \-lith respect to me ar, and vari ance structure. t-2, r 
Thus for i nstance 
0:1 = (A:t - At) 
= 1[1.2 + 2'1 t - 1[t , t -'1. - 1. 
and = 6h +Ctt - 2 6it (2.11) 
using (2.15) 
Simil arly 0:2 = 121 + 123 - 1It1 - ~, t-1 
and >:22 = 121~2 + 1231[32 + 1lt1 ~t + 1It,t-1 1lt-1, t 
However, d. ' s fal l in f i ve categories with respect t o 
~r 
covariance structure as shown i n the following table 
Toole 2.1 
-C - - - - - - - 'l:lj - - - - - -. .. - -
XpormulatIon In-lpormulatron I n-tenns-
s1:-CTYPe - - -Xiiio- of 
No . I Xi:e nns 
Xtenns of I of Ii;; 
_X~oy'aEi~n£e _ __ X __________ _ 
X X 
_ _ X ______ X __ 
2 61.2+ Gh - 61't 2'\t1[tt+1It,t_l1[t_1, t 






Gtt -GIt ---2lT'lt-i\'I. +1lt ,"t-=-'1. lTt _1, t 
3 dir,dt -1;- 1 Gtt - Wt- '1.t lTtl + lTt t-11lt-l t 
ut-1,t ' . -, 
----
4 d 2r ,d3r (t - 4 ) 6 23+Gtt lT1t 1It1. + 1[t , t-'I. "t-1, t 
- 1t:2-:3 .~ 





:" 11 c ase there is ? sj,i1s1c outlier- Tt 211C, \l[,rcrnetric 
C ~·l::' l' l,.ur -,t ; o" t ' r. •• (2 " ) 't .' ') ",'otec.' t' I,-t th r, '<:\';0 v -- ;J ...... uSc: - ). !,3 .cy hO • J I ). m t.:l . C • 
c2tegorics o f v c'ri;"'l lccS Gi:'"J0 _~ive CC'ltcsoti CD of cov , rie:lcc~ Dccomc 
equ"l .rithin e ac l! c2te',lOr y . I n fact unGer Eo; meen s Of ' ir are 
O:x = - 2 (71 - 1. /2 ), i= 2 , .. . ... t - 2 
:Xi = 0 
o cc '= - 3('" - 1/2 ), i= 1, t -1 (2.17) 
-OG'J = 2[71(1-71) + ij4], i=2 , ..... t - 2 
.-." ii = t~ , V vuu = 571(1-71) + 1/4, i=1 , t - l (2 .18 ) 
Let f= ( r ij) be t)' e c orr e l , tion mCltrix eorreSpi !lC:' ing 
t o th e v ari ene e c ov2ri "r:ce rn2trix L for 211Y '.; ener , l c Ol'i: i .;, u-
n 
r ati on in C (lti J.) , t hen si nce d = E dr, clearly by multi Van et e i=1" , 
central limit ther,r C'J.11 the vecto r ...in [(d1,/n - !Xi)/~1' 
... . . . (dt_l/n -a:t-~) /...idt~i',-t=i conve r ges in l Qlv to the rnulti-
v ~ri ,te r aneo,,' v.ri;:':'18 ,Iitl ili ::: t r iliution r~ (ot}» ) . In pcrti cul C' r 
under the null hypothesis hQ of: s ingle ou'tlier Tt/'p tekes the 
f ol l olVirtg fon t; :)8C<U:::C of our rem ark s a::lOut cqurlity of cov;;ri ences 
as above . 
f 1 fi fi fi· .... fl fi 
fi 1 Ii fi R ...... ~ 
fz ft 1 fi ~ ...... fi 
f = j? f? fi 1. fi I~""~ 
fz 0 f; fi 1 I:; fi ) 4 .... 2 
.............................. f? 
ft r? J? ......... .. .!? 1 
• 
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Having obtained the distribution of sco res when the dat a is 
obtained with the help of S.P. design, we are in a position t o 
discuss the selection procedures for the best treatment usin g 
SP design. This i s done in the next section. 
2.5 SELECTION OF 'mE BEST T~A'IMENT 
selection ~~. !or best treatment 
In many experiments designed to comp are ' t ' treatments the 
1_ :.:-~ .1ary interest lies in the detection of the best treatment. 
Further, if anyone of the 't' treatments is strictly better 
than all the other (t-l) treatments and if 'n' the number of 
replications per pair is larger enough, then it is expected that 
the best treatment would get the highest sco re with the probability 
clos e to 1 . It is, therefore , reasonable to adopt the following 
procedure Rl for selecting the best tre atment . 
Rule Rl : Obtain (al , a2, ........ at ) the sco res of 't' treatments 
T l , T2, ..... • .. Tt r e spectively by using an SP design with n 
r ep lic ations per pair and declare the treatment with the score 
max ai as the best tre atment. . 1. < 1 <t 
- - If ' m' score tie for the first place, then one of the 
corresponding 'm' treatments is chosen at random for the best 
treatment. 
Without loss of generality, we CCl1 assume that Tt is the 
outlier. In that case the parametric configuration would belong 
to the set cl'(1t1j )={1ttj>1/2,0~1tij~' i>j=1,2, ••••• t} 
Call C~(1tij )={-rl.tj'?'1t , 0,5, lIijS'l, i>j=1,2, •.•.• t} 
which i s a subset of C* (1t .. ) as the preference zone where ~ < 1t,5,1 ~J 
is a preassigned number. As stated earlier, we are assuming 
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model (2.1) for the preference probabilities in this chcpter. 
Under the model , the complete pargnete r space denoted by C*(p,6,6') 
I-Iould be defined only in teD~S of three p ar crnete rs p , 6 and 6 ' 
and i s gi ven by r e'+.ricti on (2 . 2) , whil " preference zone would 
become c: , g') = {p ~ 1/2, O~g~g ', 
o < g < p - 1/2 + g' 
--rt-z ) O<~'<1-p } -~ Tt-!"), p+g ' ~ Il 
hlso the slippa~e configuration Ho defined in (2.9) with 
reference to c; (p, 6, 6') is 
P =ll, 6 = 6' = (:) ( 2.19) 
Let P denote the probability of correct selection that the treat-
ment Tt i s in fact declared as the best treatment by Rule R1 ~ Fo r 
imp:ementing the selection procedure R1, the number ' n ' of repli-
cation per paired comparison in SP design i s chosen such th at 
P) p * ( 2. 20) 
whenever 1l i j are i n c; (p , 6, 6'), whe r e 0 ~ p* ~ 1 is usually 
chosen t o be close to 1. 
Least favourable conf~~ration for the probability of correct 
selection 
The exrressi on f ur F under general configuration in C*(P, 6,6') 
is har d to wri te and i s not attempted here . However, we conjucture 
that the infimum P = Prt (say) in p r efer en c e zone C~ (p , EI, 6') 
, 
occurs at the configurati on given by the hypothesis Ho of single 
outlie r defined in (2 .19). Our belief in this conjucture i s based 
on numerical varifications, o~ the particular cases involving 
3, 4 and 5 treatments with single replication . In all these cases 
the le ast favourable configuration, in the preference zone turns 





For eg o wh en t =4, the possible distinct sets of symmetric al 
p ai:cs are 
(i) (T l' T2) , (T2, T 3) ' :T 3' T 4) ' (T 4' T1) 
(ii) (T l ' T2 ) , 'T3, T1) , (T4, T3) , 'T 2' T 4) and 
(iii) ('1'2' T3 ) , (T3, T 1) ' (T l' T 4)' (T 4 ' T 2) ( 2 . 21) 
The corresponding expressions fo r the p robability of correct 
selecti on \4hen n =l are respective l y 
Each o f the probability of correct sel ecti o n as given by 
P 1 , P 2 and P 3 have been extens ivel!' c Ollputed for differen t values ass~mg 
p , g and g' i n c ':'! }p' g, g')Lt he preference probabiliti es satisfy 
~ vc..lj<.(iD .... Il ) 
mocel (2 01).(\ No t e that we assume T1 ~ T2 ~ T3 IC T 4 • It h as been 
observed that P 2 wh i ch is b a»ed on t h e SP design invol ving pairs 
(T1, T2), (T3, Tl ). (T 2, T 4) ,. (T3, T 4) J.s .unifonnly minimum crnong 
P l , P 2, P 3 for all p , g and g. in c* (p , g, g.). FlIthe r each of 
P l , P 2 , P 3 attains scrne i nfimum and at the same confi gurati on as 
• given by Ho ' Th i s v arifies our conjucture i n this particula r case. 
v,e have not p r esented the numeric al comput ations of P 1, P 2 and P 3 
here only to save the space. 







, T 2) , (T 2' TS) , (TS' T3 ) , (T 3 ' T 4)' 
(T 4, T 1) 
.-
( 3) (TS' T 2) ' (T 2, T 4) ' (T 4' T l ) , (T l , T3) , 
(T3, TS) 
( 4) (T S' T3 ) , (T 3, T 2) , (T 2' T 1)' (T l , 
T 4) , (T 4' TS) (2 . 22) 
( S) (T l' T 5), (T S' T 2) , (T 2' T 4)' (T 4' T3 )' , (T3, T l ) 
(6) (T
l
, TS), (TS' T 3)' (Ty T 4)' (T 4' T 2) ' (T 2, Tl ) 
(7 ) (T2, TS) , (T 5, T 4) ' (T 4' T1 ) , (T l ' T3 ) , (T3, T 2 ) 
(8 ) (T1, T 2" (T 2' T 4) ' (T 4' TS) , (TS' 
T3 ) , (T3, T1 ) 
(9 ) (T 2, T 1 ) , (T l , T3) , (T3 , T4 ) , (T4, TS) , (TS' T 2 ) 
(10 ) (T 3' T1 ) , (T l , TS) , (TS' T4) , (T 4, T 2) ' (T2, T3 ) 
•• (11) (T 4, T l ) , (T1, TS) , (TS' T3 ) , (T3, T 2) ' (T 2' T4 ) 
r (12) (T4, T 1)' (T l , TS) , (TS' T2) , (T3, T 2) , (Ty T 4) and 
I n case of SP design wi th single rep1icate the corresponding 
probability of c orrect selections respectively are 
Pi ~ (~2 ~31T341T451T51*'i.511541T431T32 '21 )/5+1T54 ~1 (1-~1 1T23/2 ) 
P2 = ( "12 1T25 ~4 1T41 1153+ '21 1T52 "'4 31T14 1T35 ) /5+11521153 (1- 114 3j!41/2 ) 
P; = ( ~51142 '1\4 ~1 "53+1T52 'lTz4 1141 1T13 ~5 )/:5+ 1152 1T53 (1.-1142 1141/2 ) 
P , = 
4 (
1T53 1T32 1I211T14 1T45+ ~511231ir.2 \ 1 1154 )/5+ ~31T54 (1-~21l.t4/2 ) 
P' = 5 ("15
1T52 1T43 '24 ~1 +1151 ~5~41142 '11.3) /5+~11152 (1- 1T43 1T42 /2) 
PE, = ( ~1 1135 '24 11121143 +1T.t.5 1153 11421T211134 ) /5+'-1T5l 1T53 (1- "43 1142 /2 ) 
P7 = (12 51154 1T411TB ~2+ 11521T451T14 ~~ 123 )/5+1T52 11:54 ('t-~21T31 /2 ) 
P ' c 8 ( 1I1211241145 1T53 ~'t +1'':t1 1T421154 ~51T13 )/5+1154 1T53 ('t-'i.211'A/2 ) 
54 -
Pg = (11'12 '"31 ~51l431l54 + ~11'131l521T341l45 1/5+1l521l54 (1- ")1 ~4/2) 
PL:= (~31l51 ~2 ~4 'll45 +1l311l'l.5Ji'23 1T42 ~4 ) / 5+'ll5i 1154 (1- 123124/2 ) 
( 1l'l.4·'1511l42123 1l35+1l41 ~5124 1132 1'53 ' l'i t 1T:53 1l5i (1- 1141 1142 / 2 ) 
( IIJlJ. 1T5i 1143 ~2 ~ 5+1l411T'l.5 ~4 ~3 7.52 ) 15+11511152 ('1- 1131 ~4/2 ) 
and 
Here also \·le assume T1.s. T2 .s. ••••• ;~T5' Numerical computations 
, 
show that the probability of correct s e l ection P4 based on 
:IT :1 :::~ i<J-l invol viny ·w"" pairs ('r 5' 'r 4) ' (T 5' T 3) ' (T 4' T 1) ' 
(T 3, T2) , (T2, T1) yields uni formly smalle r value from anongest 
" , 
IP 1, P2' ..... P 12 ) f o r all p , Sand G' belonging to C~ (p , G, G' ) 
I . 
under the model ( 2 . 1) and further each of the 12 Pi s have t1iE; 
sane infimum in the preference zone c~ (p, Gt IS') which is 
at t ained at the same configuration as given by ~o ' 
l>bove numer±cal results suggest thl'lt in the general case of 
SP design with t-tre atments , the design involving symmetrical pairs 
(Tt , Tt-l) ' (Tt , Tt _ 2) , (Tt-1' Ti l among t of its pair s would be 
less favourable to the outlier than the designs which do not involve 
all these three pairs . 
Further all (1:-1) 1 SP designs in"v"lving t treatments have 
_.-y- ' 
same infimum for probabili ty of correct selecti on in the preference 
zone ct (p, 
probability 
I 
S , S ' ) and at the same configuration as given i n HO ' 
't1 
of correct selection under least favouable conf!9uration 
- . - .- 1\ - - -~ --
Let Pll denote the probability of correct selection under the 
least favourable configuration . Then we know from the general 
theory of ranking and selection that in o rder to satisfy the 







Asswning the validity of the above conjucture about the Ie ast 
favourable configuration, th e basic problem of choosing 'n' 
reduces to that of comp uting P~ under HO and sol ving the equation 
(2.20) for n . Furthe r since under mode l (2 . 1 ) the probability of 
correct s e lectio n using any set of t ~etric al p airs from 
amongst (t-l)lpossible sets of symmetrical pairs yields the SC1r,G 
--2-· 
infimum with the same least favourable configuration given by 
HO' the value of Pn without loss of generality, can be computed 
using anyone of the (-::- 1)1 possibJ.e sets o f t symmetrical pairs. 
---2-· 
For cCt1venienOl) we shall compute P1f using SP designs involving 
pairs (T1 , T2) , (T 2,T3) ••••••• (Tt _ 1 , Tt ) , (Tt , T1). 
From (2.10) , the j oint di stri buti on of the scores under HO 
can be written as 
f 1l(~ ) = 2- n (t - 2 )g (i.,n )n 8..t(1_ 1l )2n-8..t 
t 
H (~ ) 
r=1 ')' s 
v;:'ere g(~, n ) = l: 
Rn 
s = r-1 (J:' r+'l..} 






in ':-"e same f o rm as the corresponding distribution in the case 
of F .P. design discussed by Trawinski and David (1963). 
Following the argwnents simil ar to theirs , \ve can write the 
l'~'obability to correct selection P under H ' as 
11 0 
P = 2- n (t - 2 ') 
1f 1: , (1ft> G(~,n) g 
where the last sUmmation extends over the constraints 
t-l 
g ' = '5 ai = nt - at 
1=1 
(2. 25 ) 
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G(~, n) in (2. 25) is the nwnbe r of p e nnissible partitions of nt 
into t scores a1, a2, ••••• " at irrespective of order end can be 
written as 
• (2 . 26 ) G (~, n) = (t lin mk .1. ) g<,!?, n) • k • 
where ~ is the nwnber of scores of magnitude~. In particular 
whe n n =l , the expression of P
n
. in (2 . 23) takes the fonn 
2-(t - 2 )[1l(1- n)G(i ,i, ..... 1j1)/t+i ro(~; 1)/t) 
~+a2 ""+~_1=t-2 
= 2- (t- 2 )[1l(1-1T)2/t+i(2t -2)!t) 
= [1T+ (2t - 1_2) iJ/(2t - 3x t ) (using table 1) (2.27) 
P 
1T 
from (2 . 27 ) has been computed for different values of 
1T =0.55( . 05) 0 . 95 and t upto 20 . Also for n =2, and t upto 7, 
(2 . 25) has been used to compute P 1T for 11 =. 55( . 0 5) . 95 . ·. lile.:· ilre 
unable to compute P 1T for n> 3 for lack of compute r facility . 
However, in the follo-wing, we shall devel op an asymptotic cpproxi-
mation to P for large n , which seems to compare favourably even 
1T 
for smaller n. 
~ITq?totic cpproximation to infimum of probabili~ 
of correct selection 
Since the prolJabili ty of ties for the maximum score in 
paired comparison s of t treatments, with n repli cations per paired 
camp arisons, tends to zero as n - co ,the probability of correct 
selection under HO is asvmptotically given by 
P Ttl>.= lim Pr (at > max at> 
n-eo ~ <i <t-'1 
= lim Pr { di~ 0, i=a,2, •••.• t -1} (2.28 ) 
n- oo 




vi = [d. - na.J/ rn Gd and 
~ -
L'.i = =.rn- cr./ (]a = L'., i=2, 3, ...... . t - 2 
and 
i='1. and t - '1. 
, 
• 
and d" 0: , 0: Cd andOCi ' 
• I -
are the sane as defined i n section 
(2 . 4) . From the limiting multivariate normality of vi' we have 
, , 
( ),,-3. (t- 1) . - '1./2 L'. L'. L'. L'. P llA= 21l T I I-' I J J ... .f J exo , -1.] r. 'I. v ..f V 
2' ~ ..oo -CO-xl 
The exact ev aluation o f P llA through (2 . 29) is har d . We 
can use ~prox1mation developed by E.J . Dudewiz (1969) to find 
the value of n sati sfy i ng PllA ~ P *I for given l arge P*. In fact 
, 
sin ce L'..( L'. 
- (t - '1.) /2 - 1/2 L'. L'. - 'I. 
~llA? (2n ) Ifl J ... .. . J exp r';:,l, V p V] .x 
...., -<X> dv1 : f .. dv t - 'l. (2 . 30) 
Thus by Theonm (Section I , Dudewiz (1969 ) , the minimum value of n 
needed to make the lower bound. in (2 . 30) equal to p * (close to 1) 
s<!:l np: is gi ven by n
A 
= n('l - 1l )+.1!4 X - 2ln 
2 ( 11-1/2 )2 
I/' (1- p , ) 
Though the evalu3tion of n using this approximati on is 
(2 . 31 ) 
computationally very simple, b u t has the draw back that i t is 
vali d only for large P*. Further more , it does not depend on the 
number of t r eatments t , but in fact P
nA as g i ven by (2 . 29) varies 
substantially wi th variation in t . Thus the agreement between 
~proximate n A c alcul ated from (2.31) and correct least n satis-
fying PllA~P* i s expected to hold good only for a limited range 
of values of t . 
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Another 10Yler bound for P1IA can be obt ained with the hel p 
~ or the inequality for distribution function of multivariate normal 
proved by sidak (1 967) , \'lhich gi ves 
P1IA .? II p(ivil (6). IT 'p(lvii 2<i<t- 2 ~=1 , t-i 
, 
< 6 ) 
t - 3 , 2 
= [2¢(6 )-'1] [2¢(6 H .l 
for large n . On e can 
~uwer bound in (2. 32) 
novi compute nB ,the l east 
e xceeds or equa~ to P* . 
( 2 . 32 ) 
n for which the 
Th i s approximation 
to n is app licable to any P~ an d i s also dependent on t . In t able 
2 we have presented the v21ues of lower bound of P1IA given by 
(2 . 32) , for some gi ven set of values of t , n and 11 . In th e same 
table 2, the values SUDer suff ixed as * were obtained with the 
help of exact expression (2 . 25). This table can be used for 
finding nB for gi ven t , 11 and P*. For nunerical comparison of n A 
and nB \ve have prepared table 3. There seems to be a re asonabl e 
agreement between these two values for 5 < t < 15, for 1 ar ge p * 
for most values of 11 > 1/2 . 
Comp arison of FP and S5' . 9.£~~9!'s!. 
For any paired comparison design t.,at uses the selection rule 
R1 for choosing the best treatment, \ve shal l t ake the infimum 
probabil i ty 
for given t 
of correct selection over the preference zon e C'ft (11 .. ) 
l.J 
and the s i ze of the expe riment, expressed in t erms 
of number of paired compari sons N used in the design, as an index 
of the efficiency of thet des i gn . 
In situations where there i s r eason to believe th at there 
exists an outlier 2ffiong the treatments end othe:r;: are more or le ss 
equal, and when the problem i s to det ect thi s outlie r , then SP 
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design i s more suite:o thm FP design . In o rder to compare the 
;1stIll'9tctic effici ency of Sp design , "men the problan is of detec-
tion of the outlier, wi th thC' FP des ign , we have constructed the 
ch arts 1 and 2. l>.ctu , lly for SP des i gn . the lower bound of infimum 
<JS give:. ~y (2 .32) , v,hile for FP desi gn, the probclJility of correct 
, 
sele ction under confi guration HO' (which i s not necess arily l ecst 
fLvour2ble) is plotted againt 11 for given t(14, 20) and N (182 , 330) 
i ,l these charts . Even then, the curve given by SP design i s cbove 
the corresponding curve for FP design for any 11 > . 85 . This provides 
a good evide~ce that SP design is asymptotic211y mor e efficien t 
than FP design in c2se t a1d 11 ar e large . Note th at for c onstruc-
• 
ting these ch art tdJI G 2 of this ch apter for SP design and 1:able 1 
I 
of Trawinski and David (1 963) for FP design were used. These 
table s are also used t o construct t2ble 4 whicn i ndic at es minimum 
reducti on i n the s ize of experiment f or SP design against FP design 
for 1 2rge t , 1 2r ge 11 and p*, wher e p * fixes the lowe r bound given 
in (2 . 31) for SP design, whi le i t f i xes the probabi l i ty of correct 
, 
selection unde r HO' as in the previous charts . In fact, the 
computations h2ve !onolVn that SP design ~equires smaller experimental 
s i ze even if either t i s lar ge or 1I i s close to 1. 
Next i n ch <Jrt 3 and 4 we h 2ve p l oted the probabi l i ty of 
correct selection P1l against 11 for differen t values of t , given 
... 1-1 = 1 and 10 respecti vel y . For n = 1 Pn W<Js computed from 
( 2 . 27) while for n = 10, the l ower bound given by ( 2. 32) was used 
for p lotting . I'n 2l ys ing similar chart for FP desi gn Trawinski 
and David (1963) (Fig IA and IB) , constructed an example revealing 
th e t the single outlier configurati on is not l east fa~ourabl e. 
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This was made poss i b le as the curves on the ir ch arts fo r i ncreasing 
values o f t c r oss the curves correspondi ng to p r ec e ding v alues of 
t . But in c ontr as t , i n our ch arts 3 and 4 for SF design th e curvcs 
corresponding t o increasi ng v alues o f t lie enti rely b e low th e 
curve s corresponding to p r ecedin g v al ues o f t . 
diction ag2inst our conjucture of section (2 . 5) 
Thus th e contr e:-
eonf tf'"urat i on 
- , 
that th e L HO of 
s i ngl e outlie r bei ng l east favourabl e for SP des i gn I s not 'cvi dent 
f r om these ch 2rts. 
In the next secti on we will give a subset s e l ection rul e for 
selecti on of the b e st treatment . 
2 . 6 SELEX::TION O~!,,_S~5'~ CCN TAINING THE BEST TREATMEl'lT : 
Our aim i s t o s e l ect <) subset ' s ' o f r andom s ize b etween 1 and 
t of the t gi ven treatment s I-lhich i nclude the bes t treatment Tt 
wi th a h i gh p r e.assi gned probability of atleast P*. 
Th c subset selection rule R2 i s defined below: 
Rule~ : Ret ain treatmcnt ~i(i=l, 2 , ••••••• t) in th e subset 
, s ' i f its s cor e 
wher e ( a1, a2, ••••••••• at) ar e s cor es correspon ding t o treatments 
(Tl , T2, •••••••••.. Tt ) r espectively, obtained by usi ng an SP desi gn 
with n replic ati ons cr.d 'lf ?!J , i s an integer Culled s e l ection cmst ant 
fo r rule ~. This constant'~, f or gi ven n and t i s the sm allest 
positive i ntege r chosen so 2S to s atis fy t h e prob ab ility r equire-
ment given b e low 
Ps > p* (2. 33) 
, 
for all configurations in C* (p, e, e) whe r e P
s 
i s th e prob abi l ity 
o f correct selecti on . The SUlle rul e as R2 was applie d f o r FP de s i gn 
6 1 
by Tr a;vin ski <lnd Dav i d (19 6 3). 
Assumi ng T
t 
i s th~ ou t l i e r, usi ng th e rule R2, clear l y we h2ve 
p s = P (at ~ max -ai 
l~i~t-l 
Tne expres s i on of P i s d i fficult to wri te i n gene ral and \"Ie sh ell 
s 
, 
dire c tly p r oceed to f i nd its i nfimum i n C* (p , e: , e: ). 
We sh <ll l p r oceed i n the some manne r 2S for the previous rule 
rt1 md eonjuctur e that the infimum of probcb ili ty of correct 
, 
sel e c t i on under rul e R2 i n the p arumet er sp <lc e C* (p , e:, e: ) i s 
at tained at the configur~ion impl y i ng al l t r eatment s ar e equall y 
goo d . To accomolish thi s the detaile d pYnre s s i ons fo r P i n t erms 
• - -" s 
were written for 4 md 5 treatm~nts under all possi b l e 
sets o f symme tri cal p airs gi ven by (2 . 21) md ( 2 . 22 ) r e spectiv e ly . 
Fo r excrop l e for t =5 2nd SP des i gn including pairs g i ven by 16 ) i n 
(2 . 22), the ~ression for P wi th rtf= 1 i s 
, c s 
P6s = 11341135 1151 +11~2 'TTi 51153+112i 1124 ( 1153 11'15+715'1 11 43 )( 
~5 )+1142 7143 (~'11135+7I5371'l5112'l) + (1151 1135 X 
~9~2 7143+~5 11531142112'1~4)/5 + ';\5'1 1t53 X-
( 1124 "'12+1142 ~4 )+1t5'1 1153 ( 1124 'fT:21 +7I43 1t42 )/2 
Fo r the sake of brav i ty I \>Ie h ev e not gi v en the exp r essi on s for 
p fo r <111 th e s e ts of SP des i gns in ( 2 . 22). NumericrU compn+ "'+_i ons 
c s 
wer e done for al l these expressi ons for variou s v i'l l ues of p, c , c ' 
, 
in C* (p, e: , e: ) assumi ng mode l (2.1) hol ds . These c omput at i ons 
suggest ed a lmost simi l ar conclus i ons as for rul e R1, wh i ch a r c 
fol lowi ng. 
I n th e general C<1se of SP desi gn \Vi th t- t r eatment s , th e desi gn 
.. 
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anong t of :It s ptrl. r s \olool d b e less f avouroble t o th e outli e r 
t han th e designs Hhich do not invo lve all th e s e three pcirs . 
Furthe r all (t - l)! SP de- igns i nvo lving t treatments h<,ve s<me 
2 , 
i n fimum for P in th e p r e f e r ence zon e C*ll (p , E, E ), \~h ich i s 
cs 
att ai ned ;ot the co n f iguration C* (1/2 , 0 , 0) . Thus, th e p rob 2bility 
r e quirement (2 . 3~) i s equi vi:'1 ent to choosing le as t .Jsuch th 2t 
P ~» p* 
cs -
(2 . 34' 
',;:-.crc P ~) i s th e value of P <Jt th e l e3s t f Clvour<Jbl e confi gu-
cs cs 
r ation C* ~ , 0, 0) . The ~lement9tion o f the procedure R2 would 
there fore , require the exp r essi on for P cs ~) • 
The expreSSion for P ~) can b e express e d i n the f o lllOJWing 
cs 
form. 
wher e M(a, ~~) i sthe number of s core s a , i n a which s at i sfy 
- ~ ~ 
ai ~ max 
1~i~t 
a.- "j m d G(<J, n) 
~ -
(2 . 35 ) 
the p ~rtition fun c tion oefined i n ( 2 . 26) . Th e summ<Jti on i n (2 . 35) 
i s over ull distinct p 2rtiti c:l s u 'CJf n t. Th e derivati on of (2.35) 
i s s iroil C' r t o th e correSponding derivatbn for FP des i gn . 
(Trawin ski and Davi d (1963) Section 4. 2). Some exact e Vuluckions 
of-vusing (2 . 35) in ( 2 . 34) Uppe ar . in tabl e 5 along wi th assymptotic 
values as derived in the next section • 
The asymptoti c prob 2b ility o f c o rrect s e l ection .unde r rule 






= lim Pr {a -~ < 'iT} n-eo max 





r {vi ,( e , i~2 , 3 , ... ... t - 2 , 
d i = a i - ~t ' i=1 , 2 , ...... , t - l 
" i = d i / _In ua, i =2 , 3 , .•... . , t - 2 
, 
= d./ rn Cd ,i=l and t - 1 ~ -
v i < 
and e a:J/_rn 5"d , i=2,3, •.. ... t-2 
lIh t e that when 11 = 1/2 
2 1 2 = 3/2 from (2 . 1.7) . 
"'-d = 
I C d' .. 
, 
e , 
using the sane argument as f o r the expre ssion ( 2. 28 ) 
f or P 1>:3 ~) i s given by 
PAs~)~ [2 ¢ (e) _'11 t - 3[2 ¢ (e') _1J 2 
(2.36 ) 
i =1 arid t - '1} 
a lawe r bound 
J 
( 2 . 37) 
The lower bound for PAS~ ) gi ven in ( 2 . 37) above h cve been compute d 
for given t , n end "J. These v alues were then used fo r f i nding 
the asymptotic approxi m2ti on to the le ast v alue of .-J'for spe cifi e d 
v alue of t, n 2nd p* such that the lm. e r bound P1>:3~) ~P*. The s-e 
are p r esented i n t ah l e 5. 
The experimentor may be i nterested i n knowi ng the expected 
s i ze of th e sel ected s e t· s , i f indeed there i s a supe rior tre c:t-
ment =ng the t tre<lUnents . Expected subse t s i ze provide s a 
~easure of effi ciency of a subset selecti on procedur e . I n the 
fo llowing secti on vIe sh al l obtain an asymptotic expressi on f o r th e 
expect ed subset s i ze unde r slipp age configuration f o r the sel e ction 
• 
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2.7 f\S-.1!!!E.to!:i c _~prox?:mat~on t o the e~~t~?-_~.i ze of 
a select ed subset: 
We shall deri ve the exp r essi on only under s lippage confi gu-
ration belongi ng to C ( -r.) defi ned i n ( 2 . 9 ) . Clearly the expected 
subset under th e slipp age confi gur ati on v[ould be same f o r any 
choi ce of syrrmetrical pairs i n the SP design anel, therefo r e , 
wi thout loss of generally we assume that T t i s the outli er and 
SP desi gn uses the pai rs (T1, T 2) , (T 2, T3 ) · ••••• . (Tt-l' Tt ) , 







Wj~ ~ ( j = -3 , t-2 ), Wt_1~ 6g}+ lim {xl~ 6H l(i=1. , 2 , •. t - 3) , 
wher e u i = 
n _ 00 
8.1 - E!1+2+tti , ( i =1., 2 , ••.... t - 4 ) 





= a2 - a i + 3 i= ~, 2, ...... t- 5 __ 0- , 
In(j6 
v t -4 = a2 - a1 - 0:1 
jn Gf 
v t-2 - a2 - ~-1-0:1. 
jn ()2 
vt _1 = a2 - at + 0:2 
Jn63 
= a3 ... a i +4 1=1, 2 , ..... t - 6 
In(j6 
Wt _4 ~ a3 - at _1- 0:1 
JnC2 
Wt _3 - a 3 .. ~-
JrlG5 
Wt _2 = a 3 - a4 
JrlG5 
Wt _1 = a3 - ~t + 0: 2 
Jn63 
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xi = ~ - ai +1 - a2 , i =1 , 2, ..... t - 3 
Jrl (j3 
xt _2= ~ ~ a1 - 3a1 
• Jrl 64 
xt _1= at - at _1- 3 a1 
Jrl G4 
~ = r0 + 1/ 2 + a1 
JnG2 
6 2 = rJ + 1/2 + a1 
fiGi" 
6 3 = rJ + '1. /2 jn G3 
6 4 = r0 + '1./2 + 3a1 
In G4 
6 5 = ~ + 1L2 jnG6 
6 6 = 10 + 1/2 - 0:1 
.fii G1 
~ = N+ 1L:2 
.filG5 
6 8 = /1)+ 1/2 - 0:1 
-jrl G2 
= .~ + '1. /2 + 0:2 6 9 jnG3 
- 67 -
"'10 = .'J + 1/2 - 0: 2 
JnG3 
"'ll = .rJ + 1 /2 or 3 0:1 
with 
0:1 = n[-n-1/2] 
0: 2 = n [ 2n -1] 
2 
n r n(t- It ) + 5 /4] Gl = 
2 
@ = n r n(~-n) + 3/4] 
2 
n ' [2n(~-n) * 1/2] 03 = 
2 
n r5n(1-n) + '1/41 6 4 = 
2 3/2 n r:}J = 
~ 
2 
n G6 = 
Using the same argument as for deriving the express i on (2.28), 
a lower bound for (2 .39 ) can be obtained as 
Et,n(s)(n,,,j) ~ 2[2 ¢ ("'1}-1]t-4r2¢("'2 }-~J[2¢ ("'3)-1] 
[2¢ ("'4 )-1] + [2¢ ("'5 H.] (t-6) [2¢("'7 )-1] [2¢ (6g)-'1] r2¢("'9 H.. J 
{2 [2¢ ("'5 H.] [2¢("'6 )-1] ~(t- 5 ) [2¢ ("'7 }-1] [2¢ ("'8 }-1]} + 
(2 . 40 ) 
2.8 lin examp Ie 
We illustr at e the applic ation of th e oecjsi on rul e R 
. . . 2 on 





determine which concentr ation of monosodium glutamate produce t he 
pre f e red fJalour of dehydrated apple slices ~.. The experiment was 
conducted at the verginia Agr icultural Experimental stati on by 
L.L. Davis and thc data were r eported ;T'l Bradely (1954). Apple 
slices containing f our diff e rent concentrations ~abled as A, B, 
C and D were p resented in sp t o seven judges . The p r efera,ce 
tabl e i s given belO\~ : 
A B c D Total 
A 4 o 4 
B 3 5 8 
c 2 3 5 
D 7 4 11 
Total 10 6 9 3 28 
vle have a = 11 . To ensure th at at l eas t a p re- ass i gned max 
probability p* = . 75, the best concentration is i n the selected 
subset, we enter table 4 for t=4, n=7, P*=. 75, find .-\J =5 and 
hence retain concentration D and B in the selected subset . For 
the same data if selection of the best concentrati on using the 
sel ection rule R1 is done, we find that D can be s elected as the 
best concentration \Vi th atleas a probability 0 . 95, u sing t ab l e 





SELECTICN OF BEST TREP.TMENT USING FULL PAIRED 
CCMPP-RISON DESlQi I N PRE~ENCE OF TIES 
3.1 Introduction 
For vlider cpplicability, models for paired comparisons should 
allow for expression of no preference between the treatments 
being compared an d this requires analysing tied observations. 
I n this ch cpter, selection procedures h ave been developed under 
indifference zone as well as subset selection formulation for 
Go al 1 as defined in section 5 of ch cpter I, based on the scores 
making allowance for ties, obtained by using FP design with equal 
number 'n' of replications. No judge effect, no replication 
effect and no order effect is assumed in the analysis. 
3 .2 Mathematical model: 
For tfIe general formul ation of method of p ai red comparison 
with ties permitted, we can assume, that the preference 
(1t1. ij' 1tj • ij' 1t0 • ij' [, j=l, 2, •••••• t ) 
probcililitieS 
(3.1 ) 
defin ed i n (1.10), (1.11) and (1.12) con !" ti tute the parameters 
of the model and Ct (1t1.ij)= {0~1ti.ij.5.1,0.5. 1l0 • ij.5. 1 , 
• 
the complete parametric sp ace . 
Under the above model, if treatment Ti = 
1t1. ij = '!lj. ij = (1-'!l0 . ij )/2 
and if 
Tjl then clearly 
(3.3 ) 
(3.4 ) 
where 1tO• ij is the tie probability defined in (1.1 2 ). 
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I n case al l treatments ar e as sumed equally good, the obs erved 
wo rths Yi of the treatments would be i dentic al ly and i ndependentiy 
distributed and from the defi nation (1.12) , tie probability 1IO• ij 
would not depend on the pair Ti , Tj • In that case let 
'!to. ij ; 9 , 0 ~ 9 ~ 1 
and using (3.3), we concl ude t hat i f al l treatments ar e equally 
good, then the paranetric configuration of prefer ence probability 
~\l::;~ belong to Ct (" 'J ; I 11; 
.., l '!ti.lj ; j • lj 
Define K ij ; 
and K .. = J~ 
Then clearly 
'!ti .lj +(1/2) 
'!tj . 1j +(1 /2) 
o < K .. ( 1 ~J -
'!to. lj 
'!to . ij 
('1..-9)/2, 
• 
Kij + Kji = 1, i,j = 1, 2, ........ t . 
In terms of paranetric function Kij we have, t hat, if treat-
ment Ti = Tj , then Kij = Kji = ~ and if Ti> Tj , then Kij >~, 
using conditions (3.3) and (3. 4) r espectively . This suggests 
th at p aranet e rs K , . , i > j, i , j ,; 1, 2, ••••••• t which ar e functions 
~J 
o f those i n (3 .1), would be sufficient for p r oviding mutual 
comparisons anong the treatments . Because of th is we shall defi ne 
true fe asible r anki ng of the tre atments i n t erms of these para-
mE"te r s K. . • I n fact , let J( . = ) J( 'j i= 1, 2, •••••• t be the 1J ~ -j- ~ 
K-row- sum corr esponding to the treatment Ti , then we would rank 
, 
th e treatments according to descending values of Ki s • If there 
ar e n r epli cati ons, the co=esponding K. 
~ 
It i s i nteresti ng to observe in the 
=n E. k lj ' i ;1 , 2 , •••• t • 
.1 




parcrneters K . . play exactly i n th e scrne r o l e i n the mode l with 
~J 
ties permitted as the p r e ference probabilities 1tij , when ties ar e 
not permitted (see secti on 1. 2). consequently, all result s on 
ranking by row- sum as discussed by Kendall (1 955) , Buhlmann and 
Huber (1953) and Huber (1 963) woul d be directly ~p1icable to tie 
c ase when parcrnet e r 1tij ar e r ep I aced by Kij • 
From the preceeding di scussion it follows th at the problem 
of ~e~ ection of best treatment now reduces to the selection of the 
tre <>tment "lith the maximum K- row sum . The development of sel ection 
p r ocedures f or t he above goal woul d as usu al need the di stribution 
o f scores of vari ous treatments b ased on p r e f erence and the data 
obtained by using a gi ven des ign, which i s FP des ign i n this 
ch apter. These distribut i ons are discussed i n the foll owing 
section . 
3.3 DISTRIBUTION THEORY 
Consi der a ba~ anced paired co~ arison exp e riment consisting 
of ' n' replication of all t(t-1) co~arisons between the treatments 
? 
Ti (i=l, 2, •••••••• t) refe rred to as FP design with n replications . 
Let 
rth 
X.. as defineo below be the random sco r e associ ated with the ~J r 
replic ation of c~arison between Ti and Tj 
= 1 if Ti>Tj 
= 0 if (3.7) 
= ~ if 
i, j;= 1,2, •••••• t, i I ~ j 
r = 1, 2, •••••••• m. 





the definitions of prefer ence probabilitie s we have 
P
r (xij r = 1) = 1l. .• ~.~J 
p (xij r = 0) - 1l. .. r J .~.J (308) 
P
r (xij r = ~) = 1l 0 .. .~J 
The score ai for the tre atmen t Ti is defined in the same 
manner as in (1.8) i.ee 
n 
-~\-
2 . -I L x. Or 
U r;r j- ~J 
ai f (0, ~, 2/2, 3/2, ••••• , 2n-1 , n) 
-2-
t ;- a . ~r = t(t--1)/2 
bI 
t 
..-- ai = nt(t-1)!2 I 
1=1 
In the next section we wil l obtain the exact distribution 
of the scores. 
Excet distribution of scores 
Let Ars (r~s) be the number of times Tr is prefered to Ts 
and A be the number of ties in On 0 c:J:l:p arisons, then O.rs 
(3. 9) 
In view of our assumpti on, (A









P (Ar s ' ~t:" 1t 1': .. rc;' 'JT!' ,rs) 
n! \.S ~r Aa.rs 
7t r. rs 1T s . rs nO. rs. 
-A A A (3.10 ) I I I rs • sr • o.rs • 
Ars ' Asr ~ 0 subject t-..o (3 , 9)0 Thus j oi n t distribution of 
= {Ars' r> s , r, s = 1, 2, •••• o •• t} given by f ( { ~s } ) = 
P (A A 1l 
rs' sr' r,r~, 'it s • rs ) (3.11 ) 
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Clearly scor e a
i 
Cal be rEWritten in th e fonn 
t 
ai = L [ Aij + ~ Aa.ij ] j =l 
j ~i :c (3 . 12 ) 
=h [ n(t- l )+ E ("\j - Aji) ], i=1,2, ..... t . 
j=l 
Uj 
wher e O ~ "\j~ n, ~j+ ~i~ n . 
:':1<: joint distribution of the score vecto r a = ( a1, a2'''. ~) 
u s i ng (3.11) i s the fo ll owi ng 
= L f({ ~ ) 
BIn 
( 3. 13) 
whe r e } - i s the s urrnnat ion over "\j'S subj ect t o r estr ict ion 
Rm 
i n (3.12). 
~lhen al l t r ea'bnents ar e equally good i. e . when p or crnetric 
configurati on b6lo~ gs to c t{Q) defined i n (3. 5) , then (3. 13) 




t f[ a, C (G) ] 
(n- AO ) .rs 
ho .rs'" x , the total numbe r of t i es, then 
n t( t -l ) 
= ( l -G) 2 
Z-
nt{t-l)/? 




______ L ___ _ 
r> s 
A - f A l A J rs sr · o . r~ . 
(3.14) 
i s the sumnat ion ovp.r A;:s' As r subject t o rest rict ion in 
t 
Rm togethe r wi th L A = x . o .rs 
r> s 
,. - 74 
numbe r o f ~layS i n which th e outcome that th e sco re vector is ~ 
anc the s e ~cores i nc l ude exactly x ti ed observ ati ons be r ealize d 
among nt(t-l)/ 2 c OffipC'rison s . Furthe r mo r e , f o r any fixed x, i t 
is a symmetrical f "ncti on o f sco res a1, a2, ••• 0 • 2t . From g ( a, n) Y. -
\.;e C2n obt ai:1 t he p artition function G
x 
(~,n) g i ving the numbe r 
of permi s sible P C' rtition s of nt (t -l)/2 into ' t' sco r e s a1, c 2,. o, 
••• at ' irrespective of o rde r and s uch th at the s e scores inv ol ve 
cx ;) c':l y 'x I tie d observ ations . I n Vi ew of the symmetry of 
g (a, n) , we h ave 
x -
Gx(~' n) = tt'/I~ mk ~) gx ( ~' n) 
wh e re ~ i s th e numbe r of scor e s a l l of mC'gnitude ~. 
(3.15) 
It i s e asy 
to. compute Gx(~ n) by us i ng gene r ating fun c tion than gx(~' nl . 
It is clear t hat the equC'tion o f th e ex act p r obability fun c tjoil 
(3 .13) i s ve ry cumbersome f or l ar ge t and n . Since this would b e 
i nvolved in the const ruc tion o f tables f o r i mp l ementing the sel ~c­
tion rul e s f o r s e l ecting the best treatment to be discussed sub-
sequentl y , We now dev e l oD the asymptotic di s tribution theoJlY'. 
b ased on mUltivariate c ent r a l limit t il eo r em . 
Asymptotic distribution for difference of sco res 
Using (3.8) we h ave 
v ( ai ) = n V (air) 
X o j ) = n ~ r 
= n ,-rn i " (1- no 'j- no 'j> j .~J ~.~ .l.. 
+(1/ 4) n O•ij (1- nO•ij )] 
(3.16 ) 
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COv ( ai' aJ. ) = - n r n . 'j (-1- n . .. - n O .. ) + ~ .~ ~ . ~J . ~ J 
1/ 4 n O.ij (1- 110 .ij )] (3. 17) 
Distributi on of the vec tors or di~E~rcnccs Gmong scores , 
i=l, 2, •••••• • t-1, i s of S?cci al i nte r est. The v ari ate di h as mC2l1 
Lts v ari ance i s gi vcn by 
(3 .19) 
Th c covari ance ' ~f ~ and d j c an b e ob t aine d from the r e lation 
Gdi d j = v ar 2t- c ov ( ai' at )- cov { ~, a j ) + cov (ai' a j ) (3 . 20 ) 
n 
, 




an d dir h ave, for 
any given r , me ans , v ari ance and c ov ari ance a i/n,(J.'di di/n , and 
()didj/n r e spective ly . Thus 
multiv ari at e norm al N( O, E ) 
as n -+ co I 
wh ere E 
and ~ = (al , a2,········at _i ) 
the ve cto r n 4. 
i s the mat rix 
(~ -- ~ ) 1)1-
-1 (n ........,. d . 
v -~ J 
No,·/ we ar e in a posi t i on to dev e l op th e s e l ec tion procedures 
fo r sel ecti ng the be st tre atment out of t t r eatmen t s i n the n ext 
s ecti on . 
3 . 4 SELECnON OF THE BEST TREATh:ENT 
---------- ~
P-.s discussed i n the section 3-. 2, we ~/ould s e l ect the treat--
men t ~Tith l a r ges t k- r o\01 s um as the b est. Al s o from (3. 16), i t 
fo l lows that the score s ai ar e the unbi as ed estimat ors of k i • 
Thus i t is" r easonable to b as e sel e cti on p rocedure s on the s e s c o r es 
7 6 
we define the follo~ling selection rule R3• 
Obtain ( a1, a2, ••••••.• at ), the scores of "t I treatments 
T1, T2, •••••••• Tt respcctivec7, as defin ed i n (3 . 12) , usi ng FP 
dcsi gn with n repljcations per pai r and declare the t r catment 
with the score max a . as the best treatment . I f "m I scores ti e 
1< i<t ~ 
for the first pl ace, then one o f the corresoonding "m I treatments 
is chosen at random for the best treatment . Same rule VIaS definpd 
by TraVlinski and David (1963 ) for their oroblem . 
Vlithout loss of generality, it can be assumed that Tt i s th e 
best treatment . 
to the set 




j= 1, 2, •••• t-l 
1ILij + 11 j . ij + 1Io. ij = 1, i, j=l, 2, ..... t} 
For a gi ven preassi gned value of "Jt > ~ c all 
Ct * ( ~ ) ~ ". . j 
1\ ~ • .1. = \ 1I t t '+ 11" t./2 > "Jt , j =l , 2, ..... t-l • J '." J -
o < "Jti.ij~ 1, 0 ~ 1t O•ij ~ 1 
1t o.<j + 11 , .. ".. 11, .. = 1, i,j=l, 2, ..... t , itj} • ~.~J J .~J 
t * which is a subset of C ("Jt, , ,) as a pre ference zone . 
~ .~J 
I n case Tt is en outli e r ana other treatments are of eCIl:;al 
worth then we can assume that 110 t'= 9 " for all j=l , 2, .... t-l 
, • J 
and "Jt O•ij = Q, i ,{~~, 2 , •••••. t-l . Further more, s i nce Tt i s 
considered to be the superi or treatment , in comp ari son to others , 
the probability QI of declari ng a tie f or the outlie r Tt is to be 
l ower than Q, the prob i3bility of decl aring a tic anong other 




bel o$ to 
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t * { C1l (9, 9') = 1I t • t j = n - 9'/2 
1I0.tj 
11 " " ", .~J 
11, . , 
~ .~ J 
, 
= 9 , 
= 9 
= 1- 9 
- 2-
j =1, 2, •••.• t-1 
I i , j =1, 2, ..... t - l 
i ~ j 
(3 . 21) 
I,e t PI denote the probability of correct selection that t: .c 
treatment T~tnfact declared as the b est treatment by rule R3 • 
Following the general t h eory of in difference zone approach for 
implementing th e selection procedure R3, the nUIT~er ' n ' of 
r eplic ati on per paired compari son in FP desi gn i s chosen such that 
(3.22) 
for g i ven p* and 11 when e veL> 
Ct ... (n, i' ) 
the pararetI:i c confi gurati on is i n 
11 ~~ J 
Unfortunately the expr ession for 
is h<U'd t o vrr i te and it is equal1y hard 
to s ear ch for l east f avourabl e configuration in c;* (11, . ,). 
" ~ . ~J 
However, following Travlinski ano u dv .i.C- (1963 ) , we will obtain 
t* the exp r essi on for P 1 (n, 9 , 9 ' ) in C1l (9, 9') and choos e 
least n such th at 
(3.23) 
for '9' g'JEI\I'erJ P*, n, 9, 9' . As such f o r implementing the selecti on 
rule R3, parameters 9, 9' should be p rescribed i n adv alce as 
is n. This choi ce of n i • ij in c~* (9, 9') does not necessarily 
correspond to a least favourable configurati on . However, the 
configuration c~* (9, 9 ' ) is important in its e lf since it p r esents 




b e a r e as onabl e bas i s f o r de c i ding about th e number of replic i3 t i ons 
r e qui r e d f or det ecti :lg an out li e r . I n Ule f ollowi ng we vrill 
obt ain the exp r essi on f o r PI (Tl , 9 , 9 .1). 
Ex act e v aluation of t h e probability of correct selection o f 
t he best treatment 
From (3 . 13 ), t he joi nt di stributi on of th e scores when p cra-
me tric c on f igu r ation i s i n 
t -l 
)_ Ao . tj 
El' J=I 
t 
By u sin g t h e f o llowi ng r e l ations 
i) Ars + ~r + An. rs = n 
ii) ~j + Aa . tj = n 
iii) CIt; 
and putting 
t - l 
> 
(1-Tl - 9' /2) j =l 
n 1 





(1 - Tl - 9 '/2) 
-(a +y/2) (a y / 2) 










~ '"'~ J!T~'" ",n_ A""""" 
~"lr. Y. I"''' Fish.'". , " •• ,. rl' III \ut. 
tI)1"I"T" - h~2 014 Ilt') 
Itcni~-i82f'U, {' ) (3. 24) 
1- 9 





R1m i s the r es triction on A , A and Ao wh i ch is sane as i n t . rs s r t -l . rs 
Rm t ogethe r with )- AO , = x , and). A... tj = y . If we assume 
r>s . I"a j~I U . 
that th e r e are in all x ti e s and the tre atmen t T t has got exactly 
y ties,then g (a, n) i s th e number of HayS the outcome (a1, a2 •••• x,y -
.... "t) can be r e alize d . 
Let Gx,y (~. n ) be a parti t icm fun ction C;i v i.T1g th e nwnbe r o f 
p e missible partitions of ~ nt(t-l) into t score s a1, a2, •••••• at 
irrespecti ve of order , s uch that the r e a r e , in all, x ties out 
of which Tt has got exac tly y tic s . Gx, y(~, n) i s r e lated t o 
gx,y (~n) by the r elation ( 2. 26) as i n chapte r 2 . Us ing thi s 
r e lationship and following arguments similar t o the one wH ich l eads 
, to (2.2 5) ,we can obtain the r equired probabUity of corr ect s el ec t i on 
as n(t-l) "2n(t-1) n ( t-~ ) , n(t- '1 )... a~ ) 
~ (11 ,9,9' ) = {- {l"9) 2 > y£o (1-n-B /2) ~ ~~=rn(t-1)]+1 
,y , ~-y/2 n(t-1)+y (x-y) 
9 (,...~ /2) x~y 2 (2 9) E G (a.n) 
- 1-9 x , y -
ai' a2 , •••••• ~_~ ~ ~ 
t-1 t 
E a i = n (2 ) - ~ i=1. 
where [ n(t-l)] i s the gr e 2t e st i nte0er less than n(t-i). The 
GX/y (~,n) h as b een t abn1 2t ed f or t=3, n=1 , 2 in t cbl e 6 . 
Exanple~ If t=3~ . n =i (3 . 25) r e duce s t o 
, , 
, 
P1 ( 'It, Q , Q ) 
l: G (a a- a • 1 ) 
a a-"<a x y l ' ,,;: ' 3' l' ,,;:- 3 ' 
a1 +~=j-a'l 
Using ~a~le 6 , for t=3 , n =l (3 . 26\ simolifies to 
P
1
( lt ,g,g' ) = (1I-Q , )2 + 1/3 (70- g ' ) (l- lt - g '/2) ( l - g) 
T 2 
+ gg , 2 + (11 - g '/2)(3 + g) g '/2 
- 3-
when no ties are pennissiJ::lle g' = g = 0 and then 
x 
(3 . 26 ) 
P 1 ( 'It , g , 9 ' ) = 112 + 1/ 3 11 (1- 11 ), which i s s arne as th at given 
~y Tranwinski and David (19 63) . 
We are un able t o compute "p 1 ( 11 , g , 9 ' ) for 1 arger t and n 
for lack of knowledge of Gx , y(~, n) . 
Hm-leVer, i n the following we shall develop the asymptotic 
expression of P 1 for large nand t , vrhich seems to compare favour-
al:lly even for smaller n . 
Follo~ling Tran'"li nski an ti David (lq63\ , as n - 00 the probability 
of correct selectic\1 
P 1A( It ,g, 9 ' ) = lim 
n- oo 
= l i m 
n- oo 
P 1 (11 , 9 , 9 ' ) is 43ymptotically 
P r (at ~ max ai 
~~t- 1 
P r { di~ O' i = 1 , 2 , ..... t-1 )} 
given by 
(3. 27 ) 
It is clear that the (t-1) differences di = ai - at in c::t(g, .'l ' ) 
are equicorrelated, identically distributed v ari ates . By (~18) -
(3 . 20) , their means, variances and cCNari ances a re 
.. 
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'" = -ll~ ( ..... t/2) 
G~ = n [( t +2)1l('1.- llht('1.- B1j4+(e-6' ) /2- (1 .+.:t4~/21 
p G~ = n [ ( t+1 )1l( '1.- 11 )-6 ' (t+'1. ) / 4- ('1.- e) / 4 J 2 
(: .28 ) 
• 
u sing their arguments we get 
, -!<O t -1 
P'1. J\(ll , B, @ )= f [ ¢ (Ut ) ] C/l (u., ) dllt 
Ut = l'p/(1- f )If''/2X 'llt- a: /[('l- f)'1./2 C-d 1. where 
I n table 7 we have p resented t he v alues o:fi 
for some gi ven set of values of t, n , 'It , 9 
p given by (3 . 29) 
11>. 
and 9 I. For numeri cal 
c omparison of number of r e.p l i c ation needed for attain ing the 
sane probability of correct selection for f ixed '){, and f or some 
given set of v alues of t, 9 and g l, we have p r epar ed tabl e 8 . 
c omments on t ab l e 7 
For an experinent i nvolvi ng t treatment s , the tabl e gives 
the smallest numbe:.- of repl ications n s2ti sfyi ng (3 . 23) for vario\1~ 
specified values of 11 , 9 , 9 t ane P·;' . I n th e construction of the 
table exact expressio:-l (3. 25) ~Ias used for vF1rious comhin Cltions 
of (t, n) up t o (3) 2) anC: asymptot::.c apo r oxi m2ti on '3 . 29) e lsewh e re 
!Ilt is clear f r om til i s tab l e Old table 8 that as 9 or 9 1 incre ases 
n decreases . i'no also for fi.:: ~:: v"', iT . El c:1C G I, In I dec reases 
as t i ncreases . 
Ch arts V and VI correspond to ch arts lA and lB of Tr2l4inski 
an e David (19 63) end are exactly in charClcter i. e . th E' curves f o r 
i ncreasing values of t cr(')ss th e curves corre sponeing to prec eding 
values of t • Thus, us i ng their argumeMts it f o llows that single 
outli e r configuration in c~*(g , gl ) i s not the l e ast fClvour ab l e 
configurat i on. 
3 . 5 SELECTION OF A SUBSET CONTAINING T HE BEST TREATMENT 
We shall adopt the following selection rule R4 based on scor G' 
• 
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ai defined in (3.1 2) for selecting ~ subset s wh ich cont~ns the 
treatment corresponding to hic:.Thes t k- r~T sum . 
~ule R4: Retain tr.eatment Ti(i=1, 2, ••••• t) i n the subset s i f ito 
sco re a. > max a. - "I.~' wher e ,.J?"O i s tl-Je selection cons tcnt . ~ 1~ i~t ~ 
Pote that the sane rule was used by us in the o r evi cus &.<ntcr 
for SP design . Th is \>las also used by Tra.lir:ski ane David (1963) 
f o r FP design VIi th no tics permitted. 
'Ihe constant ,v, for a g i ven n and t is the smallest positive 
numbe r chosen s o that for a given p** In f Pes ~ p** (3 . 30) 
whe r e Inf Pcsi s the ir.~j~um c~ ~~ c p robability of correct selection 
t in C ( .7t . . j ) • 
~ . ~ 
Assuming, wi thout loss of generality, th at Tt i s the best 
treatment and us i ng Rul e R4, we have for any configur ati on i n 
Ct ( 7t ioij ) and a chosen value OE ,J; the probability of c.o rrect 
selecti on P cs = P (~ ~ max 9 i - 11 ) 
1~i~t-1 
(3.31) 
Now we will sho\>, that Pcs '"ill be :':o fiiTlum at a par ametric 
configurati on belonging to ct (Q) gi ven ;n (3 . 5) . 
!:e2st f avourebl e confi gurati on f or the p r obebili!L0f. 
correct selection 
~1i thout l oss of gener ali ty ,~e wi ll assume f o r conven i ence 
that 
S < S « 1- 2 - ••••.••. . . • .!. St-l ~ St 
TIle ,.,ill shOVI that P as defined i n ( 3 . 31) i s minimum f or cs 
Ct(Q) , i. e . when all 5 i ar e equal . 
(3.3 2) 
Unde r the assumpti on that linear model i s val i d, Pc s clearly 
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i nc r eases wi th St for f ixed 8 i , i =1, 2, •••••• t-l , so th at 8 t mus t 
be t aken as s mall as is compatibl e wi th (3 . 31 ) viz . St 
Usin g t h i s f act n ext we shaH that the probability th at 
i s g r eatest when all 8 i a r e equal . Fo r thi s f irs t note th at i n 
c ase St = St- l' we have 
'Tl t . tj = "t- l . t - l . j = It ~ (s ay) 
'Tl o . t j = " O. t - l , j = ~j (say ), j =1, 2, ••. . t-2 
Le t 'Tl = Q O. t , t-l 
Fo r s ome s i mpli f i c2ti on vIC C 2D write 
A Q O. t , t,.. 1 x 
n . J 
x 
'\-1, j ! Ae . t - 1, j 1 (n- At,.. 1, r Ae'. tj ) 1 
'Tl (Atj + At- l , j ) ~ ) (2n- ~j - At,..1,r Ae .tj-Ae . t-1 , j ) )( j (1- 9 j - " j 
( A_ + A , ) } g . "1J . tj o . t - 1,J 
J 
(3 . 33 ) 
wher e L 
R 
extends ove r all permissible val ues of A~ wh i ch g i ve 
at-1 - at> N 
Here at and 2t- l arc as definea in (3.1 2) . 
In p articu l 8r f o r t=3 
~ 
(n- 1'0 . 32) 
P
r
{ a 2 - a3 > "''" .~ = > (1-9 ) -r 2 -
nl 
~1 ~ Aa .21! (n-~i- I'-o . 21 " 






set AO• 21 + Ac . 31 = x , then a 2 - a3 > ~i:s equivalent to 
c l early (3.34) can b e rewritten as 
,,-
",her e l,- is . sum over all po~sibl~ v al ues 1'21' "31' AO• 13 such 
"-
th at A21- />.31- Ac . 13 > ~+ A27.- A23- x/2, f o r fixed values A32, "23 
and x. 
~1 0\, c on s ider the terms in ,- . 
,-. set ~1- 1I:31-Ac.31 = c 
R' 
where C >11+ 11:32 - "23 - x/2. A pair of values of ~1' A:31 and 
Aa . 31 s ati s fying this equation can be wti tten as below 
/ '0 .1 3 = j 
":31 = i 
A21 = C + ; +1 and 
AO• 13 = x~-j 
"31 = n-..;.··1. - x - c 
A:21 = n - j - i 
• 
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with (x - j)~ a , n - i-x - c> a and n - j - i~a. The terms 
in ). can be paired off resulting in a tyoical term o f t.f)e type 
k' 
b e low. (2i+j+c) 
(n) (n-i) ( n ) (n-c~i.:) [ 111 
i j c+i+j x-j x 
" _ (2n-2i-j-x-c) 
\1-",- 1il ) + 
1 1 x 
"nl 
(2n- 2i-j - x- c) J 
Wh:LC:1 c an b e e asily s een to be a maximum for "f'1 = 1-'l1 
-2-
If Pu .31 = n - 2i- x -c , 
~1 = n - x - i such that n-2i -x/2 -c~ a , 2" 
n- x/ 2-i ~ a , only ·one teDTI arises . This is proportional to 
n-x/2 n- x/ 2 
whidl ruso is a maximum 
for "n 1 = 1-91 • Note th at suc.f-! t~e of t e rms occurs only ,.men x 
::" s c..v'=!o . 
- 2-
Thus for t=3 a2 - a 3 > ~} is gre atest .men 
111 = 1 - 9 1 • 
--2--
Fo= t> 2 r c =er to equ ation (3 .33) and t o start with fix 
Atk, Aa . tk' At,... 1, k ' Aa·. t-l, k for k=2, 3, ••••• t- 2 . Then 
[ ·n ! 
x 
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nl ... n ! 
x 
A I ~ , ( - - ft ) r ~ !'t_ I t.-. 1 (n Il.. A-n : - D. tl ' n- '-i:l o . tl · -1;-1,1· --u . t - l , l - --v-l,l- - "U . t-l,l)~ 
.n (A~l+At- l, 1) Q ( It.tl~Ao . t- l, 1) '.' x 
1 1 (2n- lI . _ fl. - 1L .,Ji 1. ) (1.- 9
1
- 1'1 "1;1 "1;-111 -D . ti O. t - l ,1 . 
.1 , 
(3 . 35 ) 
wher e the surrrnation ~ nclVl extends over al l permi ssi ble values 
of At .. t-1' Ao . t , t-l ' l't l ' Aa . t l' 1\..1, l ' l'Io . t-1,1 wh i ch g i ve 
at-l- ~> nr ~:hile ). - is s;=a"tion over all fixed A' ·s . lis for 
t ' 'f 't 3 th o ~ . . f 11 1 - " " It Ile case a = , 1S sum L-- 1 5 max1mum o r 1 = -"1' a resu 
--r . 
• ,hich holds for all permi s s ible choices of ~k' At _1, k ' An . tk end 
Aa . t-l, k· The argument can be repeated .,ith ~2' ~-1, 2 ' Aa . t2' 
An . t-l , 2' 112 r ep l acing Atl ' ~- 1 , l ' AO. t1.' Aa . t - l , l' 11 1 . respecti velv 
to s hot" th at to maximise ( 3 . 35) we r equire also 11 2 = :!.-Q 2 " and 
2 
and in fact 113 = 1 - Q3 , •• •• • 1lt-2= l-Qt-2 . 
--2- --2--
The chance t hat one or more of the fi r st ( t - 2) treatments 
nas a score exceeding a~+,v is i~roved by maki ng the merits of 
~ 
these treatments as l a r ge as possible, that is , by making 
plso in cas e al l tre atments are equally good, the observed 
worth Yi of the tre atments would be ±dant ic al l y and . independently 
8 7 
distributed and f r om t e c'r f i n ation (1. 2) , t i e n robability 1b.ij 
",: ,:"':' : c1 ;'lot depend on the nai r T ., T .. I n that c ase 9 i - 9 for all 
- 1. J 
i . Thus the LFC for prob<lbillti e s would b e c ome 
'1t 1 = 1t2 =· .. •••• =\ = 
t 
which i s a configu rati on i n C (9) defined by (3 . 5 ) . Th i s co!1l!? l e t s 
proof. 
Hence for fix ,-. (' t r 2J" " .J. t;"-~ - ::)n f~<JUration Ct (9) le ads 
to t he infimum of P cs for any c
t (1t. ' j) s atisfyi ng a linear mocel . 
1..1. 
The probability req:uirement (3 .30) i s equival ent to 
"t } P c s t C (9) ~ P ';"'/'- ( 3 . 36) 
bec ause o f above discussion . Now to det e rmin e rUso that (3. 36) 
is sati s fied, we r equire an exact formul<' for P
cs 
{ Ct (9)} whi ch 
i s done belO\-i' . 
Exact eValu 2t i on of r\) 
t A conven i ent CX"l r es s i on of Pcs { <t (9)} m~ be obtained in 
tenns of the partition function G ( a~ n ) defi ned in (3.15)~ Let 
x -
x be the t otc:l o f ties, the!'! 
= 
Pes ( ct(Q) 1 = p( at ~ cmax-,{}/C!;(9) 
n t(t-l)/2 k P { at ~ Cro-ax,v/x, ct (~l)} P (X=) 
nt( t - l)/2 
















[L p{ at ~ <max -!J/~ , ~, Ct(Q)} Gx(~, n) ] 
nt(t-1)/2 nt(t-1)/2 x ,_ 
= (1-Q) L (2 Q) L Q(~, x , n"v ) (say) 
--r x=O 1- 9 
where P (~, x , C t (Q») is the j o i n t prob obi li ty functi on of partition 
of sco res and total no . of t i es , where the 1 ast sUl1U11ation extends 
over all the di stinct nartions a of ~ nt(t- 1) such that there are 
. -
x ties in all . Following the argument s i milar to that of Trawin!Sl.:.:. 
and David (1963) , vie can obtain t he quanti ty Q(~, x , n,:J ) as 
'Q ( ~, x , n ,rV) = Mx (~,~) Gx(~' n) /t, the multiple.Mx(~",r) being 
the number of a ' s in~, 'hich exceeds o r equal ~ax-~ for a given 
x . For a gi ven n , t and tiT,. we have 
-1 ~tit-1) nt(t-1)/2 
= t (1-Q) <'. C (2 'Q)x 
- 2- x=O 1-e 
~- Mx (~,-J) G
x 
(~, n) (3 . 37) 
We illustrate the above p r oc edure for t = 3, n=1 . I n this case 
there are 7 permi ssible partitions of ~nich a typieal one i s 0 , 1 , 2 
with x=O and frequency GO(O, 1,2;1 ) - 6 . Also we see that for 
<1J = 0 M=1 corresponding to a : 2 L 
Q.. :; ~ M=1 n " at =2 'lJ 
.v= 1 M=2 n J!I at =2,1 
~= 3/ 2 M=2 n II at =2, 1 
.{J = 2 M=3 " " at =2, 1, 0 
Thus the contribution to P {ct(Q) } from this partition i s , for 
cs 
a gi ven rJ: 1/ 3 (~'!.) 3 MO (~,;J) x6 . I f the correspondi ng contribution 
for all 7 partitions a r e added up, the resulting values of 
P
cs 







~ 1/ 4 [2.+~l+Q 3 ]. 
1 3/4 (l~2)~Q3 
3/2 1/4 [3(l~Q2)~3 ] 
2 1 
We ar e unable to comput e P
cs 
{ct(Q)} for l arger t and n for 
lack of availability of Gx (~' n) . HOI-lever, in the followin g we 
shal l deve l op the asymptoti c exp r essi on of P
cs 
tct(O)} for large 
n rnd t. 
Asymptotic approximation to,.;:y-
The asymptotic probability of correct selecti on under rule 
R4, may be written , vli th a conti nui ty correction on ,(J" as 
Pcs = lim P r { Bmax- at<J+~} A n .... aD 
= lim 
n-a:> 
when the p r eference probcbilities aX"e in Ct (Q), the equations (3 . 28) 
are simply 2 1-
eI =0, GO = nt (1-9)/2,faa..::: ht(1-Q)/4 and p ~~ 
Pcs {C
t (9)} = lim Pr{ di ({lJ+~)/Gd' i=1,2, ••••• t-1)} 
A n-oo-
(f"d 
::: lim ( V i (6 , i=l, 2, ••••• t-1) 
where vi (--v+ ~ ) / (jd 
Using the same arguments ~lhich l eads to the equati on (3. 29) , we 
getp {Ct (9)} =J [¢(tJ,t)t-1 ,(ut) dut 
cS A ..... 
(3.38) 
where ui:= [fill-f)]!-.;~ U t + (~+!a)/[ll-P) !-.; (}dJ· 
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s ome values of ,{J to i mplement s e l ection rul e R4 is p r esent ee in 
t abl e 9 . 
Next we ~lill obtain an asymptoti c approximati on to th c 
expected size of th e selected subset s . 
3 . 6 ~ymototic approxim ation t~ th e e~ected s i ze of a 
sel ected subset 
We sh all derive the expressi on on l y under s lippage configurc>t'Ql\ 
belonging to C;*(Q, QI) defined i n (3. 21 ) . Th e expressi on for ~1e 
expect ed size of th e select ed subse t 
t 
Et n (1t,J) = L Pr{ max (a), - ai )£,,.,)'} 
, , ~=l i~j 
(3.39) 
Let ~, th e vecto r r andom variabl e ... Jit.1-t components ~j=aj- ai' 
i~j, i=1, 2, •••••• t , have expectation a
i
• Th e asymptotic distri-
bution of (d , - a )n4 is I N (0,». The form of r-, i s i mplied ~ -1 ~ Z-J: 
by the discussion below . For i~jtk , i ,j, k ,=1, 2, ••••• t-l, we h ave 
Var = (j'2 
, 
2n [1t('I.-1t)+(t-'I.)(1~)/4- e /4] = 
2 
= ()l; 
, _. , 
= n[(b2 )1t(1-1t)+t(1-e )/4+( g....e )/2-('l+te )/2] 
' 2 
, 
ai-~)= n[ 1t(1-1t)+(t-'l )('1-<l)/4 - Q /41 
= 1/2 cr2 
, 
aj-~)= n[(t+1.)1t('I.-1t)-(t+'I.)e /4 -('1.-9)/41 
= Ct · 
. , 
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FoTIowingTralvi nski (1 969 ), we can obt ai n the asymptotic exnected 
size o f the sel ected subset 
or: 00 (t-2 ) \ . r )}(t-1)] () Et ;1.(n)(lt,N).:,![(t-l){¢ (w.1)} ¢ (w2 F"1. ¢ (w d ¢ z • 
1/2 
wher e wi = Z + 2 ~ 
w2 = 21/2(Ylft1/2) ~ At_"J..Iftl/2 
1/2 '1/2 
w = {fV(1- Pt)} z+ '4;/('1- Pt) 
~ = (.,r+i/2 )/c-.~_'l= (r'14 'l/2- a )/(lt 
~= (·-V.v.t/2+CI)/c:rt, a = nt(,...i/2 ) 
f = 1/2crl <:rt, it = Ct /ut 2 
The accuracy of thi s opT) r oximati on t o Et (It, J") have been , n 
illustrat ed by Tral-linski (1969 ), when there are no ties and 
when 'It=l. 
3.7 lID EXanple 
(3.40 ) 
v;e i llus t rate the anp lic ation o f t he deci s i on rul e s , i n this 
ch apt e r , on th e f ollowing data. The d ata is from an exp e riment on 
t aste testing conducted at IARI, New De lhi, on four v ari eties of 
drum stick frui tes (Moringa-Oleife r '3) , u s i ng FP des i gn with tie s . 
Th r ee j udges we r e sel ecte d for t as t e acquity . Each judge was 
p r e s ented In th s i x p ai rs. Th e p airs Ivc r e randomised and allocated 
to the judge s i n a r andom order wi th a view t o c ancel out th e 
o rder e ff ects as f a r as possible . Th e exp e riment was repeate d 
tl·!ice . The dat a for p r e f e remces by th e judges pooled ove r 




pair A •.• Ao . ij ~U Total _~'~J 
0 , 2) 4 0 2 6 
(1 , 3) 4 1. 1 6 
(1 , 4) a 0 1 6 
(2 , 3) 5 0 1 6 
t (2, 4) 1 2 3 6 
(3 , 4) 0 0 6 6 
----_._ -
vari~ Score No . of t i e s 
1 1~ 1 
2 9 2 
3 ~ 1 
4 14 2 
Using th e above data for the selection of the best variety, 
we fin d by s e l ection rule R3, v~ri ety 4 c?n b e treated as the 
b est v ari e ty . Hi th atl e as t a prob",bility 0. 99 setti ng 1t =. 75 . 
- , 
(Using tabl e VI I , f or 9 ' =. 1 , 9 =. 15, t =4, n=6) . We have <max= 14. 
To ensure th C't with at l e ast a preassigned probability P *=. 90, 
the best v ariety i s in the select ed sUDset, wc enter table IX for 
t =4, n =6 , P *=. 9 , 9=. 15, find r{j'"= 5. 5 end hence r etain vari e tie s 




SELEcrION OF BEST TREJa'MEl T USIYG SYMMETRICA!:, 
PAIRED COMPARISON DESICB IN PRESENCE OF TIES 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapte r , selection procedures have been developed 
unde r i ndifference zone as 'veIl as subset s election formul ation 
for Go al 1 as defined i n s ection 5 of ch apter I, based on the sccre: 
ma1<ing allowence for ti e s , obtained by using SP design vlith equ al 
numbe r 'n ' of r enlic ations . No j udge effect , no replic ation effe~: 
and no order effect is assumed i n th e anal'Tsis . 
The me thods developed in this ch <?ter aJ:"c the generalisation 
of those in ch apter II, end can b e appli e d to the type of problems 
cited in th at ch ct:> ter . Th e major di ff ' ~ rence here is th at th e 
methods in th e p r esent chapter al so i ncorpor at e tie e ffe ct . In 
view of this, in this chapter also , it Hill be assumed th at ' t ' 
treatments t o be comp ared have a sing le outlier, while the other 
treatments differ only slightly . Th e Goal is thus the selection 
of outlier. Because of th e $Oecial n atu re o f the problem considered 
we shall assume a " i mp lified preferen ce probability structure in 
lin e with those assumed i n chapt e r II . 
4 . 2 A mathematical model for preference probabilities 
Fo r the purpos e of defining p r efoorE'nce 1::>robabilities as in 
s0cti on (2 . 2) it i s c01veni em.: 'Co atisurne ' here that the ' t ' treat-
mentT 1, T 2, •• ·····Tt ar e such thatTl ~ T2~T3 ~ •••••• ~Tt andTt 
i s the outlie r. Further i n th e p r e s ence o f tics , the p r efer enc e 
prob abili ties h ave th e following structure . 
· , 
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7t t • tj = p + (t- j) S', j=l, 2, •.••• • t-l 
7tO . tj = j Q ' 
lIt . tj + 7tj • tj + "'0 . tj = 1 
11. . . = ~ + (i- j) S i > j 1 . 1J . - , . 
7t O• i j = (t- l .op i - j.) g , i , j = 1, 2, •••. • t - l 
lIi •ij + 7tj .ij + 7tO. ij = 1 
~lh ere p , £ , S' , g , g ' a r e the: paramet ers o f t he model . Q and g' 
are the ti e p arcrne t e rs . p araneter s (0' and S a r e the sane as 
de f i n ed in .section (2 . 2) . Th e Dar ar.ct0 r g ' gives th e tie 
p rob abi lity when outlie r i s co~ ared v1it'h the worst t r eatment 
i. e . 1I0 . t l = g'. Simil arly paranetc rs 9 gi ves the tie probabi lity 
when the Horst t r e2tment is compared \'li th t h e best treatment 
(apart from th e outlie r ) i . e . 1I 0 • 1 , t-l= g . 
As discussed in section (3 . 2) t.l1e p a rC1lTleter(Kij , 1> j , 
i , j = 1, 2, •... . .• t) defin e d in (3 . 36) would be suffieient for 
providi ng mutual compariso~ s anong the treatments and a feasi b l e 
ranking of th e treatments can b e prov< ded in t e ms of K- row sum. 
Since \ I C a r c using SP design , th e K-row s um per replicati on 
c o r r esponding t o treatment Ti unde r this desi.gn would modify t o 
Ki = Ki;t ~ K1)Il 
wh en th e treatmen t Ti i s p ai r e d with Tl end Tm in th e SP design 
used. The treatmen t eorn'spondi ng t o th e maxi mum value of Ki 
would b e terme d as t he b e s t. 
Consequently th e parameters Kij play exactly the sane role 




wer e not Ve nni tted . (see p r oo f of Theorm I II Se ctio n ( 2 . 3)) . In 
fact , Theonn III of Section ( 2 . 3) would hole f o r K- row sums i n 
case Kij sati sfy c ondition 
min Ktj } max Kij 
whi ch had t o b e sati sf i e d by 1!ij 's earlie r in chcpte r II. 
(4. 2) 
Fo r th e mode l t o be mean i ngful p , €, €', Q, 9' must sati sfy 
the f ol lowi ng r estri cti ons . 
i) p ~ ~ 
il) O~ ~ ~ g'. 
iii) O ~Q'5..Q 
iv) o <g~4 + (t-1) Q' - Q 
- ) ->rn:;--.,-.r--t - 2 '- \ V-'- J 
v ) g' ~ (1-p -Q'/2) /( t -1) 
(4 .3) 
+ g ' / (t- 2) 
Th e r estrictions (i), (ii) and (iii ) i n ( 4 . 3) a r e obvi ous. 
Restricti on (iv) a r i s es becau se we need t o satisfy (4.2) in o rde r 
that model (4.1) a hrays detects the outl i e r . The last r est riction 
arises from th e f act that Ktl ~1. Through out thi s ch apter we 
assume that prefe r ence p r ob2bilit i e s sa~isfy th e model (4.1 ) with 
r estriction (4 . 3) . 
The dev e l opment o f s e l ecti on procedures f o r the s e l ecti on of 
th e treatment v,i th th e highest K-row sum , need the distribution 
o f sco r e s of di fferent tre atments bas e d on p r e ference s dct a 
ob t aine d by SP design . These di stributions ar e discuss e d i n th e 
f o llowi ng s ection . 
4.3 DISTRIBUTION THEORY 
Th e r esul ts t o b e obtained h e re f oll ow cons i derati ons s i mil ar 
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t o those i n s ection (2 . 4 ) o r i n Scction (3 . 3) and th e refore, 
somc detail s ar c omitt ed . Consi dcr an SP desi gn consi s t i ng of ' n ' 
r eplic ati ons o f Lach o f th e p air (T 1, T2) , (T 2' T3) •••••• (Tt_l' Tt) , 
(Tt , T1) i nv ' lvc d in onc such design . 'I'he ch<.Jracte ristic v ari able 
xijr c an now b e defincd by 
1 if Ti > Tj 
x .. = 0 if T j > T1 ( 4 . 4) ~ J r 
~ if Ti ="l' j ' i= 1, 2, •••.. t 
j = i-1 o d mo d t 
i +1 - X . 
r = 1,2, ••..• n . 
and its distri buti on is sane as (3. 8) . As usual we assume th <.Jt 
there i s no r eplication e ffect and th at al l n t compari s on s a r e 
lndependent. The sco re ai for the treatmen t Ti i s defined i n the 
sane manner as i n (2. 5) i . e . 
n n 
\""" ~L ai = I air = L_ xijr 
r=l r=l J =i-1 X 
o r X mod t 
, +1 X 
Cl early a. e (0, ~ 2/ 2, 3/ 2, .... . . 2n- 1 , n) ~ ~ 
t t )" ~ air = t, t-- ai = n i=l ~=1 
If j = i-l o r! d t ' a{r i+1 X rno • ar e corr e l ated 
and aj • Other co r rel crti ons among th em ere z e r.o . 
Exact distribution of sco res 
( 4 . 5) 
as a r c a1 
De f i n i n g Ars and Ao . rs as i n secti on (3 .3 ) , the j o i n t distri-
bution of (1\s) = (Ars ' r >s , r=1,·2, ••.•• t ) 
s=r- 1 orl d t 
r+l X rno 
, 
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c an b e written as 
t 
II " P (~s ' ~r' 
r)s 
s =r - 1 orI d t mo -
r +1 I 
(4. 6) 
wher e P (~s ' ~r' nr • rs ' ~s . rs) i s given i n (3.10). Now the scor es 
f or the t treatment s may b e exp r essed as 
(4 . 7 ) 
The j oint distribution of s cor e s ~= (a1' a2' ••••• ~) using (4. 6 ) 
is f'" ~, Ct1 ( n . .. ) ] = L f q Ars} ) ( 4 . 8) 1.lJ Rs 
"There L i s the s ummati on ove r the r estri ction ( 4 . 7) and the 
Rs 
par ametric confi gurati on belongs t o the compl et e p arameter space 
de fi nd i n (3.2). 
I n parti cul ar , i f the parametric confi gur ation belong t o the 
s et of outlie r confi gur ati on given i n (3 . 21), the di s tribution of 
scores gi ven i n ( 4 . 8) s i mp li fy to 
(2n-~) 
(l - Q' -n ) 
2" 
~2) n-+'f' (X '-Y ') 
>- (2 "Q) 
- ~ 







L ( Q ' " l 
Y ' =O 
../t n-Q'72)1-lt -g'/2) 




~1) .rs! • ( 4 . 9) 
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where y ' 
= Aa . tl + A O. t , t-l 
t 
x ' => Aa . r s 
r =l 
s =r - l o rImod t 





i s the summation under the r estriction Rs f or fixed 
x ' and y ' • 
As stated earl i e r , \o[e are assuming the model (4 . 1) for the 
prefe rence p rob abilities i n t h is ch ap t e r . Under this model , the 
complete paranet e r space denoted by c! (p , ~, ~', g , 9 ' ) could be 
defined onl y i n t erms of the paranet c rs, p , G, S ', 9 , g " 
r e stricted hy (4.3) , \"h ile prefe r ence zone wou ld beccrne 
ct1l (p , (;, ~ ', g, 9 ' ) = {p>~ , O ~ (; ~ ~ ', 0 ~91~_g , 
0 <: is < t?2 + (t - l) 9' - g + ~, , 0 <: g' <: 1--£ir!2 ,p+9 ?n..Q'/2 
- t - 2 ) -Z (t- 2'-- ~) - - T& -
Also th e sl i ppage ~o~figuration defi ned i n (3 . 21) with r eference 
* to c11'i (p , is, S ', 9 , g') car. be r ewritt en as 
c: ( n ,g, g ' ) = { p=n _ ~ " S~ , 0 ~ 9 ' ~9j: ' =O} (4. 10) 
Also i f all treatments are egu ally ,:!uuu, ,-"e p aranetric configura-
tion belong to t C1 (0l)= { 9' = 9 , p = 1- 9 , 2 
-
'>=0 , ," ' =0, 0 ~9} 
under equal ity configuration the j oint distributi on of th e scores 
simplifies to 
f [ ~, Ci(9) ] 
where 
t nt n \-








x ' =O 
s=r- l or Imod t 
r +l I 
A_ I 





is the summati on over Ars ' Asr subject to r estriction 
t 
in Rs togather with L_ 
r =l 
s =r -1 orYmod t 
r +l ~ 
The functi on g~, (~, n) gives t.l1e numbez: of HayS outcome a can be 
realized, given that there are x' ties among r.t comparisons. Frc~ 
g~ , (~, n) , we can obtain the partition function G~ , (~,n) givin£" 
the number of permissible partitions of nt int~ It' scores 
a I ' a 2,.·.·.··. at irrespective of order gi ven that there are Xl 
ties and the r elation between the two is same as obtained 
previously i n (3 .1 5) ch apter II! ·:!.. €,_ 
G* 
x ' (~, n) = (tV II k 
(4 . 12) 
In the follOl'ling we now derive the asympto tic distribution 
simil ar to those in s e ction (3. 3) . 
Asymptoti c distributi on th~ 





xij r Glr Imod t 
X 
= n L_ Kij = nki 
j=i- 1 o d mod t 
i+1 X 
= n \ L_ [ <1Ti.ij (1-
orlinod t 
IT' 'j- lT o 'j )-:-1 nO " 1.1 . 1 '4 01J j=i- 1 
i+1 r (1- IT O.ij) ] 
(4,13 ) 
Cov (a" a . ) =-n[n. 'j (1- n . .. - lTo •. ) + 1 lTo • • (1- ";To • • ),J if 
1 J 1 . 1 1 .1J .1J '4 01J 01J 
j =i- 1 o r I mod t 
i+1 X 





:F i-l orl moo t 
i+l I 
The distribution of the vector of d i ff<:,rf'JlC"" among scores, defined 
by !! = (d1, d 2, •••• .•• ~- 1) ' vlhere di = (ai - at ) ,i=1, 2, •••• t - l is 
of special i nterest . The variance covariance matrix of d would 
have a similar structure as for the model without ties discussed 
in section ( 2. 4) h table corresponding to t able (2_1) can be 
easi ly prep ared for the present case. 
In case there i s a single outlier Tt and p arcrnatric configu-
ration satisfy (3. 21) , it may be noted that bolO c at egories of 
varian ces and five catego ries of covari ances become equal within 
each category. In fact in ci.n(Q, g.) , the means of di ' s are 
a = -2n ( Th-i /2 ), i=2 , •.... t-2 
and their vari ances are 
, I 2 ca= u~,= (4 .. 16) , 2n[ n(i- n)- (.g f-~)I 4-71/41, i=2, •. • . t-2 , n[ 5n(1-"'l)- (50 -H3)/4+i/4], .i=1,t-1 
k3 in secti on (2 . 4) , the vectorjn [(dl/n-~ )lj<1!1 .. ...•. • 
(~/n- IX-e-l) /_~~t_l] c onverges i n lavl t o the multivari ate 
, 
random variable I'l ith distribution IN (0 ,/' ) . Under outlier 
t ' configuration C1_n (9 , g . ) , j? takes the scrne form that of j~ in 
section (2.4) with e l ements f: rep.lil ceo by new elements.f... 
We now discuss the selection proce dures for the selection of 
the best treatment, vn. th t he h e lp of the distribution of scores , 
when t h e data is obtained us i ng SP design dis cuss ed earlier. This 
i s done i n the next section . 
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4. 4 SELECTI ON OF THE BEST TREATMENT 
s e l ecti on rule for best ~E~atment 
From (4 . 13) , it follows ':h o: ': ~hc scon~s ai are the unbiased 
esti mator of n k i • Therefo re , ~Je base our selec t i on proce C'ures 
on these scores and define Rul e RS i n the f amiliar manner . 
Rule RS : Obtain (al , '2 .. ...... at) , the scores of ' t ' tre"LII.er t 3 
T 1, T2 . • . . .. . • Tt respectiveLY by using SP design in the precenc e 
of ties ,vith n replication per pai r anc declare the treatment wit..": 
sco r e max a . as the best t r eatment . If ' m ' scores tie for the l£i. <t ). 
f i rst p l ace, then one nf tl)e r:: o rrec70'" ci!1g ' C\ ' t:ceatme n t s is 
chosen at r andom for the best t r eatment . 
Assumi ng th at Tt i s·· the best treat ment and P 2 i s the probabi -
lity of i ts selection as the best t=eatmcnt by ru l e RS' as usu al 
He choose the number of replicati ons 'n ' so as t o sati sfy the 
probabil i ty requirement 
P 2 ~ p'.> (4 , 17 ) 
for al l confi guration in cr (p , G, 8', 9, g . ) 
As i n chapter 11, ,~e have been able to conjucture by numerical 
vari ficat ion th at the i nf i mum P 2 = P21l (say} , i n the preference 
* zone CI1l (p , 8, 8' . 9 , 9 ' ) occurs at the configurati on gi ven by 
(4 . 10 ) . T h i s numerical varificati on was done for 4 treatments i n 
a s ).n",le repl i cation design . I n th i s case, the possible distinct 
sets of p airs under SP des i gn are as in (2 . 21) . Assuming T 1 ~ T2~ 
T3 ~ T 4, the correspondi ng express i ons for the probabil i ty of 
correct selecti on , when n=l are, respective ly 
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PH = r ~2 ~3 '341t41 + ~1 '321f .. 3 ~4 + 110 • 12 'lt0 . 23 1t0 . 341t0 . 4'l 1/4+1t43 1141 
(1-T'21"23;2 ) + 1143 110 .14["21(1132 +"\l . 32/2 ) + 110 .12(1- "23/2 )+ ~2/21 
+ 1141110 . 43 [1112 (1- 1t32/2 ) + f'21 ("3::> ~ 11': . :2 )/2 + 110 .12 (1+1'0. 32 ) /21 
P2t= [ ~2113'l1t43"24 + "2111'l31t341t42 + "\l .121t0 . 31. 110 . 431t0 .24J!4 
+1t4 31t42 {1- 111.2 ~/2} + 11431t0 • 24 [ ~2 ( ~'1 +'\) .13/2 ) + 110 .'13 ('1- 1'J.3/2 ) 
+1121;2] + 1t42 1t0 . 43 ( 121. (1- ~'1 /2 ) + '-~ ( '31 +110 .1.3 )/2 + 110 •12 
(1+ 110 •13 )/2] 
P3t= ("23~i ~41t42 + T'32 ~311417T24 + 1tO.23 7T0 .31 1t0 .14 1t0 . 42 1/4 
+ 'J!41 1t42 (1- 1132~1/2) + 1t41 1t0 . 24 [ 1132 (1113 + 1t0 •13/ 2) + 110 •32 
(1- 1t31/2) + ~3/2] + 1t421t0 .14 ["23 (1- ~3/2) + 1132(~3+'!T0.13)/2 
+ 110 •32 ( 1+110 .13 )/21 
Each of the probability o f correct selection as given by P1t' P2t 
and P 3t hi'lve been com? ut e d for diff e r ent values o f p , .. , "', Q 
and Q' i n c!- (p , .. , " ', Q, Q'), assllJling th 2t the prefe rence 
, l ""e.tt..{~ ,~, ) 
probabilities satisfy model (4 . 2) . It hi's been observed th at ei'ch 
of P 1t, P 2t, ~ 3t attains th e sane i nfimum end at the sane confi-
0ur2ti on s as given by (4 . 10) . 
In general (1:-1) 1/2 SP de signs invo l Ving t treatments h 2ve 
same infimum for probability o f correct s e l e ction in the p r e f e r enc e 
zone C!1t (p , 6, 6 ' , e , e ' ) and this occurs i't th e same configur i'tion 
as given in (4.10) . 
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p r ob!3!?pi ~ c.:!% _ :::c.:!.~£!:~!~~ti~_ unde~ 1 east favourabl e 
£onfi~ration 
The j oint di s tributi on c~ scor es under conjuctu r ed LFC 
defined in ( 4. 10 ) vl"S obt ained i n exp r ecsion (4 . 9) . Using this 
and f o llowing the ar gLlment s w'1 i ch le ad to ( 2 . 25 ) starti ng from 
(2 . 4) , we can obtain th e r equired o r obabilitv of correct sel ecti on 
as ( t - 2 )n 
(1.- 8 ') 4n , 8t ~ (,, - a /2 ) 
, (2n- 1\ ) (1.-a /2- 1T ) X 
2n 
1: 
y '= O 
2at =2n ( .fl' . ) V' 
• _'/;;:( =1T=:Q=;<:Y'::;7;;2 *) (;:;;1;::::::1l-::;g~Ir=7;;;;2=T) 
-2 
l: G;" y ' (~, n ) 
n(t- 2 )+y' 
1: 
x'=y' 
t - 1 
(x'-y ' .., 
(2 a' 
i-a x 
where the 1 as t surnrn at i on ext ends ove r y- ai = nt-~, a1, a 2, •••• i=l 
•••• at 1 < at and G*, , 
- - x Y ( ~, n ) i s the numbe r of pe rmissi b l e parti t i on 
of nt i nto ' t' scores a1, a2, •••••• 2 t irre specti v e of order, gi ven 
th at th e re are x ' ties i n all end exactly y ' ties f o r tre atment 
tvi th the top score . The G*, , ( a, n) h as been t abul ated for 
x , y -
t=3, 4 ano n=l i rt t ab l e 10. 
Exanple : I f t =3, n=l , t hen (4 . 18 ) r ecures to 
4 ,~ , (2-~) 2 (1-a) 1: (;o.-e /2 '" (l-n-g /2) l: )( 
--z- 2at =2 y'1+y ' y' =0 ( ~ ' ) 
j(lT- a' 12T\'l--", ~'/2 J )=y ' ( 2- 8 )X'-V' W "'( a , n) { 1. .19 
'1- 0 x' -;v ' 
using t ab l e 10, fo r t =3, n =l ( 4. 19) s i mplifies t o 
p 21T= 3- 1 (11-~' / 2 )(1-8 )(1-;0.-8' /2"- ~, 2 / 3 + 3 (1-8)( 1(-8' /2) 8' 
-Z 
+28 ( n-~' /2 )3/2 (1-;o.-g' /2 )1 /2 +(1-8;( 11-8' /2 )2 +8 (11-8' /2)2 
. . 
when there ar e no ties i . e . when 9=0, 9 ' =0 , P 21l r e duces to 1 / 3 1T ~ 
0 - 1l) + -rf , which i s· the same as symmetrical pai r s Hithout ties , 
l 
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when t=3, n =l. 
';' e a r e W1abl'" to compute P 211 for t2.5 and n ~ 2 for lack 
of knm-ll edge about G*, ,(a:n) . HOHever, i n the follo"ling we 
x , Y -
sh all devel op the a s ymptotic exPres s i on of P 2 n for 1 arge n and t . 
Asymptotic ~!0?E£~matis?!1 ... to the2-pfi.mum_of.2.robability of 
correct sel ection 
Us i ng the agrumcnts which l eads to th e hound (2 . 32) i n 
chapte :.. L. , "e can obt:ain a similiJr bound for the asyrm::>totic 
expressi on P 211A for the p r ob2bi l ity of correc~ selection W1der 
rul e R5 as given below: 
(4.20 ) 
, 
with a ,:,;' J (jd and v el as obtained i n (4 . 15) and (4 . 16) . 
Th e lO~ler bound for P 2 11A gi ven i n (4 . 20) have b een comlJuted 
for given t, n , n , g , and g '. Tabl e 11 gi ves 01 upper bound to 
the smallest numbe r of r eplications ' n ', which ensu r es th CIt the 
h i ghest score in an expe riment of s i ze (t, n) will corresponds to 
the best treatment wi th at least a pre-assigned probability p * , 
fo r speci fi ed val ues of 11 , g and 9'. 
Comparisons of FP and SP designs wi th t i es 
Table 7 and Table 11 are used to construct table 12, which 
indicates minimum reduction in the size of the experi ment for SP 
des i gn i n c omo ari son t o FP des i gn (both "'i th ties) fo r 1 arge t , 
1 arge 11, small g and g ' for various values of P*. The COmputlltions 
uti l ise bound (4.20) in case of SP design , while the equation (3 . 28) 
for FP desi gn f or fixing p* value . : n fact the computati ons have 
shown that SP design requires much smaller experiment s i ze i f 
eit her t is l arge or 1\ i s c lo se to 1, whi le ~ and 9' are small . 
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Table 1 3 ~ives t hc number of repli catio n s needed for attaining 
th e ocMr? probability o f c orrect s e l ection for fixed 1f end f o r some 
given s e t of values of t, 9 chd 9 '. It is evident from this tabl e , 
th at f o r a fixed t , as 9 o r 9 ' i ncre ase, n decreases . 
I n t: ,;: i1":~-:: sec tion we proceed t o devel op a subset s e l ection 
rul e for the selection of the best treatment. 
4 . 5 SELECTION OF P. SUBSET CON TAINING THE BEST TREATMEllT 
We shall adopt the following selection rule R6 based on scores 
ai defined in (4 . 5) , f o r selecting a subset S \~h ich contains the 
treatment corresponcing to highest k - roVl sum as defined i n (3 . 6) . 
Rule R6: Retain treatment Ti (i=1 , 2, •• . •• t) i n the subset s i f its 
sco re a. ) max al.' - ~ vlhere N~O is the selection constant . l.I~i~t 
,'1ote that the same rule was used by u s i n the previous 
chppters. AS usu al th e constant ,;]i s th e sm allest positive number 
so that for a given p * "-' 
( 4 . 21) 
where in fimum is taken over all the parametric configuration i n 
ct (p , £ , £ ', 9 , g') g i ven by (4.2\ , 
Proceeding in th e same manne r as fc,.· rul e R2 in chcpter 2, we 
conjucture that the i nfi mum of probability of correct sel ection 
under rule R6 in parametric space C! (p , £ , 6 ', 9, 9 ' ) is attained 
at the configuratio n c~ (9) , i. e . at th e confi guration i mplying 
.. th at all treatments ar e equally good . Th e detailed expre ssion 
f o r Pts were written f o r 3 and 4 treatments under all possi ble 
sets of symme trical pai.r s Q' i.vC'1 l:>y (2 , 21 ) . Here He givc a typical 
expression for the cas e Vlh en t=4, n =l and SP design including pairs 
given by (ii) of (2 . 21) i s u sed. Thi s expre ssion for~~ is 
• 
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Pts= [ 'lT21'Tt13~L.'Tt42 + 'Tt'l2~'I.'lT43'Tt24 + 'TtO .12'TtO .13710 . 34'TtO. 421/4 + 
'Jt1,.3 7142 ~ 'Jt'12 'Tt13/2 ) + 714 3'TtO. 42 [1- ( 71'12 'TtO .1 3 + 1121 + ~3710 .12) /21 + 
~2no . 43 [1*7l12'Tt13+ 7'2i-7'2P~'l+'JtO . 12'TtO . 1.3]/2 . 
Numeric al comput ati ons were done tor all expressi ons of the 
* above type for vari ous values of p , g , g ', 9 , 9 ' i n C1 (p , g , g l, 
Q, 9
'
) ass uming model ( 4 . 2) hol ds . These comput ations suggest ed 
that all (t- l) !/2 SP des i gns i nvol vi ng t treatments h ave same 
* infi mum for Pts i n tl-te pref erence zone CHI (p, g, g., 9, 9 ' ) wh i c." 
t i s at tained at th e configur ation C1 (9) . Thus , t.:1e r equirement 
( 4 . 22) i s equi valent t o choesing l east -U such that 
P ts (9) ~ p** (4. 22). 
Hhe r e P ts (9 ) i s the val ue o f Pts 2t th e l east f avourabl e confi gu-
r ati on C; (9): . The expressi on for P ts (9) can be s i mplified as 
f o llows . 
Ex act e valuation o f ~~ 
proc eeding as in R4 vlh i ch lead t o exp r essi on (3 . 36) , ,-1C em 
obt "'ir'. <' conven i ent exp ressi on of P ts (9) i n terms of the p elrti tion 
functi on G* I (a, n) defin ed i r. (4 . 1 2) . Le t x I be the t otell of t i es, 
x -
then we can vi ti te n t 
nt --- x ' ~ 
P ts (9) = (1;9 ) L (2 '9) L r.t ' ( ~' X " n/~ (say) 
x'=o 1-9 
where th e l Clst summcti on extends over 211 distinct partiti ons of 
a of nt such th ~t ther e ar e x , t i es i n 211 . 
Furthe r mo re QI (~, x ', n ,rJi = M~ I (~,r\J) G~I (~, n) /t "her e 
t he multi p l e M' I i s th e numbe r of el ' S in a wlHch exceeds or equal 
x 
t o "'rome ,.(Jf o r a gi ven x' . We have fin2lly , fo r a given n, t , ,v 






L- (2 9) 
1- 9 ) 
~ L H' x (2 . Z3 x' =0 
For the sake of illustra~'.on let t =4, n =l . I n this case, 
there are 13 perrnis~ible partitions of wh i ch a typical one i s 
(2 , 1, ~ , "l) Hith x'=l and frequency Gt (~, n)=8 . Also we see 
that for 
rV = 0 M' =1 Subset includes tre2tments 
wi th sco r e 2 
rV =~ M' =1 • 2 
rU= 1 M'=2 11 2,1 
rU= 3/ 2 .1 1 =4 11 2, 1 ,~ ,~ 
Thusth", contribution to P ts (9) from this partit i on for a gi ven rV is 
1/ 4 (1_9)4 (2 9) ~l l (a, t\Ji x 8. If the corresponding contributions 
- 2-- I=Q -






P ts (9) 
(3- 29+ 69 2_ 109 + 1194) / 8 
(3+49- 20 2+49 3_ 9 4 ) / S 
(3-9+69 2_ 59 3+9 4 ) / 4 
(3+ 39_ 79 2+ 99 3- 49 4) / 4 
1 
In th e fo llowing we shal l develop th e asymptotic expression 
o f P ts (9) for large n and t . 
4. 6 Asymptotic approximation t o N 
t When the preference probcbilities are i n C1 (9) , the equati ons 





wi. = n (1- Q - Q2/2) 
, 2 = n {3( 1-Q ) _5Q 2/ 2l!2 (jd 
Using the sane arguments ,,,h i ch lcaus t o the equat ion (2 . 37).. '" 
l owe r bo und f o r P ts A (Q) , t h e asympt oizic p r ob<b ility o f cor rect 
sel ectio n is g i ven by 
p (g) r2¢ (6 l-'ll t - 3 r2¢ (6" _1] 2 
tsA -
(4 .24 , 
Using ( 4. 24 ) , th r lower bOll.'1ds fo r p ts A(Q) hav <o b een comp'l-r Ce 
f o r given t , n ,tV' and Q me it is p r esented in tabl e 1 4. 
At th e end He not e th Bt , f o llowing th e argumen ts simi l ar t o 
thos e in Section (2 .7 ) , vie can obtain an asymptotic exp r ess i o n 
f o r th e expected s ubset s ize , unde r s lipP2ge configurBtion. Th i s 
2 
expr ession is ex actly th e sane as (2. 40) with vi' i=l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
now given as b e l o.v. 
<Jf = n [11('1.-11) - (e' + 521)/4 + 5/4] 
~ = n [ 11(1- 11) - (e' + 3e)/4 + 3/41 
v~ = n [271('1.- 11 ) - (e'+S)/2 + 1/2] 
cJ ·~ = n [ 571 (1- n) - (5€J'+e) /4 + 1/,·1 
2 
G 5 = 





SELECTION PROCEDT.RES FOR SOME OTPER GOI>LS 
--------
USI~G FP DESIGl 
5 . 1 Intraducti2;! 
• In all the three p revious ch apters we vlere concerned with 
Goal 1 as defined in section 5 of chapter I . In this chapter we 
consider two remaining Goals , vi z ., Geal 2 and 3 . The selection 
procedures will be developed assuming that there are no ties~ no 
order effects , and the data a r e obtai ned by using FP design with 
equal no . of repli cati ons for each pair . Specifically the followin g 
three problems h ave been discussed . 
Problem 1 Goal 2 of selection of k - best of t treatmen~~using 
In earlier chC!>ters vIe have dealt. at some length , with the 
goal of selecting the singl e best treatment from a set of t tre2t-
ments using oat a fran a paired comp arison design . There are 
si tuati ons, hm-Jever, where we may wish to choose the two bes t 
treatments or the three best treatments without o r dering them . 
As an excrnple, consider wheat breeding experiments in I>gricul ture . 
Usually the high y i elding v'arieties of "lheat are not havi ng very 
good bread maki ng qual i ties such as t aste, texture, lo af volume, 
dough formation time, etc . I>~so b2keries would not like to depend 
on a sing le good variety, since i ts short supply at t i mes may leaC 
to short fall in production or total stoppage in producti on . Thus 
bakeries would be inte~ested i n selecting a few v ariet i es of wheat 
h avi ng good bread making qualiti es . I n section (5 . 2) we consider 
the problem of selecting a fixed number k of best tre atments out 
of a g r oup of t treatments using FP design under i ndi ffe r ence 
• 




Problem 2 Goal 3 of selection o f tre atmen ts better th an a 
s t andar d u~ing FP design 
CO!'1t.inui.ng with the examp l e of sel ection of ",heat vari eti es 
\~ith respect to their b r ead making qu aliti es , the b ak.:ri e s would 
ah oJays be i n l ook out for those v arieties ,-mieh ar e at l east as 
;003 2::; the one being cclrrently used by them . Even the best one "T.'c:'9 
a set of ne'" aV ci lable vari eties "lill not be worthy of considerati on 
unless its br ead maki ng qualiti es are atleast th e scrne i f n ot better 
than that of th e variety i n use alre ady . Thus the problem here 
woul d be that of selection of varieti es th at ar e better t han a 
standar d (cu r rently i n use). L e t there be (t+ l) treatments i n all , 
o f which one i s l abell ed as the standard . Th e problem of sel ecti on 
of the best treatment amongst ti10se of 't ' non standard treatments 
that a r e better than the stand ard has been dealt i n Section ( 5 . 4) . 
In section (5 . 5) , we h ave conside r ed the problem of s e l ection of 
all treatments b e tte r th an a standarc1. 
Problem 3 select~o! o~_best tre atment o3~umihg Thurstone- Moste l ler 
model and us i ng FP de~ 
I n situations \-Ihe r e 'll-: model as defined i n (1 . 3) holds, one may 
devel ope l arge s ampl e sele ction prooedure for Goal 1 under b oth 
the i n di ffer ence zone as Hell as subset se l ection fOD11ul at i on • 
These selecti on procedures \-li ll be developed in Section (~ . 6) when 
d at a are taken by using FP des i gn with equal number ' n ' (l arge) 
of replicati ons pe r pai r ed comparisons . 
5. 2 Se l ecti on procedure for~roblcm 1 
Basic formulat i ons and assuwpti ons r egarding t he preference 
111 
prob~ilities anc scoring sys t em for th e t treatments would be 
exactly the SCJ11(, as used by '7 r cwinski and David (1963) . Thus the 
prob2bility distril:"'tion of the score v"ctor (1. 48) and other 
result3 su~h 2S (1 . 49 ) can be d i rectly usee in the discussion of 
selection procedures for the se l ection of k- best treatments , wh i ch 
is the p roblem to be discusSed here . l'Ie define the following 
~c:~Lcion rule for the present problem. 
s election Rule ~ 
Obtai n (a1, a 2, •••••• at ) , the scores of ' t ' treatmentp T1, 
T2, •••• • . Tt respectively , as def i ned by (1 . 8) , using FP design ~Jith 
n replicati ons per pai r and decl are th e k treatments with the h ighes t 
scores as the bes t treatments . If m (~ t- l~ of them are tied for 
the last (k- l) places , (b-l ) of them are declared at random as t.'1e 
best t r eatments , Hhere 1 = 0 , 1 , 2, ••••• k- 1 are the number of best 
scores out of k , where there ar e no t ies . 
Without loss of generality we shall assume that Tt.-k+1 ' 
Tt.-k +2' ••. • • • . Tt.- 1, Tt are the k best treatments . Then the true 
wo rth Si corresponding to each of these k t r eatments would be larger 
than t~ue worth of cach of the r emai ning treatments T1, T2 •• • • Tt.-k . 
Thus the complete parametric space can be defined by 
k C (llij ) = II 111/':1./2 . 1= t - k+'L ••..•.• t I j = 1 . 2 ••. ••.• t - k o ~ n i j ~ 1 . nij + nji=l . i . j =1 . 2 ••. • • t 
In case Tt.-k +1 ' ... .. . Tt.-1 , Tt are equal and the remai n i ng (t.-k ) 
inferio r treatments are also equal , we have t he set of sli ppage 




1T 1j= 71 > 1./2, 1= t - k+i, .... . . t, j ='1., 2 , .. t-k ~m= 1. /2 , 1 , m=t- k+1 , .... t , 1h m 
71 .. =1. /2 , i ,j=i, 2 , .. . . t-1~, i~j l J 
Let P ( 11) denote the probability of correct s e lection under slippage 
configuration, that the treatments Tt-k+1' .••••• Tt _1, Tt are in fact 
declared as the best treatments by selection rule ~. Following 
th e arguments of TrCfflinski and David (1963) , we choose the para-
meter n , the n\L~lber of replication per pai r i n FP design to be the 
l east n such that 
p ( 71) > p* ( 5 . 2) 
for gi ven 1t and P*. The choice of 1l ij i n C; does not necess arily 
correspond to a l east f avourable configuration . However, the 
k 
configuration Cn is important in itself , since it presents the 
situation in which there are k superior treatments and would be a 
r eason aule basis f o r deciding about the number of replications 
required for detecting the k outliers . In the foll~ving we will 
obtain, the expression f or P ( 71) . 
Exact evaluati on of t~e probability 0= correct sel e ction under 
slippage configura~ion 
From (1. 48) , the j oint distribution of the scores when the 
par ametri c cor,f i guration i s in C~ can be written as 
f( ~)=2-"n[(~ )-k(t- k )1 7ILai U._ 1T )nkrt-~J- Lai g (~;n), 
i =t - k+1 , .. . t ('5 .:5) 
where g (~:n) i s gi ven i n (l. 48B) . Of the G(~:n) /g(~;n) distinct 
permutations of the scores a1,a2, •••••• at , a proportion (m )/(t ) k- l k 
must have top scores in the last k places associated with 
Tt-k+l'·· ....... Tte 
places can be f i lled 
Here (m ) 
k- l 
in by the k 
is t~e nWTIber of W a:/S the last k 
top scores in a given partition. 
11 3 -
The corr espond i.n p- c onTrihut ion to tre prohahiJitv of correct 
select i.clTI pc,,) is 2-n[(i)-k(t-k) ]1Il:ai(i_1I)nk(t-q~J - Lai g (a ; n 1 
m x 
G (~; n ) ( 1<.JJ1 ~ (1<- 1 ) 
g(a ;n) X -1 
- (t) (5 . 4 ) 
k 
p ( 11) i s then given b., suinmi.ng thF above over all a i' i=t-k+L .•• t 
',:ricr can be I< top s cores "!'In ovpr all perm iss ib le va] ues of _Q.trer 
scores and mav be exnre s sed a s p(llt = 2 -n[(~ )-k (t-k)]Lnk(t-~ ) x 
- ira] . ta.=c 
L a (i )Lnk(t-I<+ )-.L_ 1 i=t-h1 
11 i - 11 2 L r. (a ·n ) 
=' 
(tk) 
t - k 
where t he last summ?tion extends 0veri!1ai = 
and C i s the smallest int~ ger greatpr tran or 
f xample T~ t=3, n=1, k=2, tren from (5. 5) 
.3 I(a +a ) (3-~-a3) 
P(1l)= 2 -:L L 11 2 3 (!I.-ll) L r. (~;1)/3 
a2+a 3=2 
= 2- 1 [ 1(1- 11) 0(1,1,111)/3 + ,,30(0,1 , 2 ;1 ')/3) 
= [ i (t- ll) 2/3 +. 6~/3]/2 
= ~ + 1(1- 11)/3 
If k=1, then p(ll )= 2- 1i 1Ia3 (1_11)(2-a.,,) m(a ;")/3 
a3=1 
= r71(1- 1I ) r·(1,1,1;1 )/3+;G(0,1,2;1)/3]/2 
= rll(1-1I)2/3+ 61/31/2 
= 1 + 11( 1- 11 )/3 , whi.ch is the samp as thp 
expres sion of Tr awinski and David (1963) for R Single ~utlier . 
In the followLng we will give the distrihution of t re vector 
of c1 iffpr ence amon!" the s core S • 
. 
5 . 3 Asymptotic distribut ion theory 
Considpr th~ v ector of differences £1 = (dt, d2' •.•.• dt_k~ .. 
.•• dl _i' d l +1 '· •..• dt ), wrere d i = a i - aI' i =i, 2 , ....• t-k,1-1, 
1+1, .••.. t, 1= t-k+t, ...••....• ,t. The variate d i has mean 
I. 
114 -t t 
CI. = nr2: n .. - 2: 111 '1 ~ j =1 lJ j ='l J . 
Jh '401 J 
• 
and v ari ance t 
,..-:.= n f 2: (n .. n .. +1t.. .n· l ) + 4 n1· 11t.. i ' ~.~~ j=1 ~J J ~ ~J J ~ 
jti~1 
Gij = n ~11. n1jnj1+(nil~i+1Tj1n1j- nijnjiil (S',h) 
j$ it1 
under the s lippage conf i guration (5. 1) 
CI 1 =} - n'c (n - i /2 ~, i =i , 2 , .... t - k , it 1 ~ 
. { O, i=t-k+t , •••• t ~ 
and the structure of the variance covariance matriX of ~l under 
is (5 . 1 ) 
d .' s 1. 2 
~ 







t - k 


























D ' , 
D· 
A = n( (t+2)n (1- n ) + (t- 2J!4 J 
B = n[2n(1-7T)(t - k ) + k/21 
c = n f (t- k+2 )n('l..- 7T ) + (k-2 )/41 
D = n[(t- k)n('l..- n ) + k/41 
c D D D D 
C D n n D 
C D n D D 
A D D D · D 
D B D n D 
D D R D · D 
n n D B n 
D D D B 
• 
( 5 .7 ) 
I t is easy t o verify that in gene r al d ., s can be put in to two 
~ 
types with r espect t o mean and vari ance sturcture . However, di, s 
fal l i n three categories w iL~ respect to covari ance sturucture . 




i) e ov (di , dj ) , Hj , i , j = l , 2, ••... t-k 
ii) e ov (di , dj ) , Hj , i , j =t-k+1, •••• 1- 1, 1+1. 0 0 o. t 
iii) eov (di , dj ) , i =l , 2, ... . t - k , j = t-k+ l •••• 1- 1 ••.• t . 
under ( 5. 1 ) , wi th i n the cat egories (i) , (ii ) an d (iii ), the 
c ovar iances are ~qual . Also the expr ess i on for covar iance i n 
categoJ:Y (ii) i s equal to the expr ess i on f or covari ance in catcyo.-o 
( iii ) 0 Let R= ( r i j ) be 'cbe co::::e l c:'c.ior: natr ix corr esponding t o 
variance ~ k covari ance matrix n' for any confi guration in e n ' then 
cl e arly , by multivari at e central limit theorem, the vector 
1- d1 - 0: dt _ i - O: t _1_. °1 +1.- 0:1 +1" , d t"- n:.t , - J 
- _~, 00 0 0 0 j 0-1, t -! --"6"1+1, h i J(51:t-
c onver ges i n lCJvl t o the multi vari ate r andom vari abl e with di s tri-
bution N (O, R) . Note t~at R takes the fo l low i ng f orm bec ause of 
the r emark about t'1e equal ity of eov ari ances made above 0 
R = 
r .... .• r I 
1 
1 ..... . r r 
· ...... ........ ...... ........ . 
r r 1 r rI o 0 0 0 0 0 or1 
\ ( 5 . 8 ) 
r r r 1. r 1 ..... r l 
r 1 rI o 0 0 • or1 1. .... .. r 1 
1 
· ... ... .... ............. ... . 
· ... .. ... ......... .. . 1 
Wi th the hel p of this dis tri bution , we Vl~l l obtain th e asymptotic 
exp r es s i on fo r the probabi l i ty of correct selection . 
5. 4 Asymptotic approx~mation t o th e p robability of correct 
selection 




configuration in ( 5 . 1) asymptotically, as n -"" is g iven by 
P (n)= lim P (min(at , •••• , ilt-k+i) >max(ai •• •••• at-k) A n- oo t 
= lim ! P [ min (~,. ••• , at-k+1) = al ' . 
n-"" l=t-k+ l 
t 
..--
= lim ) 
n- 00 1=t-k +1 
t 
--
al >ai , i=l , 2, •••• ,t-kJ 
P [al>ai , i=l , 2, •••• t-k 
al < aj ' jtl,j=t-k+i , • • ••• t] 
= lim 
n- oo 
I P [di <0, i=1 , 2, •••• t - k , d j >O , j=t-k+i, ... t,jt11 
r:t-k+i 
= lim b r di<O, i=l,2 , .... t-k , dj>D , j=t-k+i, .... t, jt11 
n- oo 
> k lim 
n- oo 
us ing Sidak ' s in~eouality we have v • 
PA(n) >J< [P i XP 2] 
where P i = lim p[ di<O , n- co i=l , 2, .•.... t-k] 
y 
P 2 = lim P [ dJ->0 , n- co j =t-k +J.. •••.• t] 
NOW consider Pi "-
Pi = lim P [ vi < '" , i=i , 2, ..... t - k 1 
n- ao 
where Vi = (di - (LO) /V' and '" =-aO/;;- where CXo = - nt (n~) 
(} = n [ (t+2) n (1- n) + 1/4 (t-2) J 
From the limiting mUltivariate normality of Vi ' we have 
)-<i/2l(t-k), ,-1. k J'" J'" { j: , -1} d d Pt=(2n R ." E'XP -<L ~ V Ri V v~ ... v t _k 
..." ..." 
Ri being the correlation matrix of Vi' ~th elements 1 along the 
principal diagonal and r else vlhere and 
rG~ = n [(t-k+2) n(l- n) +~~/ 4l(k- 2)] for al l i =1, 2, .... t-k. 
AS Vi are equi-correlated, it is poss ible to simplify (5 . 9) 
following arguments simil ar to those of Tra.;inski and David (196 3) 
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as 
"" P1= J[¢ (Z)]t-k qJ (x ) dx where 
-<X) Z = [ r(1-r)11./2 x-a:cl ra-r)1/~ ] 
Now consider P 2 
P 2 = lim P [v j Xl , j =t- k+t. ••••• t 1 
n- oo I 
where v. = d ./- and J J ."" 
\ 2 
= n [ 2 11(1- il) (t- k) +k/ 2] 
.. -J 
From the limiting rnulti vat,iate normality of v j , we have 
-<i/2l(k-1) 1 1-1/2 ""J coJ r- 1. , -1. 1 d d P2=(211) R2 ••• exp r:-~ V R2 V Vt-k+2" v t (5,le ) o 0 
R2 being the correlation matrix of Vj wi th elements 1 along p rincipaL 
diagonal and ~ else where . Again as Vj are equi-correl ated, it 
is possible to simplify (5.10) using the arguments as stated above 
for obtaining P l ' 
P 2 = lim P [ Uj > u t _k+1' j=t-k+2, ..... t 1 n- 00 
co k- 1 
=f [ P { u j >ut-k+lut-k+1} J 0 (Ut- k+1) dut-k+l 
-<X) 
This leads to 
P2= j [1-¢ (x)t-1 qJ (x) dx (5 .U) 
- 00 
Thus the asymptotic probability of correct selection 
00 00 k-1 
P ( il ) >k J[¢ (Z)lt-k qJ (x) dx J[1-¢(x)1 qJ (x) dx 
A - . 
.... -<X) 
For an experiment involving t treatments , the above lCMer 
bound is set at p* and the resulting equation i s solved for n , the 
, 
smallest number of replications which ensure that the highest k 
scores i n an experiment of t treatments with n replications vIill 
correspond to the best k treatments with at least a pre-assigned 
probability P*. The integrals i nvolved on the R. H.S. of (5.1 2) 
have been tabulated by Gupta (1956, 1963 ) and would be helpful 
l 
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for computing n . 
5 . 5 sel ection procedures f o r problem 2 
Let TO' T1, •••• Tt be (t+1) treatments with TO as standard 
or control tre8tment. In the present section we develop selection 
procedures for the following two goals. 
(A) Selection o f a best treatment amongst (T1, T2, ••••••• Tt ) that 
is better than standard To' if such treatment exists, otherw 
wise no treatment is selected. 
(B) Selection of all treatments if any anongst (T1,T2 ••• • ... Tt ), 
that are better than control TO . 
Selection p rocedures wil l be defined on the basis o f data 
obtained by FP design with equal number n of replic ations per 
pair. Goal A will be discussed under indifference zone formul ation 
while Goal B under subset selection formulation . FaISt we shall 
consider the selection procedure i;or Goal A. Let 11 ij' i,j=O,l, •• • 
•. • t, iioj, as usual represent the pre ference probability of Ti 
over Tj , assuming no ties are permissible. Assume general linear 
model (1 . 2) for p:r8ference probabilities . Without loss of generalH:y 
Le t 
c(llij ) = { O~7tij~~' 7tij + 7tji=~ ' i,j= 0 , 1 , ••.•. t} 
CO(lIij )= {7tOj >1/2 """ (IO' j=1,2, ••••.• t} 
Ct ( lIij )= {1[tj > 1/2 + (Il' j =0 , 1 , 2 , •• •.. t - l } 
where a 0 ' (I I' are specified constant in the interval ( o ,~). The 
paranetric configurations in Co (1Iij ) i mply To is an outlie r 





be the ordered score 
for the ' t ' treatments T1 ••• • ••• Tt and aO be the s core for the 
standard treatment TO obt ained by using FP des ign with n replicati ons 
per pair. ~le defin e the follcwing s e l e ction rule for Goal A as 
s tated above . 
Se l ection rule Re 
Choose TO as the b est treatment if artl <: ~+C. C >0 othe:rlVis e 
choose the treatment that p roduce t he scor e a rt) as the b es t treat--
mente In the latte r case, if m scores tie f or the last place, 
choose anyone of the corresponding treatments as the best with 
probability 1/m. 
The numbe r of replication ' n ' and the constant 'C' are needed 
in order to implement the s el ection Rul e Re ' For specified p roba.-
. . . • • - .t • -t -1 • 
bl.ll.bes Pi' P 2 ' such that 2 <Pi < 1 and (1- 2 h '(P 2 < 1, we 
choose 'n' and 'C' s o th at the folla.lin g p robability requiranents 
• 
arc satisfied by Rule Re ' 
P r { TO is selected} ~ P! whenever lIij ~ Co ( 11 ij) ( 5 . 14) 
P r { Tt i s selectet.} ~P ~ whenever l'ij r=. Ct ( lIi j ) (5 . 15) 
In case TO is an outlie r and othe r treatments are of equal 
worth , th e parametric configuration for preference probability mus t 
belong to 
11 ij~ iioj :1, 2, •••.. t) 
which i s a configuration i n Co ( 1t .. ) . l.J 
( 5.16) 
Simil arly if Tt i s an outl i e r and othe r treatments are of equal 
worth, the s lippage configuration must belong to 
Ct ( "1 )={ lItj='~+ (Ii ' j =O, 1, •• .•.• t-1 
1t ij = ~ i:i;j,:;.o, 1, ••••••• t-1 } ( 5 . 17) 
( 
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Ii ~) + C>ll (~),12(~),..····li_1(~)' li+1(~).~(!!) 
where ali = 1 if (5.19) hold good 
= 0 othe:rwise. 
(5.19) 
Note that the r equ:=ement (5.19) is equ ~valent to the requirement 
that a score vector a with score ~=li satisfies 
8 0 + C > max ( a1, a2 •••••• at) . 
contribution to the prob1lbility of correct sel ection from score 
vector having Ii in the first place and which are permutations of 
partition vector !!* is 
2~nt(t-1) G(a;n) 
- - g(a;n) x ~ +a ) lie!!) ~ 
- - 0 g(:21n) 
a 
li x 
nt- Ii Cal 
~-ao) -
Hence contribution to the probability from all a* is given 
by - k 2~nt(t-1lG(~,n) )' m. 
rr+!) - 1=1 ~ a Ii 
Thus the probability of correct selection P1(es) is obtained b'/ 
edd1ng (5.20) over all pennissible p artition a* of total score 
n _(t+1; 
2 P = 2~nf:(t-1) ~ 
l(cs) La. G (!!'~) 
(t+l) x 
(5.21) 
Now we shall obtain the expression for 2nd probability in 
(~.18) under ~e c onfiguration Ct < ( 1). 
,-L -
Let P 2(cs) = £1=1 m Pr{~~max (ao+ c,a1' ..... '~1)' and 
at = a[t]=a[t_m+~]}· Keeping in mind that there are (t+1) treat-
ments instead of t, we can use (1.48) to write the joint dis:t;ribvl:i 6'>'? 
( 
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of the scores under slippage configuration Ct ( ex 1) as 
a nt - ~ 
f (~) = 2~nt(t-l) ~ + ex 1) t~ - ex 1) g(~n). 
Let Ml (~,c) is the number of ai 's in~, (other than max ail, 
such that ai+C~ max ai and m' be the number of scores tied for 
the last place in a partition. The:n of the G(a,n) distinct 
g(;,n , 
partition of the scores (au' al' •••••• ~), a proportion m' x 
T£+l} 
il l (~, C) must have highest score in the last place satisfying the 
reeJirenent 
(5.21) 
for some C > 0 . Since C > 0, in order that a score vector a satisfy 
(5.21), aD must not tie with~. Thus m'=m. The corresponding 
contribution to the probability of cQrrect 
2~ nt(t-l) ~ + (I 1) at ~ _ ex
1
)nt-at 




For a given C, t, n and (Il' P 2 (cs) is then given by surraning (5.22) 
over all at' which can be maximum score and over all permissible 
values of other scores and mcrt be written as 
nt a nt-a 
p = 2~nt(t-l) t: ~+ (I ) t~ - (I) \, 2(cs) - - 1 l,. 
8.t= 1srM L Ml(~C) G(~;n) (5.23) 
(t+l)tt-l 
where the last summation extends over ~ ai = n (t+l) - at' ~=O 2 
For implementing the selection Rule Ra, we shall, as usual, 
use the probabili1:¥ of correct selection under the slippage 
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configuration as obtained in (5.20) and ( 5.23) for fixing the 
s election CDnstant n, c for given a 0 ' a 1, P~ and PI. In fact we 
shall find n, c such that 
P > l(es. ) _ (5.24 ) 
.. 
Since it would be economical t o us e smaller number of r eplications 
per paired comp arisons, we would choose th at pair (n,c) which 
tiatisfy (5.24) and f or which n is l east. 
In the f ollowing, we shall deve l op the asymptotic expression 
• for Pl(cs) and P 2 (cs) for large n and t. Basic arguments are sane 
as that used by Trawinski and David (1963) f or deriving their 
asympt otic expressions and there f ore details would be omitted 
in the f ollowing. 
Asymptotic probability of correct selection fo r rule Ra 
n - 00 
• 
, 
' \ . 
where di = ai - aO• Under Co ( ao)' dis have got mean, variance and 
covariances as 
a = -n (t+1) a 0 
2 2, C)d = n [~ (t+1) - (t+3) a 0 (5.25) 
.f<::f" ~ = n [ 1/4 (t+1) - (t+2) a ~) 
r espectively. 
P 1A (cs) = liIn P r { vi < £I , i=l, 2, ••••••• t } 
n- oo 
(5.26) 




As vi are cqui-cor r c late d. it is possible to simplify (5.26) as 
b e lCM • • 
t. 
l? 1A (cs) =..£ [¢ (Z)] ~ (x) dx 
00 
(5.27 ) 
where z =[PI(1-f )]~x + (c + ~ - d)/(l-P)\:;-d 
Next the expression for l? 2A (cs) is obtained 
l?2A(CS)= lim 
n- oo 
P r { atl max (aO+C' a1.·····~1>) 
P r { at~ao + c, ~~ ai' i=1.2 •••••• t-1} = lim n- '" 
= lim 
, 
P r {d~~. i=l. 2 ••••• t-1. ~~ ~ - c} n-OO 
i=O.l. 2 ••••• t-1 
, 
Under C1 ( a 1)' dis h ave got mean, v ariance and covariance as given 
by (5.25) with a 0 replace d by ex 1 • 
Thus • 
P 2A (cs) = lim 
n- OO 
I _ I , 
whe r e vi = (di - d )/cr-d. i=O.1.2 •••••• t-l 
-' Ai = ~ "':' d )I()d' =6. i=1.2 •••••• t-l 
-' AO = ~ - c - d )/O"""d 
Th e l as t expr ess ion <simplifies to • • 
Pa(es): j[¢(Z)]t-!¢(Z') ¢(x) dx 
where - 00 Z = [ r /(1- ,. )]t/2x+(1!2-Q" )/[(1- r )1./2cf'd·] 
Z, = [f' ';Cl-f' )]1/2x+CI./2- e....a)/I1-p' )1/2t,T' d' 1 
(5.28) 
A lower bound of ( 5.28) can be obtained by using sidak's inequality 
as p2l\(es) ~ ¢ (60 ) j [¢(Z)]t-1 ~ (x) dx (5.29) 
...,., 
The integral on the RHS of (5.28) does not seem to have been 
tabulated in the literature of ranking and selection procedures . 
Instead we can utilise the lCMer bound given in (5.29). in order to 
( 
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ge t conservative values of (n,c) s atisfying the probability 
r equi r ement (5.24). Th e integral involved in (5.27) and (5.29) 
have been tabulated extensive:'y as stated earlier in this chapter. 
Now we will de f ine the selection rule R9 for Goal B as defined 
at the; b eginning of the present section. The problem here i .s to 
select a subset of t treatments T1, T2, •••••• Tt , that includes all 
treatments that arc bette r than standard TO. 
v; i thout loss of generality we c an assume th at 
Ti >TO if i EI I and Tj <To if j EI IC, where I is a 
subs et of { 1, 2, ....... t} • 
Let C!~ 11j} = ~ 1l:iO> l.z, 
~ 1tkO ~l.z, 
(5.30) 
The parametric configuration CIt 1tij ) imply that T1, T2, ••••• 
••• , Ti >TO~Ti+1' ••••• Tt" 
Let aO' a1, •••••• at be the score for the (t+1) treatments 
TO' T1, •••••• Tt obtained by using FP design with n replication p e r 
pair. vic define the following selection rule R9• 
s election rule R9 
Retain in the selected set of treatments only those treatment 
Ti f o r which 
a i > aO - d 
wher d >0 is the selection constant. The selection constant 'd' 
is a function of 't' and 'n', the number of treatments and the number 
of replications per paired comparisons. For specified probability 
P*, we choose 'n' a~d 'd' such that 
P r {Xi is selected, i EO I }~p. 




In case all tre atments are of equal worth, the paranetric 
c onfiguration for pre f e rence probability must belong to 
it j = 0, 1, •••••• t } 
which is a configur~tion in CI ( ~ij). 
In the follCMing, we shall obtain the "probability of correct 
selection for the rule Rg under CE ~). 
probability of correct selection for rule Rg 
The probability of correct sel ection for selection rule Rg 
is given by 
p(cs) = p{ ai~ ~- d, i 8 II t, n, CE~)} 
~P~ ai~ aO- d, i=1,2, ••• t/t,n, ~~)} 
=p{ min (a1'a2' •••••• ~)~ ~ - d/t, n, ~~)} 
= L P {min ( a1, a 2, •••••• ~) ~ 20-d/~, ~ ~) } a 
P (~, ~~») 
x 
= 2~nt(t+1) L [p{ min (a1, a2' ••••• ~) ~~-d/~, ~~)} x 
G (~:n) ] 
where P (~, ~ ~») is the partition probability function and where 
the summation extend ove rall unordered distinct partition ~ of 
~nt(t+1). (Using (1.48) in ~~). p {min (a1, a 2, ••••• 1l.t) ~ 
aO - d/~, CE ~ l})( G (~: n) is the frequency of score vectors 
c o rresponding to the partition ~ which satisfies the condition 
ai > a - d, i=l, 2, ••••• t. 
- 0 
This is given by 
M (0. d) G (y n) 
(t+1j 
where M (~, d ) is the number of ais in a which ~-e less than o r equa 
to min a i + d 
i= O,1,2, ••••.•• t 
" 
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For gi ven n , t and d we have 
p = (t+1)-1 2~nt (t+1) r M(a d) (~) ~ J (5 . 32) 
As an illustration of the above pro~edure , consl~er the ~ase 
when t=3, n=l. In this case, there ar~ four permissible partition, 
of which a typi cal one (written i n ascending order) is [ 0123 J 





~Us the contribution to p(~) from this partition is, for a 
given d is 
-1 4 2- 6 M(d ) x 24 = ~(d) 
25 
If the corresponding contributions from all four partitions are 
added up, the resulting values are 
d o 1 2 3 
o 
. (cs) 0 . 4062 0. 6875 0.9062 1 
In the following, we s t: all obtain an asymptotic expression 
for P (cs). As in the previous sectior the basic arguments are 
the sane as th at used by TraY'inski and David (1963) for developing 
their asymptotic expression. 
Asymptotic appr oximation t o d 
Here \"e have 




{ aO-a i < d + 1/2} 
= lim 
n _ 00 
P
r 





Cov (d i • d j >= IUd = n(t+1)/4 with f = 1/2. 
Then using stendard arguments 
00 
p (cs) =,..[ [¢(ll.t+w)]t q> (ll.t) dUt (5.33) 
where w = 2 (d~)/ Ln(t+1:)f/2 
The intE:gral involved in (5.33) have been tabulated by Trcwinski 
iIDd David (1963) and Hould be helpful for computing d. 
~Ie assume that the observed merits of t treatments T1, T 2 ••• 
••• Tt s atisfy the condition of TM model and hence the prefernece 
probcbilities are given by cq~ation (1.3). 
As before let 5 i denote the true response to the ith treatment 
Ti (i=1,2, ••••• t). Then using the arguments of 5adasiven (1981), 
Hhich in fact utilise the ideas used by Gl€llln end David (1960), 
the least square estimates 5! of 5 i (i=2, 3, ••••• t) 51 being taken , 
as orgin are given by 
D' = n:' 
- J 
5~ 









1 •••••••• 1 
1 •••••.... 1 
...................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 1. . . . . . .. 1 2 " 




Pij being proportion of p reference for Ti over Tj • 
The variance-covariance matxLx associatec with the vector 5* is 
given by 
It is well known that under inverse ,sin transformation 
Q = sin- 1 (2P-1), where P is the observed proportion from binomial 
semple of size n, Q has approximate normal density, with variance 
l/n, for large n. Thus Dij'S are normal for large semples. 
F -1 Var (Dij ) = Var ~sin (2 Pij-1) ] = l/n 
FUrther, for distinct p::!1.r.s (i,j) and (k,l), Dij and ~l are 
independent. Thus, the jOint distribution of Dij is multivariate 
normal. Then by definition (equation (5.34)). 
has multivatiate 
normal distribution IN (5, ~ ) for large n. Clearly 
*' *' Corr (5i , 5j ) =~ for all it;j= 2,3, •••• t. 
Since the interest l ies in the r elative merit of various 
tcc?tments and :'.n t..'-: ~ ::; :::'.. :.c-':.ion ::= '=-::-C<1tmcnt with the maximum 
worth, selection procedures for the present Goal can be based on 
l e ast square es timate s of 5i (i=2, .••••••• t) given by (5.34), 
where 51 is taken as the orgin. First we will discuss large semple 
selection procedures for Goal 1 under indifference zone formulation 




* Le t 51 = 0 
* * * * If max (51' 52'" •• 5t ) = 5i , s e l ect Ti as the b est treatment 
i= l,2, ••••• t . With r eference to 51 as orgin, we can s e t 5 1=0 
and then th e true respons e t o Ti is 5i (i=2, ••••• t). withibut 
loss of generality assume 52~533 ••••••• ~5t. The comp l ete 
paranet e r space is then 
J"L= { 5 2 ~53~·· ······~5t}· 
Let fi, ;; { ~2 ~.:: 3.s. ....... ~ 5 t ~ 0 ) 
...JL1- -= { 52 ~ 53 ~ ••••••• ~ 5t ~ 0 ) 
Note th at-'ll implies th at T1 i s th e bes t treatment while~ 
implies th at Tt i s the b est treatment and cle arly 
-n.. =.J21 u..fl 2 
Pre f e r ence zone f o r T1 will beJ'l.~ = {5 2 i 53 ~ ••••••• ~5t-1 ~ 
-
5t <- 0: } whe r e 0:2. 0 and th at for Tt will be 
Jl.; = { 5 2 i53 i ...... ~5t-1 ~5t- 0: , 5t ~o }. In case T1 is 
superior end the ::-eNaining (t-1) inferiur treatments are equal, 
we have the set of slippage configuration defined by 
ft1= {5 2 =S3 = •.••. ~ St=.- o:} • If Tt is the outlier, the 
corresponding slippage configuration will be defined by 
.-rr. 2 = { 52 = 53 = ••••..• .:5t _ 1 =- 0:15t = ol. 
Next, we vrill obtain the expression f o r the probability o£ correct 
s e l ection. 
probability of correct selection 
Let Tl be lbest treatment, then the probability of its correct 
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selection by rule RiO 
{ *< I *} P es = P r Si 0 , i=2, ••••• t:.111 
= 
* where vi = (Si - Si)~ am hi = - S/Y" 
with cr- = (2/nt)~. In...n~, hi>O for all i. Since vis are 
equi correlated with correlation P=~, we h ave 
"" t -
Pcs = f ~(UO) ~T ¢(~ hi-uO) d~ 
- "" J_~2 
(5.35 ) 
Using arguments of Stuart (1958). The infimum of the expression 
'" (5.35) in..l'l-l attained as 
, 
ft,-
S2 = S3 = ••• 3t~ d: that is at the slippage configuration 
Infimum 
-1'i-, 
= j ¢ (t-i \j2h-UO) ~(uO) 
- "" 
(5.36 ) 
wpere h = a/cr 
When Tt be the b est treatment, then the probability of its 
correct selection is given by 
Pcs = [P r { S~ >0, S~ - S; >0, j=2, •••• t-l} I.n.~ J 
= . P r f Zi) 0 , i=2 ••.•• t } 
where .. * ZJ- = St - SjL j=2, 3, ••• t-l. Variance-covariance 
I 
mutirx of Zjs, j=2,3,. ••• t, remains the scrne as that of 
'" SjlSI j=2,3&, •••••• t l and 





Since vjs are equi-correlated .dth correlation f~' The expression 
, , 
(5 . 37) attains its infimum when hjS attain their maximum . This 
I 
will occure when all SjS, j=,; ,3, ••• t-1 - St- a: and then St -0. 
Hence th e expressio 1 (5.37) attain its ~nfimum at the slippage 
I 
configuration ./'1. 2' 
Thus "!hf Pes= r [1-¢(uO)] rp(t - 2 )C!2" h-uO) ~I UO) duO 
-"" 
h = u/ n-
" ' 
comp aring R.H.S. of (5.36) and (5.38) 'Ye note that 
lnf 
* 11.2 
P < lnf 
cs- * 
1lt 
of h. Hence 
" for all values . . 
"" t 2 lhf Pes = f r1-¢(uo)] rp - (j7 h-Uo) qJ (uo) duO 
-fl. - CD 
* with least favourabl e configur ation given by-Il2• 
For implementing th e selection p rocedure given by rule R10, 
the r eplic ation size n will be de t e rmined as the minimum integer 
'n' for wh ich R.H.S. of (5.3~' is greater than or equal to given 
value of P*. A lo."::! r bound of (5.39) can b e obtained by using 
sidak ' 5 in e qu ality as 
lnf P
cs 
i 1/2 J III (t-2) C~ h -uo) qJ (Ur)) duO 
-f).. - .., 
Next, ~le will give th e s e l ection procedures for selecting a subse t 
wh ich contain the b est treatment. 
selection of a subset containing the best treatment 
* Rule R11 : set 51 = O. Retain th e tre atment Ti (i=1,2, •••• t) in 
. * > * * the selected subset ~f 5i _m ax si-C' where max 5i is the maximum 
{ * * *} > of 0, s2' s3' •••.• St and C 0 is the selection constant to be 
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de t e rmined to satisfy p,* conditon (1.18). Now we will obtain th e 
expressions f o r th e probcbility of correct selection for Rule 
Rll • 
probcbility of correct selection 
I f Tl i s the best treatment, th at i s th e parameter 5 i belong 
t o :fl.l , then th e p robcbility of its correct s e l ection P cs by rul e 
• Rll i s given by 
{ '* > '* P 5 i max 5i - C, i= 
= p(O > max 5; - c, i=2,3, ••••• t) 
'* = P (5i <c, i=2, 3, •••• • t) 
= p { Vi (hi' i= 2,3, ••••• t } 
'* I Vi = (5i - 5i )/a- and hi = (C- 5 i l/a- • Since ViS ar e 
equi-correlated with c o z;:relation i'=~' we have 
00 t 
Pes= Jcp (uO) H ¢ (j'l:" Pi - u O) duO 
-.,., i=2 
The infimum of P cs in..1l:t.' attained as 52 = 5 3= •••••• = 5t - o. 
Thus LFC in~ is 5 2 = 5 3 ••••• = 5t = 0 
illld 
where h = C/ Q 
Now if Tt i s the best treatment, parameters lie in.Jt2 and p roba-
bility P of its being included in th e selected subset by rule cs 
Rll is given by 
where 
P = P { cs 
= p{ 
= P { 
.... * 5 t > max 5 i - c} 
* '* '* 5 t > .. C, 5 t > 5 i - C, 1=2,3, ••• . t-l} 
= P { Z 0 > -C, j =2, 3, ••••• t} 
oj 
'* '* '* Zj =St-Sj' j=2,3, •••• t-l, ~=5t
Vj = Zj - (St - Sj)' 
a-
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j=2, 3, •••• t-1 
Vt = (Zt - St)/o- and 
h j =-[C + (St- Sj)] /a- j= 2,3, •••• t-1 
ht = - (C + St)/() with ~ = 2/nt. 
proceeding in the Sa11e manner as Io(e obtained (5.:a7), we have 
00 t , 
F-cs~ f 'IJ (uO) IT ¢(-_r-I h j - uO) duO 
_ '10 j=2 
The infimum of P
cs 
in-Cl2 attained at the configuration S2=S3= •••• 
••• • =St=O and Inf P cs is the sane as R.H.S. of (5.41). Thus Inf 
Jl..2 
Pes under Rll is given by (5.41). Thus the selection constant C 
can be fixed by equating R.H.S. of (5.41) to a given value P*. 
The integral involved in (5.4d) have been tabulated by Gupta (1963) 
and would be helpful in choosing C • 
• 
CHAPTER VI 
PAIRED CCMPARISON MODELS INCORPORATING 
ORDER EFFECTS 
6.1 Introduction 
In all the £o~Y previous chpaters, we have considered the 
problem of ranking and selection using paired comparison designs. 
The present chapter falls apart from the remaining chapters in the 
sense that it does not consider any ranking or selection problem. 
In fact, we will be considering the extensions of same of the 
existing models for paired comparison experL~ents to incorporate 
order effects due to treatment specified characteristics. The 
problem of estimation and testing adequacy of these models would 
also be of interest. We assume that there are no ties. 
In section (6 .2), we shall discuss multiplicative order effect 
for BT model. Section (6.3)deals with additive order effect for 
'IM model. 
6.2 Multiplicative order effect for BT model 
We will pres ent a variant of the multiplicative order eff ect 
model due to Davidson and Beaver (1977;. Consider treatments 
Ti , i=l,2, ••••• t for which BT model as defined in (1.5) holds. 
An important feature of BT model is that the value of Si=ln 1t 1'" 
••••• , St= In n t can be used to represent the true worths of the t 
treatments on a linear scale. Thus, it is natural to assume log 
n i' rather than ni , themsclves are affected additively by the 
order of presentation. Thus, when tre atments Ti and Tj appear 
tog ather in a pair, their relative worths n i and nj would be 
subj ect to a multiplic ative oreer effect. Hence, we postulate th ot 
the order of presentation of treatments Ti and Tj affects their 
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ratings. Therefore, the resulting preference probabilities for the 
ordered pair (Ti , Tj ) can be defined as 
= 
·R1t i i 
and that for the o r dered pair (Tj , Ti ) are 
, 11 j.~i = 
i= 1,2, ••••• t. 
(fi.2 ) 
11 i.ij is the preference probability o f Ti over Tj in the order,, ':;' 
p air (Ti' Tj ) and 11 i.ji is the preference probability of Ti over 
Tj in the ordered pair (Tjl Ti ). 
I 
Note that 9. and 9. are parcroeters which represent the factor by 
_l. -l. 
which th e rel ati ve worth 11. i of treatment T i is affected as a 
result of presenting Ti in the first place and second place 
I I 
respecti vely. When 9 i = 9 j and 9 i = 9 j , th e re is no order effcc~ 
I 
If we let 9 i = 9* and 9 i = 9 ** for all i in the above model , 
we get Davison and Beaver model (1.45) with ~ = 9**/9* and 9 = 1. 
The basic difference between Davidson and Beaver model and 
ours is the follCMing. Davidson and Beaver in their model assumed 
. 
constant within pair order effects for all pairs. But we have 
introduced the o rder effect parameter as a specific treatment 
ch aracteristic. The advantage of this is that we are abl e to 
introduce different within pair order e ff ects which change from 
pair t o p air. 
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Maximum likelihood esti mation 
We shall obtain ML estimates for the paraneters of the above 
mode . Consider a paired comparison experiment in which n ij 
independent responses are obtained f o r the o rdered pair (T., T),), 
- ~ 
the total number of c omparisons being No: L L nij • Let W ij (1) r 
'Wij (2) be the frequencie s of p refe rence for treatment presented 
first (treatment Ti ) , the treatment presented second (treatment 
T j ) . Cl e arly nij = wij (l) + W i ),(2). Let L Wi ,(l) = Ki , ju ) 
) Wj' (2) = Li • Then th e total numbe r o f preferences for the jIi~ 
tre atment Ti is given by Ifi = ki + L i • 
Th e j oint likelihood function for th e whole experiment is 
. 
" 
L(1!, ~, ~ ) = 




t ( j 
L<'2!, ~, 
wi~(1.) wU (2) (.ez. '!II) ' :'u (ej lIJ)' .. \. 
n 
e' 7t ) Ij j j 
Liln ei] - H n ij 1n (~i 7ti + ej 1tj ) (6.3) 
, 1* j 
~ "' .... ,.... Maximizing (6,,3) subject t o '-r- 1ti = 1, th'i! NL estimates (,1!',~,!:! ) 
~ 
of (!, ~, ~ I) ar e G0tained as the solut ;.on Of the following 
system of equations 
f A (~ • ~~~ Wi n1 = gl ,1!. £, 
t ' 
1~ ~1 = 1. 
10 • 1\ ~ kifei = IS. (1!, £, ~,) , (f;.4 ) 
.. " .,. 




Kr ( It /r 4· ) t ( .) Ie ~ A ".",) ~ 2. = r n ij 1ti i 'TIi +Q1 'TI1 j*i ' , 
j=l 
" 
A ~ t ,. ~,.,." 
hi (2!. £. 2' ) = E (nU'lti)f( i'lli+Qj'TIj ) jh ' 
1=1 , 
For solving this system of equations, one need consider any (t-1 ) 
of the first t equations i n the system, since the first 't' equatio~5 
arp. linearly dependent . 
The following i s the proposed iterative scheme for obtaining the 















~i' i=1,2, ••••• t 
g. t .' i= t+1, ••••• 2t ~-
gi-2t ' i=2t+1, •••••• 3t 
" gi (~ , 
,. 
g, g') , 1=1,2, •••• ·.t 
A k i _t ( 'It' 
~ g, ?i, ) i=t+l, ••••• 2t 
" 
... 
" h i _ 2t ('lt ,g, Q') , i=2t+1, ••••• 3t 
Wi' 1= 1, 2, ••••• t I ki _ t , i= t+l, ••••• 2t Li _ 2t' i= 2t+1, ••••• 3t 
I 
are indexed by M, M=1,2, •••• , since one revised 
of f is obtained for e ach value of M. M 
-ite rations would be comple ted in 3Mt stages, starting the first 
iteration in stage 1, s econd in stage 3t+l, and so on, the Mth in 
stage 3(~1-l)t+l. Thus each ite ration 
,.. (n) 
Let f' be the estimate of f! in the 
passes through 3t stages. 
- -J' is generated cyclically through 
-
stage. The (n+l) th stage value of 
nth stage. A new estimate of 
,. 
change of one element ofpper 




st age value f (nJ 
-i=(n+l) mod 3t • 
. 
A 1 (n+1 ) 
Then 1 = 
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through repl acement " (n) of the 0. for which J,' 
Iteration is t o co~tinued till ~NO successive sets values are 
suf fici ently clos e . As an initial estimates , one m~ use 
I 
,. (0) 
1t i = lit 
" ( 0 ) 9 i = 1 
S! ( 0) = 1 
. 1' i=l. 2, •....• t 
Tests of hypothes i s 
Three testing situations are of interest. They are (i) a 
t est for presence of order e ffect, (ii) test for equality of or der 
effect and (iii) a test of the appropriateness of a particul ar 
model . Large sampl e tests based on the likelihood ratio statis tic 
ar e easy t o p e r form \~hen conducted in conjunction with the estima-
tion pr ocedu r e described in the previous section. 
Test for the presence of or de r effect 
. , 
The hypothesis of no order effect Eo : 9 i = 9 j , i,j=1,2, •••• t , 
itoj i s to be teste d. ag ainst the gene r al alternati ve Hl s (iii. 9] 
for at18ast one pair (~), i,j=1,2, ••••• t i~j. under HO likelihood 
function i s independent ibf 9 i and 9j and one can use the estimation 
procedure of the preceding s ection to obtain ML estimates of 'It 0 
of 'It under HO and corresponding likelihood LC (n 0)' The test 
is then conducted using the statistic. 
• A A ~ 
51 = -2ln" =2 [ln L(.1t, 9, 9')-ln L("' 0)1 
Under HO' the statistic 51 has limiting chi-square distribution with 
2t degree of freedom (d.f.). 
• 
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Test fOr equality of order effect 
The hypothesis of equal order effect HOI Qi = Q, Qj = Q', 
i,j=1,2, ••••• t is to be tested against the general alternative 
One can use the 
estimation procedure of 
of ~O' SO' So unde r HO 
the preceding section to obtain ML estimates 
: • ... #a I 
and corresponding likelihood L( 'lt 0,QO,90 ) . 
The t est i s then conducted using the statistic. 
S2= -2 In ~ = 2 [lnL(i, 2. ~.) - InL( no· Qo' ~()) 
under HO' the statistic 52 has a limiting chi-square distribution 
with 2(t-1) d.f. 
Test for the goodness of fit of the model 
As a test of the goodness of the proposed model, we compare the 
observed numbers in each category with expected numbers obtained 
by using the likelihood estimates of 11 " 9 i , 9!, i=l', 2 •••••• t in ~ ~ 
the expression -(6.1) and (6.2) and multiplying by nij and nji 
respectively. Let wlj (l), wi j(2) be the expected frequencies of 
preference for the treatment presented first (treatment Ti ), the 
tre atment presented second (treatment Tj ). Tben 
I I 
n ij = wij (1) + wij (2) 
In t esting thc null )1ypothesis that the observed and expected 
numbers are in agreement, we employ the chi-square statistic which 
will take the form 
2 For sufficiently large values of expected numbers, the quantity Xl 
t is distributed approximately as a chi-square \-lith 2( 2)+1-3t degrees 
of freedom. 
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Exanple: Bea-eer and Gokhale (1975) have presented the results 
of weight judging experiment with wide mouth pill bottles fill ed 
with appropriate amounts of lead shot and par affin and identical 
in all r espects except for their weight3. Each of 50 subjects 
responded to al l 20 ordered pairs. For each ~air the bottles 
\ 
were lifted only once in order and the subject express ed a judge-
ment as to whether the first or the second bottle felt heavie r 
when lifted. The frequencies of judgement are summarized in 
, 
table 1. , 
Table 1 
- - - -~;ary-of responses for the weIghtS Judging experiffient- -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - -----------(i, j) w ij (1) wij (2) I (i,j) w ij (1) ~lij (2) 
-----------
____ 1 ________ 
---------
(1,2) 14 36 (2,4) 7 43 
( 2,1) 32 18 (4,2) 43 7 
(1,3) 6 44 (2, 5) 2 48 
(3,1) 36 14 (5. 2) 46 4 
(1,4) 2 48 (3, 4) 12 38 
(4,1) 47 3 (4,3) 34 16 
(1,5) 1 49 (3.5) 5 45 
(5,1) 47 3 (5,3) 40 10 
(2.3) 14 36 (4,5) 10 40 
(3,2) 34 16 (5.4) 28 22 
-------------- - - - - - -------- ------
• 
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The ML estimates of (.!! ' ~, ~. ) are tabulated below: 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~.- - - - - --
" 
,. 
Tre atment e 
'IT 
- -
------ - -- - - - - - - - - -
1 0 . 0470 0 .3245 0 .5664 
2 0 . 0742 v .6217 0 .53 21 
3 0 .1263 0 .6649 0.9085 
4 0 .2409 1.0680 1.2510 
5 0.5116 0.8179 1.8353 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The test statistics for the three hypothesis described in section 
(6.4) and their associated critical levels are presented in 
I 
table 2. I 
Table 2 
summaxy of tests of hypoth e sis 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Test d .f. statistic Critical l evel 
- -- - - -- - - - - -
No order effect 10 s1= 16.0758 0.098 
Equal order effect 8 s 2= 5212.8218 0 . 00001 
Goodness of f it 6 2 1.9654 0.9320 x = 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
For this data order effect p ~rameters are significant, order e f f e ct> 
are significantly different and the fi~ of the model is good . 
Remark: Th e present model is more suited to this data than 
Davidson and Beaver model . However, it should be mentioned that 
this x 2 value may have been little higher than expected due t o 
th e f act that several cell frequencies were quite small. 
In the next section we will be considering a modified 
Thurstone Mosteller model incorporating order effect in paired 
comparisons. 
6.3 Additive order effect for Thurstone-l-\osteller model 
1M model was introduced in section 1.2 and large sample 
,. 
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selection procedures based on this model was developed in 5ecti on 
(5.6). In these no order effect or tie effect .!as assumed. This 
model was modified f o r tie effect by Glenn and David (1 960) (see 
review section (1. 4) of the thesis). Our aim here is to modify 
the model so as t o incorporate order effect. As before, we 
consider 't' treatments Tl , T2, •••..••• Tt having true merits 
51' 5 2,.·····,5t r espectively represented on 2 linear scale . It is 
r 2asonable to assume that if order e ffect i s p r esent and treatmen~s 
(T1 , Tj ) are presented in this order, respective merits, 5 i , 5j 
would change t o 5i + 9 i , 5j + 9j. where €Ii' 9j" are: some r eal 
paraneters . The paranerter €Ii representE anount of perturbation 
in the worth of treatment T. , which ~! as p resented first vlhil e 
~ 
I 
parameter 9 j represents this perturbation in the treatment Tj 
whieh was presented second. Thus according to ~l model difference 
Y. - Y. between the observed merits (sens ations) by the judge ~ J 
I 
would follON a normal density with mean 5i + €Ii - 5j - 9 j and unit 
variance and therefore prefenmce probwilities can be defined by 
n. i' = P (Y i > Yj ) = ¢ (&i - Sj + 9 ; - Q! ) ~. J J 
n. .. J. ~J = 1 - n · ... ij (6 . 5) 
1t. = P (Y i > Yj ) = ¢ (Si - Sj + €I! - 9 j ) ~.ji ~ 
1t . •. = 1 - 1t . .. for all i, J' =1, 2, •••• t. J.J~ ~.J~ 
Suppose there are n observati ons each for the ordered pair 
(Ti , Tj ) l e t the proportion of prefer ence for Ti in the ordered 
pair (T., T. ) be 
~ ] 
P. ' j = n. 'j/n ~.~ l...1 
and the proportion preference for Ti in the ordered pair (Tj , Ti ) 
be 
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P. " = n. 'i/n J..JJ. J. . J 
for all i, j = 1, 2, ••••• t , itj, where n. .., n . .. are number of J. .J.J J..JJ. 
p reference fo r Ti i n the o rdered pai r (T i ' T.) and (T., T.) J J J. 
respectively and 
n. " + n . . j = n J. . J.J J . J. 
n . J..j i + n. J. j i = n 
Repl acing paramet e rs 'by thei r e stimates in the f irs t and third 
equati ons of (6 . 5 ) we have 
P . 'j J..J. 
P i. j i 
" r 1\ (5i - 5 j + Q i -
~ (5. -J. 
A " 5 + Q' -j i 
~ ~ A , ~ 
" Q! ) 
J 
• Q. ) 
J 
where 5 i , 5 j , Qi' Qi' Qj' ~, j are respectivel y the estimated values 
of 5 i , 5 j , Qi ' Qj' Qj'~'. 
1\ A A ", 5 i - 5. + Q - Qj J i 
/I 1\ A, 
- ~. 5 i - 5 j + Q. ], J 
~!e may now wr ite 
-1 
=~ (P i • ij ) 
-1 
= ¢ (P. j') J. . J. 
( 6 . 6 ) 
Using the appr oximati on ¢ (x) = ~ ( 1 + sin x) , I,here x r epresents 
an angl e in radian measure, such th at -'f(/25x~ 'It/2 , in equation 









-1 5 i - 5 j + Q~ - Q. = s in ( 2 P. j' -1) J. J J.. J. 
for all itj, i, j = 1, 2, ••••••• t (6 . 7) 
Var [ Sin- 1 (2P i • ij -1)] = Var [ sin-
l (2Pi.ji-1) J = lin 
,." ... "-We asS \mle th at Q. - Q! = - (Q ~ - Qj )' Th i s asswnption 
. ], J J. imply that 
change i n the c!lif f erence between the true worths of any pair o f 
tre atments S<!:f , (T ., T.) , due to p resenting Ti firs t i s equal in ], J 
magnitude, but opposite i n s ign to that p r esenting Ti secon d . Then 
" 4 A A ., Qi + Qi = Qj + ~j. Let Qi + Qi = ~ , i=1, 2, ••••• t. Then the t otal 
,. 
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number of parameters in the model will be 2t+l, viz. (91, 9 2 •••.•• 
... ge ~ , Sl' S2'.··· .. St)· Under the assumption made above (6 . 7) 
can be written as 
,. ,. ~ t, ' -1 
Si - Sj + 9 i + fl J -~= sin (2Pi.ij ~ l) 
. -1 s ~n (2P. j.-1) ~. ~ 
These .equations can be solved as 
" " [-1 . -1 } Q.~.-~ =~ sin ( 2P ... -l)-s~n (2P . .. -1) = l J l.~J ~.J~ 
,," [-1 -1 } S.-S. = ~ sin (2P, i ,-1) + s in (2P i .. -1) = ~ J ~. J • J ~ 
G .• 
~J 
(6 . 8) 
(6 . 9) 
using these equations, we would find least square estimates of the 
parameters. Since our interes t i s in the relative merit of the 
treatments, we can set Sl = 0 and 9 1 = 1 with out loss of general ity. 
/' . 
First we will estimate 9 i ( i=2, 3, •••• t- ), ~ , 9 1 being take as 1 . 
writting system (6.8) in the form 
xB = Y 
where Y is a column vector of size t(t-1) i.e. 
- 2 
[ -1 -1 Y' = G12 ' G13 ' -1 } •••• G1t ' Gij · ..... Gt-l,t 
and B'rep r esent 1 x t rON vector of 9 i ai. d ~. 
B' = [92, 9 3, •••• .. g e ~J 
finally X i s a <;)x t matrix consisting of l's, - l' s and O' s . 
~pically fo r 5 treatments it has the follONing form 
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-
1 0 0 0 -1 
0 1 0 0 - 1 
0 0 1 () - 1 
0 0 0 1 - 1 
X = 1 1 0 0 -1 
1 0 1 0 - 1 
1 0 0 1 -1 
0 1 1 0 -1 
0 1 G 1 -1 
0 0 1 1 - 1 
L 
Then the require d vector of l east squares estimates is 
oft (X IXr 1 B = X' Y 
X ' X i s of order t h as the follONing fo rm 
.............................................. 
X' X = 
1 1 1 1 •••••••• ( ~- 1) -(t.-1) 
-(t.-1) - (t-l ) •.......... . ...•.• - (t-l ) t ( t.-1 ) 
and 2 
2 1 1 1 · ............ 2 
( X' X )-~2<t=b 1 2 1 1 · ..... ... .... 2 
1 1 2 1 · .... .... .... 2 
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
2 2 2 ............ /. ~ 
whe r e a: = ·41<- 1 when t = 2k+1 
J< 
= 8k- 6 when t =2k f o r al l t > 2 
2k-1 
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Similarly using (6 . 9) and taking Sl=O we can obtain -::.he least 
squ2r e es timates 
B~ = (X~ X1)-1 x~ Y1 vrhere 
B' 1 
2 1 •••••••• 1 
1 2 ••••••••• 1 
................. 
1 1 •.••.•..• 2 
and 
Next, we will discusses a test for the goodness of fit of the model. 
Test for goodness of fit 
As in s ection (6 . 2) , we compare the observed numbers in e ach 
category with expected numbers obtained by us ing the least s quare 
estimates of Si' 9i , i =l, 2, ....• t and ~ in th e expression 
P. i '= ~ [ ~. J 1+ sin 
,., I'- I' " (Si- Sj"+9i +9r ~) ] 
" 
/1 
1\ " P ... = ~ [ 1+ sin (Si-Sj~ - g. -g.)] ~.J ~ ~ J 
for all i~j, i ,j=l, 2, ...... t and multiplY ~I,g by n . The app r opriate-
ness of the model (6 . 5) can be ass e ssed through use of the r atio U 
of the ML unde r this model t o that for th e most general model 
possible, a multinomi al model with t(t-1l i ndependent component s . 
bS i n the c ase of Davi dson (1970), the good~ess of fit of the model 
(6.5) is tested using the stati s tic 
u = - 2lnA = 2 ) [ n . .. In (ni j . / n! .. l + m ~.~J • ~ ~ .~J 
n. 'i ln (n .. . /n! . . )] ~.J ~ . J~ 1.J~ 
where ni . i j and ni.ji ar e t he expected number of prefer ence for Ti 
in the ordered pair (Ti , Tj' and (Tj , Ti ' respec~ively . Under the 
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assumed model U has a limi ting chi-squar e wi th 2( ~) + 1-2t degrees 
of freedom. 
Excrnpl~: For th i s example, we will use the s ame data wh i ch we have 
used in section (6 . 2) . The proporti ons of preferences are summarised 
, 
in table 3, I Tabl e 3 
proportion of prefer ences for the weights 
judging experiment 
-, 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
(~- .' j) F ... P. l. .l.J J .ij 
- - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1 , 2) 0 . 28 0 .7 2 
( 2, 1) 0 . 6 4 0 .36 
(1,3) 0 .1 2 0 . 88 
(3 ,1 ) 0 . 72 0 . 28 
(1 , 4) 0 . 04 0 . 96 
(4, 1) 0 . 94 0 . 06 
(1, 5) 0 . 02 0 . 98 
(5 , 1) 0 . 94 0 . 06 
( 2, 3) 0 . 28 0 .7 2 
(3, 2) 0 . 68 0 .3 2 
(2, 4) 0 .1 4 0 . 86 
( 4, :C) 0 . 86 0 .1 4 
( 2, 5) 0 . 04 0 . 96 
(5 , 2) 0 . 9 2 0 . 08 
(3, 4) 0 . 24 0 .7 6 
(4, 3) 0 . 68 0 . 32 
(3 , 5) 0 . 10 0 . 90 
(5 , 3) 0 . 80 0 . 20 
( 4, 5) 0 . 20 0 . 80 
(5, 4) 0 . 56 0 . 44 
- -
- -
- - - -------- - -- - - - - -
-
-
rr:1e least square estimates of (2' §) and ~ ar e t abul ated below . 
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1\ 1\ 
Tr eatment S 9 ~ = 2.10 1 2 
1 0 . 0 1 . 0 
• 
2 0 . 2808 1 . 075 4 
3 0 . 6322 0 . 95S .2 
4 1. 0668 0 . 9832 
5 1 . 3528 0 . 9490 
The &it of the model is adequate for the data at hand (U=10.1847 
fO l;" 11 d . f . ) .. 
• 
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Chart 2 : Probability of correct selection of the superior 
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5 5 . 5 7 (' 9 10 10 . 5 11.5 12 
6 6 7 . 5 r . 5 9 . 5 10 . 5 11.5 12 . 5 13 . 5 
7 6 . 5 8 9 . 5 10 . 5 11.5 12 . 5 13 . 5 14 . 5 
f 7 e . 5 10 11 12 . 5 13 . 5 14 . 5 15 . 5 
' 9 7 . 5 9 10 . 5 12 13 11 .. 5 15 . 5 16 . 5 
i f] r 9 . 5 11 12 .5 1", 15 16 17 
Tab le-9(Cont rl .) 
- - - -
- - - - - - - - -
- - , - -
- - - - - - - --
>I 
P rf. n 't 3 " r I 5 6 7 g, C; 1" 
-
- . ~ -
--- - - - - -
- ---- - - - - - - - - -- - - -
1 2 . 5 3 .~ 3 .5 I} " .0 .' . 5 5 5 
2 3 . 5 t: 5 5 . 5 (, f . S 7 7. 5 
3 ~, 5 6 6 . 5 7. 5 B a . 5 9 
4 5 5 . 5 7 7. 5 e .5 S' 9 . 5 10 .5 
. 99 . 25 5 5 . 5 E . 5 7 . 5 8 . 5 S .5 10 11 11. 5 
6 6 7 8 . 5 9 . 5 Y ' . 5 11 12 13 
7 6 . 5 B 9 I f' 11 12 13 ' . J. -
e f . 5 S . 5 <; . 5 11 12 13 13. 5 1: 
9 7 S . 5 1(' 11. 5 12 . 5 13 . 5 15 15 . 5 
if' 7 . 5 S 11 12 13 .5 14 .5 15.5 16 .5 
• 
-- - ------- -- ------ ---~---- ----
Tab le 10 Partition of scores and the i r f~equenc ies i n SP 














2 1~ ~ 0 
2 1 
ly'" 1 1 
lY,. ~ 1 




1 1 1 1 










































. --- - -- -----
81 






1l1- l~ a 
1~ 1 ~ 
1 1 1 























2.Y.:'il.e.ITl.etri cal .. 2il JF~.ILi.t.b..1. ie§ 
T21:.1e 11 Lea st nUf1'~" :;:- I n I of ~'eplicatio n s req ui red to i mp1 er.wnt 
th e s e:tion sale ." .~
-





. - .. 
.6 - :-65 .. -. - - • • • • 0-_ _ .. . 9 -
t .\ IT . 55 . 7 . 75 • E . 05 p ~-. 9' 
--








3 58 20 10 ') 3 2 1 1 
. 75 . 1 . 05 4 [6 30 14 5 5 ~ 2 1 
5 108 37 16 10 .~ 4 3 2 
S 126 43 21 1 2 7 r. 3 2 v 
7 U S' 4[ 23 1'1 e 5 4 2 
8 152 52 26 15 () 6 4 3 / 
9 161 ~6 28 16 1 0 6 4 3 
10 169 60 29 17 10 -7 5 3 
- - - - - - - -
. . 
- - -- - - - - - -
.- - .- .-
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
3 30 13 7 4 2 1 1 1 
4 45 19 1 0 6 4 2 1 1 
5 56 24 ,1 3 7 ,,5 3 2 1 
. 75 .15 .1 6 66 28 1 5 9 6 4 2 1 
7 7 3 31 16 10 , 4 3 2 0 
8 79 34 18 11 7 4 3 2 
)9 84 36 1 9 11 7 5 3 2 
10 90 38 21 12 5 5 3 2 
Ta:)! e 11 contd . 
--
- -





























3 52 16 6 ~. 3 ? 1 1 ~ 
• 7 6 26 13 7 "~ 3 2 1 4 
( 
5 (' 7 33 16 (' 5 3 2 1 
. 75 . 2 I ·' . ~ llO JE. I S' 1 0 6 4 3 2 
7 1?4 £; 3 21 1 2 7 5 3 2 
G 135 47 23 13 [. 5 3 2 
9 145 50 24 14 [ " 4 2 ~ 
10 152 52 26 1 5 9 S 4 3 
-- - - - -- -
. . ,. 
-- -- - -
. . .. 
-
.-












3 25 11 6 3 2 1 1 
4 39 17 9 5 3 2 1 
5 49 21 11 6 4 2 1 
. 75 . 25 . 2 6 58 24 1 3 8 5 3 2 
7 64 27 14 8 5 3 2 
8 70 29 1 6 9 6 4 2 
9 74 32 17 10 6 4 3 
10 79 34 1 8 11 7 4 3 
- -- - - - - -- - ~if -:-4~j -- - .5 -. --. 55 - -- - , - -- : ·65 - ., .7 .- - . i 5 -- - -. 0 
- p- 9 9 
-- - - -
- - .- -
- -
- - -- -
.. 
-- - - - - -- - - - -
. . 
-- - -
3 45 15 7 4 2 1 1 
4 68 23 11 6 4 2 1 
5 83 29 14 (; 5 3 2 
. 75 . . 1 . 25 6 98 33 1 6 9 5 3 2 
7 1(8 37 18 10 6 4 2 
8 118 41 19 11 7 4 3 
9 125 43 21 12 7 5 3 
10 133 46 22 12 8 5 3 




- - - - - - - - - - -
, . 
-- - - -- -- -- - -
Ta b le 11 contd. 
-- -e -- ~I - -t1t:- :-45 - : -5- -. 55·- -. 6" .- ":65 - : -7- --.75- - '-~ _ _ _ _. ___ .1 __ . __ .- - --- .-.- .- - - - -- .- "-- ----- .-: 
3 23 9 5 3 1 1 
4 
5 













































9 1 07 
3 99 34 
4 1 01 48 
5 108 57 
. 9 .1 . 05 6 126 65 
7 138 70 
8 152 75 
9 161 79 




















































































------------------------------ - - -
Ta J~,le 11 contd. 
- - - - - -;- - ',if - iE5- - -:6- - -:65 - -.1 -- --.75- - -:8-'- -. 85 -:9" 
_p .. _ _ ~_ __ _ e _ _ t~ ._ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ 
- -
3 52 21 11 7 4 2 1 1 
4 72 30 16 7 6 4 2 • 1 
L 
5 86 37 20 11 7 5 3 2 
. 9 .15 .1 6 <:;7 41 22 13 8 5 4 2 
7 105 .15 24 14 9 6 4 3 
8 11 2 48 25 1:' 1 0 7 4 3 
9 118 51 27 16 10 7 5 3 
1 0 123 53 28 17 12 7 5 3 
- - .. . .. ~ - .. ~ - - - . - - . . - - - -- - . - . . --. -
- - - - - - ~ - - - -1/' .8 . 55 , 6 . 65 .7 .75 , 8 .85 
---------- - --- - _. _-_ .. _-----------
3 88 30 14 8 5 3 2 1 
4 122 42 20 11 7 4 3 2 
. 9 . 2 .1 5 5 146 51 24 14 8 5 4 2 
6 164 57 28 16 10 6 4 3 
7 179 62 30 17 11 7 5 3 
8 192 66 32 18 11 7 5 3 
9 202 70 34 19 12 8 5 3 
10 209 73 36 20 13 8 5 4 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - -
3 45 19 10 5 3 2 1 
4 63 27 14 8 5 3 2 
5 76 32 17 10 6 4 3 
.9 .25 . 2 6 85 36 19 11 7 5 3 
7 94 40 21 12 8 5 3 
8 100 42 22 13 8 S- 4 
9 104 44 24 14 9 6 4 
10 109 46 25 15 9 6 4 
------------------- ---------------
Ta hle 11 contd . 
-
- - - -; - ~\t ~45 - ~5- - - . 55-- ~6- -.65- -.7 - ~75 - - - '-
P I? 8 t 
- - - - ..., - - - - - - .- - - ~~ - - - - - - - - -. ----- - --
3 76 26 1 2 7 4 2 1 
, 
-~ 
4 1 07 36 17 10 P 3 2 
5 128 44 21 12 7 4 3 
. 9 . 3 . 25 6 144 50 24 1 3 8 5 3 
7 156 54 26 15 9 S 4 
8 166 58 28 1 6 10 ~ 4 J 
9 177 61 29 17 10 6 4 
10 183 63 31 17 11 7 4 
-.- - - - - - - - .- .' -- - - . - - -- - . -~. ----- - . - .- -
3 39 16 8 5 3 1 
, 55 23 12 7 4 2 ~ 
5 65 27 14 8 5 3 
6 74 31 1 6 9 6 4 
. 9 .35 • . 3 7 80 34 18 1 0 6 4 
8 85 36 1 9 11 7 4 
9 91 38 20 12 7 5 
10 95 40 21 12 8 5 
-------- ~~ -- -- - -------- - ------ --
-- . 6 . 65 it . 4 . 45 . 5 . 55 
----------- - ------- - - - -- -- - - --- -
3 66 22 11 5 3 2 
4 93 31 15 '-8 5 3 
5 , III 38 1 8 10 6 3 
. 9 . 4 >35 6 123 42 20 11 7 4 
7 134 46 22 12 7 4 
8 144 50 24 13 8 5 
9 1 52 52 25 14 8 5 
10 158 55 26 15 9 5 
- -
- - - - - - - - - - _. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
Tahle 11 cont d . 
-------",.---- ~5· - - . 55-- ~6- - . 65 - - --- -- - -- -. 
f { . 45 . 7 . 75 
.? _ ~ _ ... 8 _ _ i _ _ _ _ __ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . ___ _ _ _  . _ 
--
3 76 26 12 7 4 2 1 
4 1 07 36 17 10 "6 3 2 
5 128 44 21 1 2 7 4 3 
. 9 . 3 . 25 6 144 50 24 13 8 5 3 
7' 156 54 26 15 9 S 4 
8 166 58 28 1 6 10 6 4 
9 177 61 29 17 10 6 4 
) 10 183 63 31 17 11 7 4 
-1- - - - - - - - - . . - - - . - - . - - . .. - - - -_ .. . _---
3 39 16 8 5 3 1 
4 55 23 12 7 4 2 
5 65 27 14 8 5 3 
6 74 31 1 6 9 6 4 
. 9 .35 • . 3 7 80 34 1 8 1 0 6 4 
8 85 36 1 9 11 7 4 
9 91 38 20 12 7 5 
10 95 40 21 12 8 5 
- ------- - -- - -- --- - - -- - - ---- ----
-it . 4 . 45 . 5 . 55 . 6 . 65 
-
----------- ----_ .. _- - --- -- - - -- -
-
3 66 22 11 5 3 2 
4 93 31 15 :8 5 3 
5 111 38 1 8 10 6 3 
. 9 . 4 -, 35 6 123 42 20 11 7 4 
~ 7 134 46 22 12 7 4 
8 144 50 24 13 8 5 
9 1 52 52 25 14 8 5 
10 1 58 55 26 15 9 5 
- -
--------- - -- -- --- - - - - - - -- - - - -
-~ , 
Ta ble 11 contd . 
j-
- - - - ,- - -\ "{f :-55 - -.-6-- --. 65- -.'7 - :-75 - : -8- -. 85- -- .9" 
P 8 9 t , 
-- -. --- ,- - -- - _. - - -- .- -- - - - .- ... _. -' - - - . - .. 
3 129 45 21 12 7 <1 3 2 
.t, 
4 176 62 10 17 10 7 4 .j 
5 20[ 72 35 20 13 S 6 4 
.S5 . 1 . 05 6 231 81 39 21 14 ,,9 6 4 
7 247 86 42 24 15 1e 7 5 
8 264 91 45 26 16 11 7 5 
9 274 q6 47 27 17 11 7 5 
10 285 100 49 28 18 12 8 5 
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - .' - - - - - - - _ ... - - .. - - -
3 67 29 15 9 5 3 2 1 
4 93 39 21 12 8 5 3 2 
5 109 46 25 15 9 ~ 4 3 
. 95 . 15 . 1 6 121 51 28 16 10 7" 5 3 
7 131 56 30 18 11 8 5 3 
8 137 59 32 19 12 8 5 4 
9 144 62 33 20 13 8 6 4 
10 149 65 34 21 13 9 6 4 
- - - - - - - - -{ :-5- - :-55 - '. 6 .- -.65- -:7-- - -:75- - -;r -.8"5-
I . 
- - - - - - - - - . . .. - -- - - .- - - ' - ~ -- - -_.,, - ------
3 115 40 19 10 6 4 2 1 
4 158 54 26 15 9 6 4 2 
5 185 65 31 18 11 7 5 3 
. 95 . 2 .15 6 205 72 35 20 12 8 5 3 
7 221 77 37 21 13 9 6 4 
8 232 82 40 23 14 9 6 4 
9 244 85 42 24 15 10 6 4 
10 253 88 43 24 15 10 7 4 
------------- - --- -------- ---
( 
..,' 
Ta bl e 11 contd . 
-p - ~- -~; - ;~" \,:' - .5 - 755 - -:6- - .65-- -.7. -- :"75 - :"8-- - . 85 
- ' ,- - - - - ~ .. .. - - -- - - 1- - -- ~- .. .. - - - -' - •• - -- - . - - - .. ~ -
• 3 59 25 13 7 4 2 1 
4 
5 

















1 22 52 
126 54 
1 32 56 
Ii . 45 . 5 
102 34 
1 38 47 
162 56 





1 8 11 
, 
21 I 3 
24 14 
26 1 5 
27 1 0 
29 17 
30 18 




































































1 04 44 
11 0 47 
11 4 48 
11 6 
15 9 
1 8 11 
20 12 




















- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ta,hle 11 contd . 
------_.-
_._- --_. -
:-5- . - .6 - 765 - - - - -,-
. 4 . 45 . 55 
I 
" 
_P" •• 9 __ 9_ •. i _ _ . _ __ __ J ., _ . ' _ . ' ______ " __ 
3 101 30 14 7 4 2 • 
(. 4 119 40 19 10 6 4 
5 1 39 47 23 1 2 7 5 
. 95 . 4 . :35 6 1 54 53 25 14 8 5 
7 I 1 65 57 27 15 9 6 
8 176 61 29 1 6 10 6 
9 183 64 30 17 10 6 
10 190 66 32 18 11 7 
__ _ ._a _ __ __ 
- .. .--- -- --- - - ~ - _. - - --
II . 5.5 . 6 . 65 . 7 . 75 . 8 . 85 . 9 
- - - - - - - ..- - - p- - - - - - - - - - - - - - _. - - .- -- - - -
3 196 67 31 1 8 11 7 4 2 
4 261 91 45 25 1 6 1 0 7 5 
5 300 104 51 29 18 12 8 5 
.99 .1 . 05 6 325 114 56 32 20 13 9 6 
7 343 120 59 34 21 , 14 10 6 
8 360 1 25 62 36 22 15 10 6 
9 372 1 31 64 37 23 15 10 6 
10 385 1 34 66 38 24 1 6 11 6 
-- -- - - -- -- --
- - ------ ------- ---
3 1 02 43 23 13 8 5 3 1 
4 137 58 31 19 12 8 5 3 
5 157 68 36 22 14 9 6 4 
. 99 .1 5 .1 6 170 73 39 24 1~ 1 0 7 4 
7 1 80 77 4 2 25 1 6 11 7 4 
8 189 81 43 26 17 11 8 4 
9 196 84 45 27 17 12 8 4 
10 202 86 46 28 1 8 12 8 4 
-------------------- ------ - ---
Table 11 contd. 
- - - - - -; - ~\ -:--.,5' - :-55 - :6- -.65- -'5 - ::-75 - 78- -.85-
_P_ _9 __ 9 __ :t ~' _. __ . _________ - - _. - - - - - - -
~ 
~r: '. 173 ,,60 ~8 16 9 ' ,6 3 2 
4 234 81 39 22 14 9 6 4 
.99 .2 .15 5 267 92 46 26 16 10 7 5 
( 6 289 101 49 28 17 11 8 5 
7 308 108 52 30 18 12 8 5 
8 318 . 112 54 31 18 13 8 5 
9 331 116 57 32 20 13 9 5 
10 342 120 59 34 21 13 9 5 
- - - - - - - - j - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3 90 38 20 11 7 4 2 
4 121 51 27 16 10 6 4 
.99 . • 25 .2 5 139 59 31 19 12 8 5 
6 150 64 34 20 13 '8 6 
7 159 68 36 22 14 9 6 
8 167 71 '138 23 14 9 6 
9 172 74 jl9 24 15 10 6 
10 177 76 40 25 15 10 6 , 
-------------------------------Ii . . 45 .5 .55 .6 .65 .7 .75 
------------------- -- ----------
3 152 51 25 13 8 4 2 
4 203 71 34 19 11 7 5 
.99 .3 .25 5 234 81 39 22 14 9 6 
6 255 88 42 24 15 9 6 
7 268 93 45 25 16 10 6 
8 281 98 48 27 16 11 7 
9 290 lJ)1 49 28 17 11 7 
10 300 1~ 50 29 18 U 7 
----- - -----------------------
Ta ble 11 contd. 
, 
- - - - - - - ~\ ':- -. 45- -.5 -- -:55' - :6- - .65-- -5 - :-7"5 - -
. • II 
• 
_p. _ _ ,, _ _ ,, __ i ____ __ _ _ -- - - - - - - -- - .- - - - -
t' 3 78 32 16 9 5 3 
4 104 44 23 14 8 5 
5 120 51 2'V 16 10 6 
.99 .35 .3 6 130 55 29 17 11 7 
7 139 59 31 18 11 7 
8 143 61 32 19 12 8 
9 149 64 34 20 12 8 
10 153 66 35 20 13 8 
------------- .... _---------------
Ii .40 .45 .5 .55 .6 .65 .7 
---r--------------------------
3 132 45 21 11 6 3 
4 176 60 29 16 9 6 
.99 .4 .35 5 200 69 33 18 11 7 
6 217 75 36 20 12 7 
7 231 79 38 21 13 8 
8 241 83 40 22 13 8 
9 249 86 42 23 14 9 
10 256 89 43 24 14 9 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - .. . - - - - - ... -~ - - - - - - - - -
Table 12 
Size of experiment N for rule R and ~ 
_? __ 8 __ 8:'" .2 :f_ i f_P _ _ .§p __ EP __ .§p-9- E.P __ .§p __ EP __ .§p __ EP __ .§p __ EP. __ .§p __ ~ 0 \ To 0 :b5 ~ • r----r- .75 • I .85 .9 
4 , ' I 48 64 30 40 24 28 12 20 \ 
.99 .1 .05 6 : 90 120 60 78 I 45 54 30 36 I 
. 8 140 176 112 120 84 80 56 48 i 
10 225 240 135 160 90 110 90 60 
I 
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - j - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - .~- - - - - - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - -
4 
.99 .1 5 .1 6 
8 
.99 " .  
10 
4 
.1 5 6 
8 
10 
-t .- - - - -
I 72 , 88 
1 35 1 68 
224 248 
i 270 34 0 
I 
-- -- -- -""- ----
• 
36 48 24 32 
75 90 45 60 
112 136 84 88 
180 180 135 1 20 
- - -- - - ---- - - - - - -
42 56 30 36 18 24 
I 




1 44; 8 4 104 I 56 64 i 
18 20 
3'0 42 
56 64 . 
8 0 I 90 
- - - -- - - - .- - - ~ 
6 . 
210 I 135 130 1 90 90 ! L _____ L ________ _ _ J ______ ~ 
.L.. __ _ 
Ta ble !~ 
Comparison of number of repetitions 
( 
0 II .15 . 2 . 25 .3 .35 . 4 " ,ft I 
,* 
- !O5 .1 5 .2 .25 .3 .35 I , \ ~ 6) 0 .1 \ 
---------~~ ---------------------
3 1 6 10 7 5 3 2 1 1 
4 23 14 10 7 5 4 2 2 · 
5 30 18 13 9 6 5 3 2 
.75 . 65 6 34 21 15 10 8 5 4 3 
. 
7 38 23 16 12 8 6 4 3 
8 ~1 26 18 13 9 7 5 3 
9 44 28 19 14 10 7 5 4 
10 46 29 21 15 11 8 5 4 
----------------- - - --- --------
3 26 16 11 8 5 4 3 2 
4 36 23 16 11 8 6 4 3 
5 44 28 20 14 10 7 5 3 
. 
.90 . 65 6 49 31 22 16 11 8 6 4 
7 54 34 24 17 12 9 6 4 
8 57 37 25 18 13 10 7 5 
9 60 39 27 19 14 10 7 5 
1 0 63 40 28 20 15 11 8 5 
--------------------------------
3 35 21 15 10 7 5 3 2 
4 48 30 21 15 11 8 5 4 
5 57 35 25 18 13 9 6 5 
.95 . 65 6 63 39 28 20 14 10 7 5 
7 68 42 30 21 15 11 8 6 
8 72 45 32 23 16 12 9 6 
9 74 47 33 24 17 12 9 6 




Ta ble 13 contd. 
------------------------~------\ 
.25 .3 .35 
p* \ 9 
0 .1 .15 .2 .4 
. 
. 2 .25 .3 .35 iT '. 9' 0 .05 .1 .15 t \ 
" 
---------------------- --- - -----
3 54 33 23 16 11 8 5 3 
4 71', 45 31 22 16 11 8 6 
5 84 51 36 26 19 14 10 7 
6 92 56 39 28 20 1 5 11 7 
.99 . 65 7 97 59 42 30 22 16 11 8 
8 101 62 43 31 23 16 12 8 
9 104 64 45 32 24 17 12 9 





Values Qf ....r for _Gel-'~.cJ);on . rule :l 6 
~'-'=--- _. ----.---... --- .. _-----
.. ,- - - .- .. t - - . . -- - - . .~ - - ~. . .. ~ - ' -- - ~ - - - - -
P Q n 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. . - - _. - -~ - - ~ .. - - . - - - ... - ..... 
3 4 5 7 8 9 10 
1 222 2 2 222 
2 2 . 5 2 .5 3 . 0 3 3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 . 5 3 . 5 3 . 5 3 . 5 ~ 4 
4 3 . 5 3 . 5 4 4 4 4 4 . 5 4 . 5 
. 7 5 . 05 5 4 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 . 5 5 5 5 
6 ~ . 5 4 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 . 5 5 .5 
7 ~ . 5 5 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 6 
8 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 6 6 6 6 
9 5 . 5 5 . 5 6 6 6 . 5 6 . 5 6 ~~ 6 . 5 
10 5 . 5 ' 6 6 6. 5 6 . 5 7 7 7 
- ------ -- --- - -- ----- -- - - - -------
1. 1.5 2 :2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2. 5 2. 5 2 . 5 3 3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 . 5 3. 5 3 . 5 3 . 5 3. 5 3 . 5 
. 75 .10 4 3 . 5 3 . 5 4 4 4 4 
5 4 4 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 .5 5 
6 4 4 . 5 4 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 . 5 
7 4 . 5 5 5 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 
8 5 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 6 6 6 
9 5 5~5 5 . 5 6 6 6 6 . 5 6 .5 
10 5 . 5 6 6 6 6 . 5 6 . 5 6. 5 7 
- ... - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Table 14 contd. 
,. -- .. '" ~ - -- .- - -- - - - .- - - - - ~ "" ~ - - - ...... -' -1 . , - _ . ~ .. _. - • ... .. . • P Q ' n 3 4 !l 6 7 8 9 10 
- -- - - ------ - ------- - ---- - ----.-
1 1.5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 3 3 ' 3 .3 
( 3 3 3 3 3.5 : ,3.5 .3.5 3.5 3.5 
4 3.5 3.5 3.5 4 . 4 . 4 4 4 
.75 .15 
5 3.5 4 4 4 .5 4.5 , .. 4,5 4.5 4 .5 
6 4 4.5 4.5 4.5 5 5 5 .5 
7 4 .5 4 .5 5 5 ~ . 5.5 5.5 5.5 
8 4 .5 5 5 5.5 5.5 5.5 6 .6 
9 5 5 .5 5.5 6 6 6 6 6.5 
10 5 5 .5 6 6 6 6.5 6.5 6..3 
- - - - - - - - - - - - __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - _0'- __ 
1 1.5 1.5 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2.5 2.5 2,5 2,5 . 2.5 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 3 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
~ 4 3 3.5 3.5 3.5 4 4 4 4 
.75 .20 
5 3.5 4 4 4 4.5 4.5 4 .5 4.5 
6 4 4 4 .5 4 .5 4.5 5 5 5 
7 4 .5 4 .5 5 5 5 5 5.5 5.5 
8 4 .5 5 5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 
9 5 5 5.5 5.5 5.5 6 6 6 
10 5 5.5 5.5 6 6 6 6.5 6.5 
--------------------------------
( 
Table 14 contd. 
- ",- - - - \ t - .; - - ; - - ; - - ~ - - ~ - - 8 - - 9 - - ~O - -
P 1;1 n • 
-------------- -- ----------------
2 2 2 2 2 
, 
2 2 2 . 5 2 . 5 2 . 5 2 . 5 2 . 5 2.5 3 
3 2.5 3 3 3 3 3 . 5 3 .5 3.5 
4 3 3 3 . 5 a.5 3.5 4 4 4 





4 4 . 5 4 .~ 4. 5 4 ,5 4 .5 
4 . 5 4 . 5 5' 5 5 5 
8 4 . 5 4 . 5 I .5 5 . 5 
9 " ._.4 . 5 
10 5 
5 5, 5 . 5 5'1> 5 , 5 
. , 







------------------- - ---- -- -- --- -
.75 .30 
, 
1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 . 5 2 . 5 2 . 5 2 . 5 2rS' 2.5. 2.5 
3 2.5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3.5 
4 3 3 3 . 5 3.5 3 .5 3. 5 3 . 5 4 
5 3.5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
6 3 .5 4 4 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 · 4 . 5 · 4 .5 
7 4 4 . 5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 5 5 5 
8 4 .5 4 .5 5 5 5 5 5.5 · 5.5 . 
9 4 . 5 5 5 5 5 .5 5 . 5 5. 5 . 5.5 
10 5 5 5 . 5 5 .5 5.5 ~ 6 6 
----------------- - ------------ -
. I 
Table 14 contd. 
------------------ ----- --------
, \ t 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 p e n \ 
( " ------.-- --- - ... - - - - .- - - - - --------- - -
1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2 . 5 
3 2 . 5 2 . 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 • 
, 
4 3 3 3 .5 3.5- 3.5 3 . 5 3 .5 3.5 
.15 . 35 
5 3 . 5 3.5 3 .5 4 4 4 4 4 
6 3 . 5 4 4 4 4 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 
7 4 4 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 5 5 
8 4 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 5 5 5 5 
9 4 .5 4 . 5 5 5 5 5 .5 5 .5 5.5 
10 4 .5 5 5 5 .5 5.5 5 .5 5 . 5 6 
--------------------------------
~ 1 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2 . 5 2 . 5 2 .5 2.5 
2 3 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3 . 5 3 . 5 3 . 5 
3 4 4 4 4 .5 4 . 5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 
.9 .05 4 4 .5 4 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
5 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 .5 5 .5 5 .5 6 6 
6 5 . 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 .5 6 . 5 
7 6 6 . 5 6 .5 6 .5 6 . 5 6 .5 7 7 
8 6 . 5 6 . 5 7 7 7 7 7.5 7.5 
9 7 7 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 ~ 8 
10 7 7. 5 7.5 8 8 8 8 ~ If' 
-------------------------- ---- --
Ta ble 14 contd. • 
- - - - - ~ - -' .- - -, - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - -
"9 t 3 4 5 6 7 ' 8 9 10 
( P n \ ------ ~ --- - ----------- -- ---.- ---
.. 
1 2 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2 . 5 2 .5 
2 ,3 3.5 3.5 3.5 3 . 5 ~ . 5 3.5 3.5 
3 4 4 '4 4 4 4 .5 4 . 5 4 .5 
4 4 .5 4 .5 t~ .5 5 5 5 5' 5 
.9 .10 5 5 5 5 5 .!> 5 .5 5 . 5 5.5 5 .5 
6 5 .5 5 . 5 5 .5 6 '6 6 6 ' 6 
" ' 7 6 6 6 6.5 6 .. ~ 6.5 6.5 6.5 
8 6.5 6.5 6 .5 7 7 7 7 7 
9 6.5 7 7 7 i.5 7..5 7.5 7.5 
10 7 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 2 8 8 
------------------------_ . . _----
1 2 2 2.5 2.5 2 .5 2.5 2 .5 2.5 
2 3 3 3 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5' 
3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
4 4.5 4 .5 4.5 
.9 .15 
4.5 4.5 5 5 5 
5 5 5 5 5 5 .5 5.5 5 .5 5.5 
6 5.5 5 .5 5.5 5.5 6 6 6 6 
7 5.5 6 6 6 6 .5 6.5 6 . 5 6.,5 
8 6 6.5 6.5 6.5 7 7 7 7 
9 6.5 6 .5 7 7 7 , 7.5 7.5 
10 7 7 7 7 7.5 7.5 7.5 8 
-------------------------------
Table 14 contd. 
- - - - - """'I: _. - - - _ -0 - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ - . - ~- - ... - - - -
.. , \. t 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
P Q n \ • 
_____ __ , _ h O ... ____ ______ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - _ - - -
( 1 2 2 2 2 . 5 2 . 5 2 . 5 2 .5 ~ 2.5 
2 3 3 3 3 3 . 5 3 .5 3.5 • 3 . 5 
.. 3' 3.5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
.9 .20 4 4 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 .5 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 . 5 5 
5 4 .5 5 5 5 5 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 
6 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5.5 5 . 5 5 . 5 6 6 
7 5 .5 5 15 6 6 . 6 6 6 6.5 
8 6 6 6.5 6.5 6 .5 6 . 5 6 . 5 7 
9 6.5 6 .5 6 .5 7 7 7 7 7 
10 6.5 7 7 7 7.~ 7.5 7.5 7. 5 
------------- - -------- - ---- -- ---
-r 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 . 5 2 .5 2.5 
2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3.5 
3 3.5 3 .5 ,: ~.5 4 4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 4.5 4.5 
.9 .25 
5 4 .5 4 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 5 5 5 5.5 5.5 5. 5 5.5 5.5 
7 5.5 5 . 5 5.5 6 6 6 6 6 
8 6 6 6 6 6.5 6.~ 6 .5 6.5 
9 6 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 7 7 7 






Table 14 contd. 
------------ - - - ------ -~ - ----- ---
$ \ t 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 p 9 n \ 
- - - - - - _ , _ - - - - - - - - - ._ - - - _ _ - o' _ _ ___ ____ 
1 2 . 5 2 . 5 2 . 5 2 . 5 3 3 .... 3 oJ 
2 3 . 5 3 . 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 
• 
3 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 . 5 5 5 5 5 50 
. 95 . 05 4 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 ~.5 
5 6 6 6 6 6 6. 5 6 . 5 6 . 5 
6 6 . 5 6 . 5 6 . 5 7 7 7 7 7 
7 7 7 7 7.5 7.5 7 . 5 7 . 5 7 . 5 
8 7. 5 7. 5 7. 5 8 8 8 8 8 
9 8 8 8 8 8.5 8 .5 8 .5 8.5 
10 8 . 5 8 . 5 8. 5 8. 5 9 9 9 9 
-------------------~------ - ----
1 2.5 2 . 5 2 . 5 2 . 5 2 . 5 2 . 5 3 3 
2 3.5 3.5 3.5 4 4 4 4 4 
( 
3 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 5 5 
4 5 5 5.5 5.5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5.5 
.95 .1 0 
5 5 .5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
6 6. 5 6 . 5 6 . 5 6 , 5 6 . 5 6 . 5 6 .5 7 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 . 5 7.5 7.5 
8 7.5 7. 5 7.5 7.5 7.5 8 8 8 
9 7. 5 8 8 8 8 8 8 . 5 8 .5 
10. 8 8 8. 5 8 . 5 8 . 5 8 . 5 8 .5 9 
- - - -- ---------------------- - ----
.. 
Table 14 contd, 
. 
.. _-_ .. _-- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - . . ... - - - -
I . t • 6 8 9 10 3 4 5 . 7 p e n ( - - - - - - - - - - - - - _. -- -. _. - - - - - - - - .- - - -- -- - -
; 
1 2.5 2 . 5 2 . 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2 . 5, 2.5 
2 3.5 3 .5 3 . 5 3.5 3,5 ·4 . ,4 J . ~ . 
3 <',,5 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 .5 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 .5 4 .5 
4 5 5 5 5 5.5 5.5 5 .5 5.5 
. 95 .15 5 5 . 5 5 . 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 
6 6 6 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6 . 5 6 . 5 
7 6 .5 6.5 7 7 7 7 '1 7 
8 7 7 7 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 
9 7.5 7.5 7.5 8 8 8 8 8 
10 8 8 8 8 8.5 8 . 5 8. 5 8.5 
r --------------------------------
1 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2 .5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
2 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
3 4 4 . 5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 
4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
. 95 .20 5 5.5 5 . 5 5 .5 5.5 5.5 6 6 6 
6 6 6 6 6 6.5 6 .5 6 .5 6 .5 
7 6.5 6 . 5 6 .5 6.5 7 7 7 7 
8 . 7 . . 7>:- ~ 1 7 7.5 7.5 7.5 
9 7. 5 7 . 5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 8 8 
10 7.5 8 8 8 8 8 8 8.5 
--------------------------------
-
Table 14 contd. 
2 3.5 3 . 5 3 . 5 
3 4 4 4 4 4 . 5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .~ 
4 4 .5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
. 95 .25 5 5 
6 5.5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 6 6.5 6.5 6.5 6 . 5 6 .5 6 .5 6 .5 
8 6.5 6 . 5 7 7 7 7 7 7 
9 7 7 7 7.5 7. 5 7.5 7.5 7.5 
10 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 8 8 8 8 




3 3 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
4 4 444 4 4 4 
4 4.5 4 .5 
5 5 5 5 
6 5.5 5 . 5 5 .5 
7 6 6 6 
8 6 .5 6.5 
5 5 5 5 
5 .5 5 . 5 5 .5 5 .5 5.5 
6 
6 
6 6 6 6 
6.5 6 .5 6 .5 6.5 
7 7 7 7 
9 7 
10. 7 
7 7 7 7 7.5 7.5 7.5 ' 
7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 8 
----------------------- --- -----
Ta ble 14 contd. • 
-~- -;,.-~\C -; --;; --5- - 6 - -; - - 8 - - 9 - -l~ - -
--- ~ -- -------------------------
1 2 2 2.~ 2.5 . 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
( 2 3 3 3 3 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
3 3.5 4 4 4 4 4· 4 4 
4 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 . 4 .5 4 .5 4.5 4 .5 
. 95 .35 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5.5 
6 5 . 5 5 . 5 5.5 5.5 1'>.5 5 .5 5.5 6 
7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
8 6 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 
9 6.5 6 .5 7 7 7 7 7 7 
10 7 7 7 7 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 
---------- ------ - -- -- - - -- - - - -- -
1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3.5 
2 4 . 5 4 .5 4.5 4 .5 · 4.5 4 .5 4.5 4. 5 
3 5 . 5 5 .5 5.5 5.5 5.5 6 6 6 
4 6 . 5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6. 5 6.5 6.5 6.5 
.99 .05 5 7 7 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 
6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
7 8. 5 8. 5 8. 5 8.5 8.5 8.5 9 9 
8 9 9 9 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 
9 9.5 9.5 9.5 10 10 10 10 10 
10 10 10 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 
------------- -------- - ---------
Table 14 contd. 
-.- - - - - ,-t- - ; -- ------------
- 0 - _ _ 
- - - -
4 5 ,;.'~6 7 8 9 10, p g n \ '.' 
- - - - - _. - - - - - _. ~ - - .- - - - - .. . - _ . ... - .- - - - - -
1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 .5 
2 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 .5 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 .5 4 .5 4 .5 
3 5 . 5 5 .5 5 . 5 5 .5 5.5 5 . 5 5 .5 5i5 
4 6.5 6 .5 6 .5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 615 
.99 .10 5 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7.5 
6 7.5 7.5 7. 5 8 8 8 8 8 
7 8 8. 5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8. 5 8. 5 8.5 
8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
9 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 10 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10'05 10.5 
--~-----------------------------
1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
r 2 4 .5 4 .5 4.5 4.5 4 .5 4.5 4 .5 4 .5 
3 5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5 .5 ·.:~.5 
4 6 6 6 6 6 6 .5 6.5 6.5 
.99 .15 5 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
6 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 
7 8 8 8 8 8 8.5 8.5 8.5 
8 8.5 8.5 8.5 9 9 9 9 9 
9 9 9 9 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 
10 9.5 9.5 9.5 10 10 10 10 10 
" -------------- - - - ---------------
• 
l*~ ... 14 contd. 
- :: - - - - -t- -; - - ; - - ; - - "6 - - ; - - ~ - -9- -10- -
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6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 
7 7 7.5 7.5 
3 3 3 3 
4 .5 4 .5 4.5 4 .5 









7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 
788888888 
8 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 
999999999 




































6.5 6.5 ' 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 
6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7.5 
7 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7. 5 8 8 8 
8 8 8 8 8 8.5 8.5 8.5 815 
9 8.5 8.5 8.5 9 9 9 9 9 
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- P"~ - Q - - ~ \ t - - ; - ------- ----_. -------4 5 ~ . 7 8 9 10 
- - - - - - - - - _. _. - - ... - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - -
1 2 . 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
• 
2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
4 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 .5 5 .5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5 .5 5.5 
. 99 .30 5 6 6 6 . 5 6.5 6 . 5 6 . 5 6 . 5 6.5 
6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
7 7.5 7. 5 7. 5 7. 5 7.5 7.5 7. 5 7.5 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
9 8 8 . 5 8 .5 8.5 8.5 8 . 5 8.5 8.5 
10 8 . 5 ~ .5 9 9 9 9 9 9 
-------- ----- - - - - - -- - .. - - - - - - - - - - -
1 2.5 2 .5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 3 
2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
3 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 .5 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 .5 5 5 
.99 .35 4 5 . 5 5 . 5 5.5 5.5 5 . 5 5.t, ' 5.5 5.5 
5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
6 6 . 5 6 . 5 6 . 5 6 . 5 6 . 5 6 . 5 6 .5 7 
7 7 7 7 7 7.0 7 7.5 7.5 
8 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7. 5 7. 5 8 8 
9 8 8 8 8 8' 8 8 8. 5 
10 8 . 5 8 . 5 8.5 8 . 5 8 . 5 8 . 5 8 . 5 8.5 
------------------- - - --- - - - - - - -
